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Mentor: Dr. Darren Hercyk
Does your church preach the “whole gospel” or “reduced gospel?” The whole gospel is
the story of God working to redeem mankind, from Eden to the New Jerusalem. The reduced
gospel is a belief that the plan of salvation and the whole gospel of Scripture are synonymous, a
belief that salvation is for personal forgiveness. This research aims to change the effects of a
reduced gospel in a local congregation. Participants, members of First Baptist Church of Eupora,
were given questionnaires and interviews to determine their views regarding the gospel. To many
participants, the gospel is one of forgiveness; therefore, it was determined that most participants
had a reduced view of the gospel. The researcher developed a course using the Apostles' Creed,
Scriptures, and other supporting documents to teach the gospel found in Scripture, from Genesis
to Revelation. The belief is that if these participants were taught the whole gospel, a meaningful
change would occur in their lives. After completing the course, these participants were given
questionnaires and interviews to determine if a change had occurred. The results were that many
of the participants did show a significantly increased understanding of the whole gospel. Several
participants started studying the Word of God rather than simply reading the Bible, while others
became interested in practicing spiritual disciplines and discipleship. Because the whole gospel
involves all of Scripture, the church must preach, teach, and live that story so that all will know
the way, truth, and life in Jesus.
Keywords: Apostles’ Creed, Evangelical, reduced gospel, soterian, spiritual disciplines, whole
gospel.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
What gospel does the church teach? Does the church teach the whole gospel of Scriptures
or a reduced gospel? The whole gospel of Jesus Christ is life-changing for those who believe.
When approaching the subject of the gospel, much care must be taken. The gospel for many
people is a basic understanding that Jesus died for man's sins and was resurrected three days
later. Repentance and faith are required to receive Jesus. Believing in Him saves the believer,
and that individual will spend eternity with Jesus and God. In the book, I Am a Church Member,
Author and pastor Thom Rainer described the gospel when he wrote about his salvation
experience. He stated, “When we receive the gift of salvation, we become a part of the body of
Christ.” He continues describing the gift when he writes, “You received a gift, the free gift of
eternal salvation. That gift includes eternal salvation. It includes forgiveness of sins by Christ
death on the cross.”1
For others, the gospel represents much more. In an article titled, “The Eight Marks of a
Robust Gospel,” Scot McKnight speaks to the differences. He continues, "The little gospel
promises me personal salvation and eternal life. But the robust gospel doesn't stop there. It also
promises a new society and a new creation."2 He goes on to explain, “God’s kingdom, the
society where God’s will is established and lived, was now officially at work in His followers.”3
Not only is it regeneration, a one-time experience of receiving Jesus as Savior and Lord, but the

1

Thom Rainer, I Am a Church Member: Discovering the Attitude that Makes the Difference (Nashville,
TN: B&H Publishing, 2013), 71.
2

Scot McKnight. “The 8 Marks of a Robust Gospel.” Christianity Today 52, no. 3 (March 2008): 36–39,
accessed February 4, 2022,
3

Ibid., 37.
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gospel is a life-changing event, sanctification, lived out daily in discipleship and the practice of
spiritual disciplines. Lastly, the believer is looking ahead to glorification.
The purpose of the topic and research on changing the effects of a reduced gospel is to
explore why there is a disconnect for some individuals. Today the Christian church in America,
and Eupora, Mississippi, is struggling with the gospel message and meaning. Many churches are
losing members and closing. In Matthew 28:19-20, Jesus said, "Go therefore and make disciples
of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, teaching
them to observe all that I commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the
age."4 Jesus did not tell the church to go and make converts, but disciples. In America, the
Christian church appears to be more concerned with conversion than discipling.
Ministry Context
Originally called Early Grove, the city of Eupora was established in 1889. In a historical
book titled, The History of Webster County Mississippi, written by various writers but compiled
by Belinda Stewart and Albert Latham. The writer stated, "Eupora was founded in 1888 and
contained a church, a graveyard, a school, and probably a general store. In 1888, the Georgia
Pacific Railroad began surveying a route on the north side of Big Black. The final route was a
line down the Big Black Valley, passing through the site of present-day Eupora."5
The name for the settlement was Early Grove. According to the writer, Eupora Corkern
was from Louisiana and moved to Early Grove to teach school-age children. She married Jim
Eudy, and together they had a home large enough for boarders. When the Railroad engineers

4
Unless otherwise noted, all biblical passages referenced are in the New King James Bible (Nashville, TN:
Thomas Nelson, Inc. 1982).
5

Belinda Stewart and Albert Latham, A History of Webster County Mississippi (Dallas, TX: Curtis Media
Corporation, 1985), 43.
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were laying out the route for the train, they boarded in the Eudy home. Upon hearing Jim Eudy
call his wife Eupora, “they were struck with the euphony of the word and declared that the new
town should be called Eupora.”6 The name comes from Homer’s Illiad and is an adjective that
means gifted, well-endowed in resources, and easy to pass through.7
Eupora is located in Webster County, Mississippi, and is a rural county with a population
of 10,253. According to the county website, “Webster County was originally established as
Sumner County in 1874. It was organized from portions of Chickasaw, Choctaw, Montgomery,
and Oktibbeha counties. In 1882 the county was renamed Webster in honor of Daniel Webster.
The county has a total of 423 square miles, and the county seat is Walthall."8
According to City Data.Com, as of 2019, the population of Eupora was 2,005 and is
considered 100 percent rural. The racial breakdown is 50.4 percent, White, 47.9 percent Black,
0.8 percent Asian, and 0.4 percent Hispanic.9
When looking at the ministry context, great care must be given not to be overly negative
or condemning, but there is an apparent problem. First Baptist Church of Eupora is struggling.
Attendance is going in the wrong direction, and any new members are primarily children. When
looking at the current state of the church, much consideration must be given in determining why
the situation is where it is and not blaming individuals. God will act and work where He chooses,
but His people must demonstrate some responsibility for a downward trend. When discussing the
attendance figures, there is an understanding that those figures represent people who represent

6

Stewart, A History of Webster County Mississippi, 51.
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Ibid.
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Webster County, Mississippi, accessed August 15, 2022, http://www.webstercountyms.org/.Mississippi.
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City Data.Com, accessed August 15, 2022, https://www.city-data.com/city/Eupora-Mississippi.html.
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souls for eternity. Therefore, when looking at the numbers, the purpose is about caring for God's
people, not merely increasing the numbers.
First Baptist Church of Eupora was founded in February of 1890 by a small group of
believers who had come to a new town in north-central Mississippi. Through the first years, the
church experienced some growth, but it was not until 1907 that it grew exponentially. A revival
saw the addition of 49 new members, with 30 of those by baptism.10 Sunday School was added
in 1890, and the church grew through the years under the leadership of several pastors. In 1911 a
storm damaged the first church structure, and a new building was needed, so the property was
purchased, and a new facility was built. That structure was a beautiful brick building. According
to Lorraine Sugg, in her book, History...First Baptist Church, regarding the new church, "But
more than beauty was evident. In a marvelous way the church increased in number and in giving
to missions."11 An architectural flaw prevented the roof from being watertight and the structure
lasted less than thirty years. In 1945, the building was condemned, and the structure was
demolished. Only the baptistry remained until a new facility was erected. The church managed to
salvage the stained glassed windows and a few pews. Baptisms continued in the old church
baptistry, which was now outdoors. For almost five years, the church met at the high school.
Through all the challenges, the church continued to thrive.
Throughout the years, the congregation continued to grow numerically. In 1949, First
Baptist built a new sanctuary and education building. The church's leadership had a great vision
when the building was built. Looking at that first group of members sitting in the sanctuary, they

10

Lorraine Sugg, History...First Baptist Church (Eupora, MS: Tri-County Times, 1966), 8.

11

Ibid., 9.
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seemed lost in the vastness of the room. As the church grew, attendance reached nearly 500 in
Sunday school and even more in worship. The worship center was filled, as was the choir area.
First Baptist Church has demonstrated an excellent vision for missions, having given
extensively to mission funds, and has participated in mission trips for many years. Bible study
and prayer have always been a vital part of the church. Revival services were regular activities
held at least twice a year. Attendance was robust for every revival service, meeting twice daily,
in the morning and evening.
Lorraine Sugg said that one revival had been mentioned in the local newspaper. She
claimed, "The news article after the revival stated that the revival was a "pronounced success"
with the largest crowds in the history of the church in attendance. Many were moved to
reconsecrate their lives, and new members were added to both the Baptist and Methodist
churches."12 She goes on to mention, “Prayer services were held in the early morning and in the
afternoon.”13 The prayer services were credited with the apparent success of the revival.
The church has also been extremely involved in missions and missions giving. In 1982 a
group from the church went to Honduras for a week and worked at the Honduras Baptist Medical
Mission. This work continued for over twenty years. For Mississippi Baptist, the church was
always in the top percentile in giving to the Lottie Moon Christmas Offering. Those things have
changed in recent years. The Honduras trip has ended, and the Lottie Moon Christmas offering
has decreased dramatically.
In 2009, Eupora, Mississippi, suffered from closing several furniture factories, the
leading industry. The closing of the factories had only a slight impact on the city's population.

12

Sugg, History..., 14.
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The most significant effect has been on the economy. Even though these events took place, the
church continued to thrive until recently.
The population to church member ratio change is evident. In 1990, the city's population
was 2,145, with 400 plus attendance. In 2019 the population was 2,005, with attendance at 180.
With little population change, there has been a significant decrease in church attendance.
When the Covid pandemic hit, the church went to an online service for several months.
After allowing members to return for in-person services, attendance has been slow to return to
pre-Covid levels. Current numbers are around 150 for Sunday school and 180 for worship. As
older members cannot attend, there appears to be a change in ministry focus. The emphasis on
mission work is less prominent. Sunday school attendance has also suffered, and the practice of
spiritual disciplines has lagged. Many members could not define one spiritual discipline. There
must be a reasonable explanation for the current situation.
Having served as Minister of Music and Youth in the 1990's, great emphasis was placed
on discipleship and spiritual growth. Priority was placed on growing and developing a personal
relationship with the Lord. Multiple discipleship groups met weekly to help strengthen the youth
and adults in their relationship with the Lord. Bi-yearly revival services were held with particular
emphasis on prayer for the services and the lost.
Vacation Bible School was a significant outreach opportunity, with hundreds of children
from around the community participating. The VBS event lasted a week, with a final service held
on the night of the fifth day. Parents would come to witness and experience what their children
had learned for the week. Every year, several children would profess a relationship with Christ.
Now VBS is done at night. The event is usually for three days with less than one hundred in
attendance. Finding enough workers is a challenge.

7

Serving now as Associate Pastor and Minister of Music, there appears to be little
emphasis on discipleship and the practice of spiritual disciplines. Some members seem to believe
that occasional church attendance, when it is convenient, is all that is required to have a
relationship with Jesus. Compromise is the attitude of the day for some in the congregation,
while others strive to make a stand for Jesus. Attendance has been slow to return since Covid,
while some members have not returned at all, possibly getting out of the habit of church. Sports
and dance activities have taken precedence over regular Sunday and Wednesday evening
activities. Most troubling is that the church is not the priority of the community or the day. Could
the problem be caused by the belief in a reduced gospel?
For countless children and teenagers, accepting Jesus as Savior was understanding that
He died for man's sins and rose again on the third day. Also, for many, there is the teaching that
God has a wonderful plan for a persons’ life. That plan does not always include any meaningful
relationship with Him. That is the gospel presented to many in the church today. For new
converts, church attendance is regular for a while but eventually fades away, and little change in
life occurs in many of those lives. There is no understanding or teaching on the kingdom of God
and the lordship of Christ. The gospel in the current ministry context is reduced to a soterian or
salvation gospel.
Problem Presented
The problem is that various members at First Baptist Church of Eupora, Mississippi,
appear to have an undeveloped understanding of the whole gospel. The gospel, to them, is a
gospel of forgiveness or sin management therefore, Jesus died to save them from their sins and
nothing else. The lack of a whole gospel understanding is apparent because these members do
not read their Bibles, witness, tithe, or practice any other spiritual discipline. Professor Dallas

8

Willard refers to these types of Christians as "vampire Christians."14 "One in effect says to Jesus,
‘I'd like a little of your blood, please. But I don't care to be your student or have your character.
In fact, won't you just excuse me while I get on with my life, and I'll see you in heaven.’”15
In Matthew 4:23, the Scripture says, “Jesus was going throughout all Galilee, teaching in
their synagogues and proclaiming the gospel of the kingdom, and healing every kind of sickness
among the people.” There is a disconnect between the gospel plan presented today and the gospel
Jesus preached. A myriad of church members believe he preached that he died on the cross and
rose again, even though that task had not yet been accomplished. When in fact, Jesus preached
that the kingdom of God was present and He, Jesus, is king.
Professor Scot McKnight discusses the soterian gospel. He defines it as "the ability to
witness personally to the experience of conversion that matters most. Once one has had this
experience, it’s all over...until the final party arrives.”16 His point is that the believer can live life
in any way that person chooses. There is no regard for any possible demands Jesus may have on
that life. Sin is irrelevant because Jesus paid the price. McKnight points out the reduction of the
gospel and the effect on the church today. He goes on to say, “When that conversion experience
became the necessary requirement for admission into heaven and in some ways into one’s local
church, the soterian gospel came into its own.”17 Therefore, the problem most evangelical
churches face today is reducing the gospel to a soterian gospel, a salvation gospel.

14

Dallas Willard, The Great Omission: Reclaiming Jesus’s Essential Teachings on Discipleship (New
York, NY: Harper One, 2014), 14.
15

Ibid., 14.
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Scot McKnight, The King Jesus Gospel: The Original Good News Revisited (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan, 2016), 76.
17

Ibid.,76.
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Purpose Statement
The purpose of this DMIN action research project is to develop and implement a six-part
curriculum based on the teachings of the Apostles' Creed, Scripture, and other supporting
materials that teaches the fulness of the gospel. Many members display a view of the gospel and
Jesus as only about forgiveness and going to heaven. There is little or no understanding about
justification, sanctification, discipleship, or living out the faith.
What has caused the disconnect between Jesus as Savior and Jesus as Lord? One
possibility is that some members do not have a saving knowledge of Jesus. Another option could
be that these members were never discipled or taught the entire message and meaning of the
whole gospel. The whole gospel is not only that Jesus is Savior but that He is Lord and King.
Jesus fulfills the mission of Israel. He is the king in the line of the Davidic Kingdom.
Teaching a six-part curriculum on the whole gospel will possibly create a change of heart
and therefore remove the disconnect between the members of First Baptist Church of Eupora,
Mississippi, and the gospel message. Therefore, meaningful spiritual growth will manifest in
these church members' lives.
The desired result would be Christian people who want to be in a growing relationship
with Christ. Another possibility would be a more meaningful relationship with the Lord, the kind
of relationship that lives out the whole gospel and practices spiritual disciplines.
Dallas Willard suggests one should go out of their way, be inconvenienced, do something
out of one's area of comfort. He says,
It was right and good of Bonhoeffer to point out that one cannot be a disciple of Christ
without forfeiting things normally sought in human life and that one who pays little in the
world's coinage to bear his name has reason to wonder where he or she stands with God.
But the cost of non-discipleship is far greater than the price paid to walk with Jesus,
constantly learning from Him.18
18

Dallas Willard. The Great Omission, 9.
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The idea behind the quote is to point out what the current researcher has observed. Many
Christians sacrifice a growing and meaningful relationship with Jesus the Christ. These
Christians never experience abundant life and never know it.
Numerous church members do not understand what is sacrificed to walk with Christ by
not living out the whole gospel. The church today is ineffective in changing the world. When
looking at the current church situation, a person must wonder if there is any difference between
Christians and the world. The gospel appears to be packaged to sell to as many people as
possible without any cost. Even though the gospel is free, it was not cheap. Therefore, a free
gospel is made to be a cheap gospel to sell to the greatest number of people as possible in today's
world. Why would anyone want that gospel?
Scot McKnight, Dallas Willard, and N. T. Wright all point to the gospel of Western
Christianity as a gospel of salvation, not the gospel of the Gospels. Pastor N. T. Wright
marvelously explains the thought in his book, How God Became King: The Forgotten Story of
the Gospels. He states, "Jesus is ruling over that new creation and making it happen through the
witness of his church. ‘The ruler of this world’ has been overthrown; the powers of the world
have been led behind Jesus’s triumphal procession as a beaten, bedraggled rabble.”19 First,
Wright points out what the church and Jesus are in the world. Then he makes his point when he
says, “And that is how God is becoming king on earth as in heaven. That is the truth the gospels
are eager to tell us, the truth the past two hundred years of European and American culture has
been desperately trying to stifle.”20 Wright’s point is piercing to the core of Western

19

N. T. Wright. How God Became King: The Forgotten Story of the Gospels (New York, NY:
HarperCollins, 2012), 162.
20

Ibid., 162.
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Christendom. The gospel has been dramatically distorted and misrepresented. A fact that Willard
and McKnight both agree on. Willard refers to the gospel as a gospel of sin management, and
McKnight teaches that it is a soterian gospel.
Basic Assumptions
There are several assumptions, regarding the effects of a reduced gospel and changing
those effects. The first assumption is that most members of First Baptist Church have a reduced
view of the gospel. The reduced idea is that the gospel is Jesus died and rose again to forgive
sins. Repentance and believing in Him save the sinner. Believing in Jesus is the gospel, and
believing the gospel is all that is needed for salvation. He then becomes Savior. Therefore, as
stated above, believing the gospel is all that is necessary for salvation.
Scot McKnight has talked about the topic and stated it quite well in an article published
by Southeastern Theological Review. He said, "I believe we equate gospel with the plan of
salvation. If the aim of the gospel is to get people saved, then we should have a salvation culture.
I am convinced that a salvation culture is a hollow shadow of what the gospel intends to
create."21 McKnight explains that the gospel is more than salvation from sins. Based on that
statement about salvation, many believe once a person is saved, they can live life however they
want. Nothing else in the present life is desired or required. That is a reduced view of the gospel.
That is assumed to be the belief of most members of First Baptist Church. It is assumed that the
gospel is treated as a cheap gospel. Having served as a youth minister for many years, this
researcher believes there is an understanding that the gospel presented by the evangelical
Christian church is a gospel of forgiveness and sin management. People are taught that they can
be saved if they do certain things, such as reciting a prayer or believing in a plan. There is little

21

“The King Jesus Gospel: STR Interviews Dr. Scot McKnight.” Southeastern Theological Review 3, no. 2
(Wint 2012): 155, accessed February 4, 2022.
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teaching on the kingdom of God and the lordship of Christ. It becomes more about specific
actions and activities than about a relationship with Jesus. There is little explanation on lordship
and minimal teaching on spiritual disciplines. Why would there need to be any teaching on the
Christian life because nothing is required or even desired?
It is assumed that all members of First Baptist Church profess to be a Christian and has
some fundamental belief in Jesus as Savior. All would believe John 3:16, “For God so loved the
world that He gave His only begotten Son, that whoever believes in Him should not perish but
have everlasting life.” Though many profess Him as Savior, they do not profess Him as Lord.
Life is lived with no thought or regard to Jesus or anything He might want.
Another assumption is that the members of First Baptist Church of Eupora will support
the work done in the research and the members of First Baptist Church will be willing to
participate. Several members have expressed an eagerness and desire to pursue the topic and a
willingness to help. That group will be from a broad spectrum of ages from the church
membership and includes youth, college, adult, and senior adult members.
Another assumption is that those who agree to participate in the course will commit to the
six weeks required to complete the course. Also, that all participants will do the work required by
the course to complete the material to the end.
One final assumption is that there is a disconnect between Jesus as Savior and Jesus as
Lord. When many teens grow older and hit a wall in their faith experiences, they often wonder
what changed in their lives. When some of them go to college, they leave the church altogether.
Various church members display little meaningful spiritual development or growth in their lives
if they remain in the church at all.

13

Definitions
Several definitions need to be defined due to a lack of everyday usage and a rudimentary
understanding of some terminology related to the gospel. Also, understanding types of spiritual
disciplines are necessary because there is little demonstration or practice of the disciplines. Not
much is taught about spiritual discipline or its possible effects in the church.
A Gospel of Sin Management. From Scot McKnight and Dallas Willard, a gospel of sin
management is a fundamental gospel that believes the gospel is only to live a life free of guilt or
conviction. McKnight writes, “The reduction of the gospel to salvation and the reduction of
salvation to personal forgiveness.”22
Apostles’ Creed. There are different versions of the Apostles’ Creed, but this will suffice
for the study, as those differences do not affect the meaning or teaching. It states, "I believe in
God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, and in Jesus Christ, His only Son, our
Lord. Who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius
Pilate, was crucified, dead, and buried. He descended to the dead. On the third day, He rose from
the dead. He ascended into heaven and is seated at the right hand of God the Father, Almighty.
From this He will come to judge the living and the dead. I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy
catholic Church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body,
and the life everlasting. Amen."23
Discipleship. The Barna Group gives an accurate definition of the term. They asked
Christian adults, leaders, and educators to define the word. That definition is, “Discipleship is the
process where a person purposely joins God to increasingly follow and live like Jesus through

22
23

McKnight, The King Jesus Gospel, 80.

Michael Bird, What Christians Ought to Believe: An Introduction to Christian Doctrine Through the
Apostles’ Creed (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Academic, 2016), 15.
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the Scriptures, the Holy Spirit, and the input of others. Discipleship is becoming more and more
like Jesus and letting Him live His life more and more in me."24 Another definition is “the
process of spiritual growth and becoming more Christ-like.”25
Euangelion. The Greek transliteration is gospel and is defined as, “Glad tidings, good
news, to announce glad tidings or bring good news. The gospel is to proclaim or declare good
news, bring good news, and good news preached.”26 Understanding the root word for gospel is
critical to understanding the difference between the whole gospel and reduced gospel.
Evangelical. The current church setting is a part of the evangelical church. Therefore, it is
necessary to understand what an evangelical is. Evangelicals are those who “urge individuals to
make a decision and reverse the direction of their lives. There is often a strong emphasis as well
upon Christian fellowship.”27
Evangelist. An evangelist is also from the same movement as the Evangelicals and one
who shares a plan of salvation. Therefore, “An evangelist is a bringer of good tidings. From the
root word euaggelizo, to bring glad tidings or bring good news. Also, preaching the gospel.”28
Gospel of Jesus. This gospel is not to be confused with a plan of salvation. McKnight
gives a basic definition when he states, “The authentic apostolic gospel, the gospel Paul received
and passed on and the one the Corinthians received, concerns these events in the life of Jesus:
that Christ died, that Christ was buried, that Christ was raised, and that Christ appeared. The
24
Barna Group, The State of Discipleship: Research Conducted among Christian adults, church leaders,
exemplar discipleship ministries and Christian educators (Ventura, CA: Barna Group, 2015), 28.
25

Ibid., 19.
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Robert L. Thomas, General Editor. New American Standard Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible:
Hebrew-Aramaic and Greek Dictionaries (Nashville, TN: Holman, 1981), 1652.
27

Millard J. Erickson, Christian Theology: Unabridged, One Volume Edition (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Book House, 1989), 656.
28

Thomas, New American Standard Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, 1652.
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gospel is the story of the crucial events in the life of Jesus Christ.”29 McKnight goes on to say,
“the word euangelion always means good news. ‘To Gospel’ is to herald, to proclaim, and to
declare something about something. The gospel is to announce good news about key events in
the life of Jesus Christ.”30
Qualitative Research. The current research project is considered a qualitative research
project. Understanding the definition of qualitative research is critical to understanding the
purpose of a work like this. The current project is meant to change a need that is perceived. Tim
Sensing gives several definitions, while the following is sufficient. He states, “Qualitative
research produces culturally specific and contextually rich data critical for the design, evaluation,
and ongoing health of institutions like churches.”31
Reduced Gospel. A reduced gospel is a belief and teaching that the gospel and the plan of
salvation are the same things. Scot McKnight states, “I believe the word gospel has been
hijacked by what we believe about ‘personal salvation’ and the gospel itself has been reshaped to
facilitate making ‘decisions.’”32
Soterian Gospel. Scot McKnight has much to say about the soterian gospel, but the
following definition states that the conversion experience matters more than the message or
effect of the gospel. He writes, “The ability to witness personally to the experience of conversion
that matters most. Once one has had this experience, it’s all over until the final party arrives.33
Therefore, it is a gospel of salvation or salvation gospel.
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Soteriology. The term is related to salvation. To understand how salvation is transferred
to man by the work of Christ at the cross, pastor William P. Loewe has written on the works of
Irenaeus and his soteriology. Loewe writes, “Irenaeus explicates the transformative character of
Christian praxis through a rich cluster of images. By this praxis, one is drawn into communion
with the Son, and, under the action of the Spirit, is reestablished in the Son’s image and
likeness.”34
Spiritual Disciplines of Abstinence. These disciplines appear to be the most challenging
for believers because they deprive a person of the usual comforts of daily life. Dallas Willard has
given an excellent definition of the spiritual disciplines of abstinence. He explains, "In the
discipline of abstinence, we abstain to some degree and for some time from the satisfaction of
what we generally regard as drives or motivations, such as those for food, sleep, bodily activity,
companionship, curiosity, and sex. But our desires for convenience, comfort, material security,
reputation and fame, variety are also considered under this heading."35 Disciplines of abstinence
include solitude, silence, fasting, frugality, chastity, secrecy, and sacrifice.36
Spiritual Disciplines of Engagement. These disciplines require action on the part of the
believer. Again, looking to Dallas Willard, he gives an excellent definition. Willard states, "The
disciplines of abstinence must be counterbalanced and supplemented by disciplines of
engagement. Abstinence and engagement are the outbreathing and the inbreathing of our
spiritual lives, and we require disciplines for both movements. Roughly speaking, the disciplines
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of abstinence counteract the tendencies to sins of commission, and the disciplines of engagement
counteract tendencies to sins of omission."37 Disciplines of engagement include study, worship,
celebration, service, prayer, fellowship, confession, and submission.38
Vampire Christians. The term is a pun developed by Dallas Willard regarding Christians’
who have little respect for the sacrifice Jesus made at the cross. Willard refers to shallow
Christians who have only accepted Jesus as Savior and have no concept of Jesus as Lord. He
quotes A.W. Tozer when he says, “that salvation apart from obedience is unknown in the sacred
scriptures.”39 He goes on to describe the heresy of “Vampire Christians” “One in effect says to
Jesus, “I’d like a little of your blood, please. But I don’t care to be your student or have your
character.”40
Whole Gospel. According to McKnight, the gospel is “the gospel is Jesus’ and the
apostles’ interpretation of the story of life. The gospel is the secret to life, and the gospel is the
way to the truth and the life.”41 He continues the definition telling the story of the whole gospel
of Scripture. God working to redeem mankind through His Son, Jesus, from Eden to the New
Jerusalem.
Limitations
Professor Tim Sensing gives a perfect definition of limitations. He states that all research
has some limitations, saying, "Limitations may exist in your methods of approach due to
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sampling restrictions, uncontrolled variables, faulty instrumentation, and other compromises to
external validity."42 Below are a few limitations regarding a reduced gospel.
The limitations of the research project begin with the understanding that humans are
sinful and flawed creatures. Paul states in Romans 3:23, "for all have sinned and fall short of the
glory of God." Because of their nature and varied backgrounds, understanding questions posed in
a survey may be misunderstood. It is possible that an individual is not able to rationally
understand or distinguish between believing in a person and believing in an action. Because of
the chosen topic, several will already have a reduced view of the gospel and not even realize they
do.
Another limitation will be based on the commitments of the participants in the study.
Every participant will be asked to make a total commitment. Events of life often prevent
individuals from making a total commitment. Some participants will fail at some point due to
unforeseen circumstances such as sickness or extreme weather conditions, even the death of a
loved one.
There is a limitation regarding the truthfulness of the participants. When people are asked
to answer questions on a questionnaire or in an interview, often they will not be sincere for fear
of not fitting in or being found out. Also, some people do not remember events and life
experiences as well as others. Even when a questionnaire is done in total anonymity, some
individuals will not be completely honest. Some participants possibly have a wrong view of
themselves or others.
Because there are many facets to the gospel, one possible limitation is that the author and
teacher of the material will fail at teaching a complete view of the gospel. Therefore, the
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participants may not fully understand the gospel. Because the gospel involves the work of the
Holy Spirit, a failure to allow Him to work could lead to another outcome.
A final limitation is presented in Tim Sensing's book, Qualitative Research. Sensing talks
about the relationship between the researcher and the participants. That limitation could pose a
definite problem. Sensing says, “A story, an explanation, or a response told to a researcher
differs from what is told to a friend.”43 Not only would the participants be friends, but also
fellow church members. Friends and members do not want to tell their minister they may not
understand the gospel. That is a genuine limitation on the outcome of the data.
Delimitations
Tim Sensing gives accurate guidance and definition to delimitations. He reminds
researchers that it is possible to cover every angle or area of a subject. He states, “Delimitations
arbitrarily narrow the scope of your project. You delimit the project when you focus only on
selected aspects, certain areas of interest, a restricted range of subjects, and level of
sophistication. Define your scope by setting boundaries.”44 The subject of a reduced gospel is
broad; therefore, it is crucial to delimit it properly.
The purpose of the research project is to understand the effects of a reduced gospel on
professing Christians at First Baptist Church of Eupora and intervene by teaching a gospel course
based on the Apostles’ Creed. Therefore, the research will be done at First Baptist Church of
Eupora.
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To allow for the most significant participation, the study group for the research is the
Sunday school members of First Baptist Church. The ages for the study will range from the high
school, college, and senior adult classes with ages to one-hundred-two.
The study participants must be members of First Baptist Church of Eupora. These
members must have joined the church and have been baptized. They must profess Christ as
Savior. The participants must be actively involved members of First Baptist Church of Eupora
attending a Sunday school class and worship regularly.
The gospel course will be taught on Sunday afternoons at three-thirty to allow the most
significant participation. Course members who have multiple activities on Sunday, will have
ample time to get home from church, have lunch, possibly rest, and then come to the meeting.
The meeting will end before evening worship.
Thesis Statement
If the members of First Baptist Church of Eupora, Mississippi, participate in a class that
teaches the whole gospel based on the Apostles’ Creed, Scripture, and other supporting
materials, then the results may be a clearer understanding of the good news. A more precise
understanding of the gospel means that these members may move from a gospel that sees Jesus
as Savior and finally sees Him as Lord. Understanding the whole gospel may lead to a
meaningful, thriving relationship with Jesus that displays biblical knowledge, witnessing, tithing,
and the practice of spiritual disciplines. The eight parts of the gospel based on the Apostles’
Creed are: “Jesus the King 1) preexisted with the Father, 2) took on human flesh, fulfilling God’s
promise to David, 3) died for sins in accordance with the scriptures, 4) was buried, 5) was raised
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on the third day, 6) appeared to many, 7) is seated at the right hand of God as Lord, 8) will come
again as judge;."45
The goal of knowing and understanding the whole gospel is for change to occur in the
believer's life. Many people who claim to know Jesus display little change. Change is a brief
experience for some, and life continues as before. Some individuals encounter Jesus and
understand that there is more. For those people, change comes, and they are unrecognizable from
their former life. Those lives have been so transformed by becoming a part of the kingdom of
God that they are essentially new creatures. In 2 Corinthians 5:17 Paul said, "Therefore, if
anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; old things have passed away; behold, all things have
become new." A deep study of the gospel and the implication for the Christian life is the change
that is desired. Finally, encouraging people to think and talk more about Jesus is the goal.
The church would be, in essence, transformed into a new creation, unrecognizable from
what it is today. When more people are changed, there is hope for society and even the world.
Dallas Willard expressed that hope when he claims, "We have one realistic hope for dealing with
the world's problems. And that is the person and gospel of Jesus Christ, living here and now, in
people who are his by total identification found through the spiritual disciplines."46
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CHAPTER 2: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
There have been countless books written about the gospel of Jesus Christ. Pastor and
author John MacArthur has said, “Much confusion about the gospel nowadays stems from the
tendency to separate the fact that Jesus is sovereign Lord from the truth that He is a merciful
Savior. Those are not contradictions to be pitted against one another.”47 The gospel most will
speak of is not the same gospel Jesus taught and preached. The gospel Jesus taught was lifealtering. In his book, The Case for Miracles: A Journalist Investigates Evidence for the
Supernatural, author and journalist Lee Strobel quotes Craig S. Keener. What Keener says
speaks directly to the effects of a reduced gospel. Keener stated, "If I ever find out there's a God,
I would give him everything, but 80 percent of people in this country claim to be Christians, and
yet don’t give everything they are to God. They just live like this is the only life. It seemed to me
that most so-called Christians didn’t really believe it.’”48 If what Keener is saying is true, then
something is wrong. Could it be that the gospel being shared today is only a fraction of the intent
the Lord Jesus meant? There are many ideas, explanations, and teachings on the gospel. The
literature review shows that everyone does not agree.
The word gospel in the Greek transliteration is euangelion. Its meaning is good news or
glad tidings. In his book, Simply Good News: Why the Gospel is News and What Makes it Good,
Professor Tom Wright defined the gospel when he wrote, “the good news announced by Jesus
and the good news that His first followers announced when they talked about Him later on? The
good news is that the one true God has now taken charge of the world, in and through Jesus and
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His death and resurrection.”49 It is crucial to see how the gospel Jesus and the church taught has
been reduced to a soterian gospel. Soterian means salvation, so the gospel is reduced to a
salvation gospel. The problem is that the reduced gospel or soterian gospel only focuses on
believing in Jesus. Scot McKnight aptly points to the soterian gospel evolving out of revivalism.
He asks the question, “How did we get from a gospel like 1 Corinthians 15 and the sermons in
Acts and the Gospels as the gospel to the Bridge Diagram and the Four Spiritual Laws and a
number of variants on those forms of the soterian gospel pressed into a scheme by
evangelists?”50 If what he is proposing is true, then the church is possibly in trouble.
The problem is that Jesus preached and taught about the kingdom of God. As Jesus saw
and taught it, the kingdom was a current and coming event. The kingdom of God came with
Jesus, the king, and God gave His approval with the resurrection. Salvation is, therefore, a
benefit of the euangelion! The good news is about kingdom living with Jesus the King, who
directs His subjects, the church, to do His work in the world. As Dallas Willard has discussed, “It
is the people of God, wherever and whomever they may be, who have the task of exemplifying
confidence in the nature of God and his ways.”51
McKnight discusses Jesus’ kingdom vision and how that fulfills the Scriptures. He
affirms, “What God does in sending the Son is to establish Jesus as the Messiah, which means
King, and God established in Jesus Christ the Kingdom of God, which means the King is ruling
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in His kingdom.”52 The gospel Jesus preached, taught, and displayed, was the kingdom of God
has come.
Instead of Jesus as king, though, for many, He is more of a forgiver of sins and granter of
wishes. While the first statement is factual, He is a forgiver of sins, and He does help believers,
there is much more to the story. Following Jesus is a great privilege and opportunity because
God wants His creation to live and experience the abundant life. Professor John Ortberg
expressed these sentiments in his book, The Me I Want to Be: Becoming God’s Best Version of
You, when he expressed, “Flourishing means becoming the person He had in mind in creating
you. Flourishing means moving toward God’s best version of you.”53 Later he stated, “God
wants to redeem you, not exchange you.”54 Redemption is much more than a reduced view and
understanding of the gospel. To be redeemed is to be changed completely, free from the past and
changed for the future. The current literature review will look at differing viewpoints on the
gospel and how those viewpoints and presentations affect an individual and the church’s
understanding of the gospel.
Literature Review
Looking at precedent literature regarding the gospel by necessity should begin with a
biblical commentary. The Expositor’s Bible Commentary gives an incredible understanding of
the gospel as found in Matthew 4:23. The passage references Jesus preaching the gospel of the
kingdom of God. In essence, Jesus is preaching the good news about Himself. The Commentary
states, "the 'good news' concerns the kingdom whose 'nearness' has already been announced and
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which is the central subject of the Sermon on the Mount. Mark prefers ‘the gospel’ or the ‘gospel
of Christ’ or the ‘gospel of God.’” The writer, D.A. Carson, makes the point that these terms are
merely linguistic. He saves the significance point for last. He states, “The ‘good news’ concerns
God and the inbreaking of His saving reign in the person of His Son the Messiah.”55
Barna Group and The Navigators have done a study on the state of discipleship in the
United States. According to Doug Nuenke, President of The Navigators, they wanted to hear
from "laypeople and leaders, professors and practitioners, across the spectrum of American
Christianity, about what is getting in the way of following Jesus in our world, and what is
proving effective in knowing Christ and making Him known.”56
A study such as the Barna study on discipleship is vital to understanding the effects of a
reduced gospel. The results found that “Christian adults and church leaders alike describe
discipleship as the process of spiritual growth, becoming more Christ-like."57 Other definitions
are given, but the process of spiritual growth is the predominant definition. The study is filled
with valuable data. Because the Navigators commissioned the study, much of the information
relates to their effectiveness in discipleship. For this reason, only some of the statistics will be
shown to understand the effectiveness and ineffectiveness of the church today.
The study is troubling since the data concerns those who call themselves Christians. The
material shows that across all age groups beginning with elders, boomers, gen-exers, and
millennials, of Christians, only thirty-five percent have a general desire to be more like Jesus. On
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average, only forty-two percent have a desire to know God more. These statistics say a great deal
about the church and what is taught regarding the gospel.58
Another statistic shows that only one in five Christians is involved in some sort of
discipleship activity. That statistic is from the group of people who identify as practicing
Christians. In the definition of discipleship, attending church is part of a discipleship activity, as
is prayer. Prayer was ranked number one in the study as a discipleship activity.59 The results are
alarming because it shows a lack of meaningful discipleship among practicing Christians.
The study goes on to say that of all the groups interviewed, “they agree on two significant
barriers to spiritual growth: the general ‘busyness’ of life and a lack of commitment to
discipleship.”60 Another troubling statement from the study’s findings is "further evidence of
general spiritual apathy comes from the one in ten Christians who say their spiritual growth is
‘not too’ or ‘not at all’ important: Two-thirds of these say they are comfortable with where they
are spiritually.”61 The study goes on to say, "Among a significant number of Christians today,
there is simply no drive to prioritize spiritual growth."62 These facts are troubling and speak to
the fact that many of these Christians do not understand the gospel and its implications for their
lives.
Theologian A.W. Tozer addressed this in his book The Radical Cross. What he speaks to
is the demands of the Christian life. It appears that many Christians only see Jesus as a means of
salvation from Hell and not as One to be followed. Tozer sets forth what is required of the
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Christian who follows Christ. “To enter upon such a life, seekers must be ready to accept without
question the New Testament as the one final authority on spiritual matters.” He goes on to lay
out the demands for following Christ when he writes, “They must be willing to make Christ the
one supreme Lord and ruler in their lives. They must surrender their whole being to the
destructive power of the cross, to die not only to their sins but to their righteousness as well as to
everything in which they formerly prided themselves.”63
The Gospel Reduced
When reviewing the literature, it is important to look at the works of J.D. Greear, John
MacArthur, Scot McKnight, Dallas Willard, N. T. Wright, and others. Each of these men agrees
that there are problems with the gospel message. Several other authors do not recognize any
problem, possibly because they are potentially a part of it.
Dallas Willard points out how, at the beginning of the Reformation, there was a
misunderstanding of the message and meaning of the gospel. Willard states, "Luther and his
followers seem to have thought that teaching and preaching the gospel, along with the
administration of the sacraments, was all that was really essential for the formation of the
spiritual life."64 That teaching reduces the gospel and demonstrates a misunderstanding of the
total message.
Reading some of the writings of Dallas Willard would leave many Christians wondering
if they ever knew Jesus. That is not a criticism of the author. In his book, The Spirit of the
Disciplines: Understanding How God Changes Lives, he brings to light so much that is missing
in the church's life and the individual Christian's lives. He rightly points out that the evangelical
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church does teach Christianity of sin management or forgiveness. Willard shows the potential to
effectively live for Jesus and be a part of meaningful spiritual growth in the book. Reading what
he has written gives so much purpose and drive to what it means to be a Christian. Willard sets
the believer on a path to follow Jesus and become more like Him. He sets forth guidance for
spiritual discipline and discipleship.
Willard talks about the cost of non-discipleship. He mentions this, “non-discipleship
costs abiding peace, a life penetrated throughout by love, faith that sees everything in the light of
God’s over-riding governance for good, hopefulness that stands firm in the most discouraging of
circumstances, power to do what is right and withstand the forces of evil.”65 As he progresses
through this idea, the impression is that why would anyone not want to follow the Lord
completely? He rightly points out that it costs abundant life, everything! Therefore, the opposite
of discipleship is non-discipleship.
Willard continues his thought about the church's impact due to a lack of meaningful
discipleship and spiritual growth. He responds, in another appropriate quote, "If we are
Christians simply by believing that Jesus died for our sins, then that is all it takes to have sins
forgiven and go to heaven when we die. Why, then, do some people keep insisting that
something more than this is desirable? Lordship, discipleship, spiritual formation, and the
like?"66 There is more to being a Christian. The author shows the damage and loss created by the
lack of spiritual growth and, as he says, non-discipleship. He states, “We have lost discipleship
largely because, in evangelical tradition, we have lost Christ as teacher. The idea of Christ as
teacher no longer means much, if anything at all, to evangelicals.”67
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In another book Willard has written, The Divine Conspiracy: Rediscovering Our Hidden
Life in God, he addresses the teaching by some that Christianity is about being “just forgiven.”
He refutes the claim when he states, “What the slogan really conveys is that forgiveness alone is
what Christianity is all about, what is genuinely essential to it.” As he continues his thought, he
sets forth a disturbing truth when he proclaims, “It says that you can have faith in Christ that
brings forgiveness, while in every other respect your life is no different from that of others who
have no faith in Christ at all.”68 This is a troubling possibility in the church today that would
cause many to question Christianity as a whole. Later in his text, he makes a serious
condemnation of Christianity for some when he refers to it as a “Bar-Code Faith.” He writes,
“We do hear a lot of discussion concerning what good Christians do and do not do. But of
course, it is not necessary to be a good Christian to be forgiven. That’s the main point of the barcode, and it is correct.”69
A.W. Tozer also mentions a declination in the meaning and teaching of the Scriptures.
Tozer writes, “There are many Scriptural phrases that embody the meaning we are trying to
convey, but these have been interpreted downward and equated with the spiritual mediocrity now
current. The consequence is that when they are used by the average Bible teacher today, they do
not mean what they meant when they were first used by the inspired writers.”70 Even as Tozer
writes of spiritual mediocrity, it is understood that there is a problem in the church.
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Pastor J.D. Greear has written a book on the gospel that appears to recognize problems
with the message of the church and evangelicalism. He sets forth several statements in his book
called Gospel: Recovering the Power That Made Christianity Revolutionary. He begins by
writing, “Let me lay all my cards on the table: I believe evangelicalism, as a whole, desperately
needs a recovery of the gospel at the center of Christianity. Even in conservative denominations
like my own (the Southern Baptist Convention), the gospel has been eclipsed by any number of
secondary stimuli for growth.”71 His words appear significant because he seems to show the
same point as several other authors. Also, his view is of significance because he is a past
president of the Southern Baptist Convention.
Another point Greear makes almost seems to veer from his previous statement but still
manages to stay on target. He comments, “I don't mean that we have corrupted the gospel-no,
we've still got those facts right. But the goal of the gospel is not just that we pass some kind of
test by accurately recounting the importance of Jesus. The goal of the gospel is to produce a type
of people consumed with passion for God in love for others. We certainly don't seem to have that
right.”72 His statement does go along with what are the proposed effects of a reduced gospel. A
reduced gospel has and would, in fact, produce people who lack passion for God.
Pastor Will Metzger, in his book, Tell the Truth, The Whole Gospel to the Whole Person
by Whole People, talks about the gospel being reduced. Metzger makes some severe
condemnations of the evangelical church. He expresses, "What is the difference between these
two statements? 'The minimum amount of truth to the maximum number of people.' 'The
maximum amount of truth to the maximum number of people.' Only two words: ‘minimum,
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maximum.’ Unfortunately, the first word seems to summarize the goal of much contemporary
evangelism. The second describes the historical and biblical purpose of evangelism."73 The first
statement could summarize the discussion on the gospel reduced. Little is required to follow
Jesus in the evangelistic world, which is not what the Bible teaches. The danger the church falls
into is not making disciples but merely converts. Metzger gives a fantastic example that ties into
today’s teaching when he writes, “For instance, the truth that God is love is a wonderful part of
the gospel. However, if the whole presentation of the gospel is built primarily on this truth,
distortion develops. Sinners can relax with the thought of God’s love for them and find an excuse
to delay repentance.”74
Today, the sentiment is taught in numerous churches, and worship has moved from
Creator to creature. Worship has become about the individual participant and not the Lord. The
Barna Group study on discipleship also seems to authenticate what Metzger proposes. According
to the survey, church leaders, including pastors, say that less than fifteen percent of church
members are involved in some sort of discipleship.75 There is a lack of meaningful spiritual
growth in the church today.
Tozer addresses the problem in a different yet significant way. He expresses a recognition
of the problem as a growing interest by many in a deeper life. He writes, “The growing interest
in the deeper life on the part of a rapidly increasing number of religious people is significant."
He expresses that many are dissatisfied with their spiritual experiences, which again shows that
there is an element missing in the message being conveyed. Tozer continues, "The words, or
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something like them, have been used at various times in church history to identify a revolt
against the ordinary in Christian experience and the insatiable yearning of a few discontented
souls after the deep, essentially spiritual inward power of the Christian message.”76
Metzger also gives an excellent understanding of what is involved in reaching the whole
person with the gospel. He exclaims, “To analyze human nature I have divided it into three
segments of mind, heart, and will. But these are only aspects of a unified human personality; I do
not mean to leave the impression that these are independent of each other.”77 He points out that
each person's response is based on how sin has incapacitated them. Everyone is unique and has a
different temperament. Some people are more emotional, and others are more cerebral.78
Therefore everyone has a different response because of their understanding and grasp of the
gospel. That will undoubtedly affect the outcome of their relationship with Christ.
In his book, How God Became King: The Forgotten Story of the Gospels, N. T. Wright
teaches that the church and Christians have misunderstood much of the gospel message. Wright
states that sections of the message of the gospel have been simply ignored while other areas have
been magnified. Addressing much of the misdirection and misunderstanding of the church today,
he says, "Atonement and justification were assumed to be at the heart of ‘the gospel.’ But ‘the
gospels’-Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John-appear to have almost nothing to say about those
subjects."79 Today, the evangelical church has built much of its beliefs on justification by faith,
while there is much more to following Jesus.
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Wright goes on to discuss, at length, what has been ignored from the Gospels. He makes
a compelling argument about the creeds as well. He asserts, “We have either followed the
apparent implication of the great creeds and allowed ourselves to tell a pseudo-Christian story
from which the story of Israel, on the one hand, and the story of God’s kingdom, on the other,
have been quietly removed.”80 Wright brings to light, great truths from the Gospels that have
often been ignored, such as Jesus fulfilling the Davidic role and Israel's purpose.
John MacArthur addresses the reduced gospel in his book, Only Jesus: What it Really
Means to be Saved. MacArthur refers to the reduced gospel as the “diluted gospel.” He
comments, "Ask the typical Christian today to summarize the gospel, and you will invariably
hear phrases like, ‘accept Jesus Christ as your personal savior’; ‘ask Jesus into your heart,’;
‘invite Christ into your life,’; or ‘make a decision for Christ.’" Those statements are like
Willard’s and Metzger’s statements, as in a gospel of forgiveness. He continues, “Christians have
become so accustomed to using those expressions that it might surprise you to learn none of
them are based on biblical terminology. They are products of a diluted gospel.”81 These
statements are actually taught as part of the gospel but are teachings found in many plans of
salvation.
MacArthur continues his explanation and condemnation of the reduced gospel when he
states, “Countless churchgoers today believe that because they recited a prayer, signed on a
dotted line, walked an aisle, or had some other experience, they are saved and should never
question their salvation. But Scripture encourages us to examine ourselves to determine if we are
in the faith.”82 That statement should concern, actually terrify every minister.
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Author Tim Chester has released a work entitled John Stott: The Gospel, God’s Word for
Today. The book is based on Stott’s original book entitled, The Contemporary Christian.
Looking at the work of John Stott is essential in the literature review and in understanding how
the gospel message has been perceived and presented through the last decades. The relevance of
Stott in the literature review is his explanation for his writing the book on the gospel. He
proclaims, “we look at the far-reaching implications, for both faith and life, of the seemingly
innocent affirmation that Jesus is Lord. Taking Christ’s lordship seriously leads to radical
discipleship.”83 The gospel is more than a one-time experience; it is experienced over a lifetime.
Two items must be mentioned concerning Stott's thoughts on the gospel. First, Stott talks
about the gospel and the kingdom of God. He said, "Jesus clearly taught that the time of
fulfillment had arrived; that 'the strong man' was now bound and disarmed, enabling the
plundering of his goods, as was evident from his exorcisms; that the kingdom was already either
'within' or 'among' people; and that it could now be ‘entered’ or ‘received.’”84 Here one sees
more than a reduced gospel because, as he declares, the gospel is just as relevant today as it was,
and the gospel was and is the coming of the kingdom of God. Stott says that the gospel brings
together the past and the present. He states, “It declares not only that Jesus saves, but also that he
died for our sins, and was raised from death to accomplish that salvation.”85
Second, Stott speaks of Jesus as Lord and the significance. He claims, “There is a
tradition in some evangelical circles to distinguish sharply between Jesus the Savior and Jesus
the Lord, and even to suggest that conversion involves trusting him as Savior without necessarily
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surrendering to Him as Lord.”86 He goes on to explain the reasoning behind that tradition. Stott
adds, “The motive behind this teaching is good, namely, to safeguard the truth of justification by
faith alone and not introduce self-salvation by the back door.”87 Even with a good motive, people
misunderstand the importance of Jesus as Lord. Stott goes on to explain, “but his lordship
implies his salvation and actually announces it.”88
Looking to John MacArthur again where he expresses the importance of Jesus as Lord
and how Jesus’ lordship connects to salvation. MacArthur states, “The two clearest statements on
the way of salvation in all of scripture both emphasize Jesus’ lordship: ‘Believe in the Lord
Jesus, and you will be saved’ (Acts 16:31); and ‘If you confess with your mouth Jesus as Lord
and believe in your heart that God raised him from the dead, you will be saved’ (Romans
10:9).”89 MacArthur is clear on the centrality of the lordship of Christ. “True faith is not lip
service. Our Lord Himself pronounced condemnation on those who worship Him with their lips
but not with their lives (Matthew 15:7-9).” As MacArthur continues his line of reasoning, it is
important to grasp that he is writing the truth, "He does not become anyone’s Savior until that
person receives Him for who He is-Lord of all (Acts 10:36). To spurn his lordship while
claiming to trust Him as Savior is to live a lie.”90 There are many in the church today who are in
this type of relationship with the Lord. As Jesus said in Matthew 25:41, “Depart from Me, you
cursed.”
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Scot McKnight points out in, The King Jesus Gospel: The Original Good News Revisited
what Dallas Willard's thoughts were regarding a reduced gospel. He claims, “Willard discusses
this reduction of the gospel to salvation and the reduction of salvation to personal forgiveness
and gives it a potent and damning label: ‘the gospel of sin management.’”91 McKnight discusses
his and Willard's thoughts on the topic, which is precisely the problem presented, "What must be
emphasized in all of this is the difference between trusting Christ, the real person Jesus, with all
that that naturally involves, versus trusting some arrangement for sin-remission set up through
Him-trusting only his role as guilt remover."92
According to John MacArthur, countless individuals have believed that everything is
okay with God if a person does certain activities, such as praying the sinner's prayer.93 That
statement speaks so much to the problems that many churches face today. McKnight goes on to
add, “Our biggest problem is that we have an entire culture shaped by a misunderstanding of the
gospel. That so-called gospel is deconstructing the church.”94 Sadly, the church is filled with
people who either do not know Jesus or have a minimal idea of what a relationship with Jesus is.
A crisis comes when the individual realizes that their beliefs and faith do not match the reality of
life experiences. When troubles come or some life-changing event, they wonder what has
happened, where God is, and potentially fall away altogether.
Scot McKnight powerfully addresses the topic in an article from the Southeastern
Theological Review. He states that the evangelical church has created a salvation culture when it
needs a gospel culture. A salvation culture has created a "hollow shadow of what the gospel
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intends to create."95 He continues later in the article to state that a salvation culture has created
many of the problems the church faces today, "We have too often equated the part with the
whole, and this explains in part why our churches have so many ‘believers’ and so few
‘followers’ of Jesus."96
Professor Michael Gorman makes a similar condemnation of the church, related to a
reduced gospel, "Ultimately, the integrity and impact of all Christian witness depend on the
integration of message and mission. When the church, or an individual Christian, preaches the
gospel but does not live the gospel, or deliberately lives only a slice of it, perhaps even publicly
criticizing those who focus on other slices, the witness is likely to have no effect-or the wrong
kind of effect." That statement touches the core of issues in the church today. The church does
not live out the gospel.97 Again the problem seems to be related to the fact that some in the
church do not grasp the implications and demands of the gospel on the believer’s life. Paul says
in Philippians 2:12 that Christians are to "work out your salvation with fear and trembling."
Pastor Jared Wilson takes a different approach to what he sees as the church's failings
today. Even though he considers the issue more of a methodology, the problem goes back to a
reduced gospel. Wilson had his crisis of faith because of the reduction in the gospel. He writes,
"The prodigal church might see that, for all its talk of grace, most of its messages were centered
on 'things to do,' which is law, not 'things Christ has done,' which is gospel." The book deals with
the failing of the modern church and the teachings of attractional churches. The attractional
church does not teach the whole gospel.98 Another significant statement that Wilson makes
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comes from his experience working at attractional-style churches. What he explains speaks
directly to a reduction of the gospel. He maintains, "The goal, as we used to say, was to remove
every stumbling block but the cross from between the lost and Jesus."99
Paul Washer is a well-known Southern Baptist Evangelist. Washer has a significant
following as well as detractors, and he presents the gospel or plan of salvation in a booklet he has
written called The Gospel of Jesus Christ. Washer does a fantastic job of explaining the gospel as
an evangelical. He goes through a plan of salvation by presenting the dilemma that God is holy
and righteous, and mankind is sinful, and he moves through Jesus being the substitute. He
quotes, "This is what makes the gospel truly good news."100 His gospel presentation appears to
be a gospel of forgiveness. He goes on to say, "According to the Bible, the Father's love for us
moved Him to give His Son as a sacrifice for our sins, and the Son's love for us moved Him to
offer Himself willingly for us."101 While Washer is a Calvinist, he presents the gospel as multiple
evangelicals do, and therefore, his writing is significant because he seems to preach a reduced
gospel.
Evangelist Billy Graham is possibly the most famous preacher and evangelist of the last
century. Undoubtedly a devoted Christian and follower of Jesus. Some of his teachings, though,
appear to preach a reduced gospel. That statement is written with the utmost respect for the man
and the work he has done. In a recent book, as he does in others, he states, “God has made the
plan for redemption plain. Finding Jesus Christ and having assurance of His salvation is essential
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to securing eternal life with Him in Heaven.”102 The problem with this statement, like many
others, is that it appears that the only goal of salvation is eternal life. Eternal life is a worthy goal,
but it almost appears to make it the only goal of the gospel. Jesus also offered abundant life too.
Maybe a definition of eternal life would be appropriate because everyone is assured eternal life,
just not with Jesus. Is the promise of eternal life a method of packaging the gospel in such a way
as to get people to want it without reading the fine print? Is this a reduced gospel?
Authors William Paul McKay and Ken Abraham wrote a book on the life of Billy
Graham. The book is titled Billy: The Untold Story of a Young Billy Graham and the Test of
Faith That Almost Changed Everything. When Graham comes to a crisis of faith, the authors
make a critical point about Graham’s beliefs. They wrote, “Lucifer knew, too, what many
immature Christians fail to understand: that a successful journey with God involves daily
choices.”103 The point here appears to show Graham’s belief in daily choosing to follow God,
and that is more than a reduced gospel offers.
Pastor Andy Stanley has written a book on church growth and his view of how that
growth occurs. He gives his purpose and then some of his methodologies. Stanley says, "I do not
want to build a church full of people who simply know the Bible. I want to build a church full of
men and women of great faith, men and women who are confident that God is who He says He
is, and that God will do what He has promised to do. I want to be surrounded by people whose
lives and responses to life, cause the community to look up and take notice."104 Stanley appears
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to want what the Bible teaches about the gospel, but his methods are at times questionable and
filled with what would seem like gimmicks. Those types of activities would appear to reduce the
gospel to something less than the truth. For example, he discusses special music in their services.
He states that they never use Christian songs because they do not want to make people feel too
comfortable. In his words, "Christian songs resolve things. They answer questions."105 The
concern as you read the book is what gospel is he preaching? It seems to be a cheap gospel of
self, designed to attract as many people as possible. One wonders what type of men and women
of faith Stanley wants. Who is their faith in, or where is their faith?
Stanley does, however, present five elements that he believes are essential to a growing
church and making disciples. He claims what he believes are five crucial ingredients to spiritual
formation. Those are "practical teaching, private disciplines, personal ministry, providential
relationships, and pivotal circumstances.”106 He gives two spiritual disciplines, or as he refers to
them, private disciplines. Those two are devotional life and prayer. These should not be
overlooked in the discussion because they are relevant to the outcome of the gospel.107 They
contrast with a more extensive list presented by Dallas Willard. Willard lists several disciplines
of abstinence and several disciplines of engagement. He writes, “Disciplines of abstinence are
solitude, silence, fasting, frugality, chastity, secrecy, and sacrifice. Disciplines of engagement are
study, worship, celebration, service, prayer, fellowship, confession, and submission.”108 The
purpose of showing both men's lists is to show the difference in what is believed to provide the
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most spiritual growth. The contrast is significant, and the results would possibly be substantial
too.
Other writers, such as Bill Johnson, express a different meaning of the gospel. Johnson is
pastor of Bethel Church and preaches a modern prosperity style of gospel that is not the gospel
of the Scriptures. He has written a book called Born for Significance. In the book, he makes the
following statement, "Receiving as a child is all about knowing we are a child of the Father, with
Jesus as our elder brother, who obtained an inheritance for us. He did the work. We do the
receiving. It is the ultimate position of rest, void of all anxiety. Anxiety is a complete waste of
time and energy."109 That statement is what the gospel is not when taken in the context of what
he has written. Johnson presents a gospel based upon getting what one deserves. He misses the
point of the gospel and the kingdom of God. Everything comes down to a person's faith
determining what they receive. If one has little faith, then one gets few results. The gospel
presented by Johnson reduces the sacrifice and work of Jesus on the cross and teaches nothing
about lordship. Jesus is, therefore, one who grants wishes to those with the most faith.
Scot McKnight and Nijay K. Gupta have edited a fascinating book on New Testament
studies. One writer, Norman Perrin, discusses Jesus and the kingdom of God. Perrin was an
interesting Biblical scholar who used redaction criticism of the New Testament. He even wrote a
book on the subject. Perrin "concluded that an apocalyptic future coming of the Son of Man was
not authentic to Jesus."110 After reading the interpretation, one ponders if Perrin understood who
Jesus is. When reading something presented as Perrin wrote, one wonders how far Christianity
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can go and survive. Is what he is saying still considered Christian? Perrin said, "In talking about
'present and future,' Jesus was emphasizing not the temporal but the experiential. Thus, Perrin
reinterprets the kingdom of God as a 'tensive symbol' used 'to evoke the myth of God acting as
king.' Of real significance is that the kingdom of God is a 'true myth, i.e., as a narrative means
demonstrating 'the inner meaning of the universe and of human life.'" That statement and what
follows is the opposite of the gospel Jesus taught. It makes for an exciting discussion but has no
significant Christian meaning.111
Joel Osteen is a popular American pastor with a large following. His church is one of the
largest churches in America. His gospel is questionable because it is greatly reduced. Phillip
Luke Sinitiere has researched and written a book about Osteen and his prosperity gospel. He
states, “Joel’s prosperity gospel has four parts: positive thinking, positive confession, positive
providence, and finally the promotion of the Christian body as a site of improvement.”112 In
looking at what Osteen is preaching, it becomes evident that the message is masked in Christian
terminology. His messages are more about positive thinking. He proclaims, "If you transform
your mind, God will transform your life. Positive thinking offered divine guarantee of blessing,
and positive thinking related to science."113 His message appears to run contrary to the gospel
Paul proclaims in 1 Corinthians 15:3-4. In another quote, he expresses, "You can change your
world by changing your words."114 Osteen appears to preach a gospel of positive thinking rather
than the gospel of the Bible. One final quote is necessary to understand the gospel of Joel
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Osteen. He states, “From Genesis to Revelation, Osteen simply uses Scripture to communicate
whatever he wants. Not even Mormons or Jehovah’s Witnesses treat the Scripture with such
disregard. They at least attempt to grapple with the biblical languages.”115 That is a disturbing
statement and is the result of the reduced gospel.
Looking at the teaching and preaching of Andy Stanley, Paul Washer, Bill Johnson, Joel
Osteen, and Norman Perrin, it appears little is required to be saved. Based on their teachings, the
goal of Jesus was to get everyone into heaven and grant wishes. These teachings on salvation
appear to cheapen the work of Christ on the cross. God can use any means He deems appropriate
to lead a person to a saving relationship with His Son, but some of these teachings seem
questionable regarding the Christian faith.
The Positive Effects of the Gospel
Understanding the whole gospel of Jesus Christ has several implications for the believer's
life. When Christians understand the gospel as taught by Jesus, meaningful change can happen in
their lives. James L. Snyder has compiled and edited a book on the works of A.W. Tozer called
The Essential Tozer Collection. In the third section of the book, Snyder writes about Tozer's
thoughts on preaching. Those thoughts aptly express the difference between a whole and reduced
gospel. He writes, "Tozer often confessed he would have preferred to simply talk about God all
the time-about how wonderful God is and how wonderful it is to be on our way to heaven,
enjoying the blessing of the Lord day by day.”116 That is what the reduced gospel view appears
to preach and teach. Snyder continues showing Tozer’s thoughts which expresses the teachings
and effects of the whole gospel. He continues, “But the Spirit stirred him to keep pressing the
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deep things of God. There was more to the Christian life than just being saved from the past and
from one’s sins. There was more to the Christian life than having a happy time on one’s way to
heaven.”117 Obviously, Tozer understood there is more to following Jesus than being saved and
going to heaven. That has led to the final point of the literature review and the writings of Dallas
Willard, Will Metzger, Darrel Bock, Kevin Vanhoozer, Scot McKnight, N.T. Wright, and
Matthew Bates. Having a complete view of the gospel can make a difference in the life of any
believer.
Pastors D. Scott Hildreth and Steven A. McKinion have written a book on sharing the
gospel. The significance of a book on sharing the gospel is critical because of the information
shared. To understand a reduced gospel, it is important to grasp what is being taught. Hildreth
and McKinions’ book is titled, Sharing Jesus without Freaking Out: Evangelism the Way You
Were Born to Do It. The book is effective in teaching methods of evangelism. One of the
positive aspects of the book is the view of the gospel. They teach that the gospel is in all of the
Bible. They write, "The Bible, and thus the gospel, begins with God's act of creation: 'In the
beginning, God created the heavens and the earth’ (Genesis 1:1). This first statement of Scripture
immediately tells us the who and what of the bible story: 'God created.'"118 The significance is
the understanding that the gospel is not simply that last week of the life of Jesus but the entirety
of the Scriptures. Another statement that ties all of Scripture and the gospel together is, “The
center of the gospel story is, yes, the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. That's the heart of
God's work for the salvation of sinful people. But in these passages, Jesus wanted his followers
to see that the events of that one weekend were rooted in the Old Testament, and their
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significance would continue forward into the New and beyond.”119 Understanding how all of
Scripture is the Lord working to redeem man is critical to understanding the gospel.
Chad Bird also makes a significant statement regarding the connection between the
gospel and all of Scripture. He says, “I began to take seriously the New Testaments insistence
that everything from Genesis to Malachi, is in one form or fashion, about Jesus the Messiah. This
truth is found on the lips of Christ Himself.”120
In the book Understanding Biblical Theology: A Comparison of Theory and Practice,
Edward W. Klink III and Darian R. Lockett discuss the theology of N.T. Wright. The
significance here is a quote from Wright regarding the Scriptures, "In the Christian canonical
Bible, as we now have it, we find, without much difficulty, a single over-arching narrative. It is
the story which runs from creation to new creation, from Eden to the New Jerusalem.”121 The
significance is a reminder that the gospel includes all of Scripture, not just the first four books of
the New Testament.
Scot McKnight effectively points out the positive impacts the gospel can have. He states,
“Salvation-the robust salvation of God-is the intended result of the gospel story about Jesus
Christ that completes the Story of Israel in the Old Testament.”122 Salvation is a positive effect of
the gospel story, and that story runs through all of Scripture.
J.D. Greear makes an astounding statement when he writes, “For many evangelicals the
gospel has functioned solely as the entry right into Christianity; it is the prayer we pray to begin
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our relationship with Jesus; the diving board off of which we jump into the pool of
Christianity.”123 But he also addresses the effects of the gospel on innumerable believers. He
writes, “Only in the gospel, you see, is the power to obey the first commandment. Only in the
truths of the gospel can a heart turned in on itself burst alive and love for God.” Understanding
the entirety of the gospel will change a person's life who believes in faith and receives Christ.
Greear goes on to say, “Being converted to Jesus is learning to so adore God that we would
gladly renounce everything we have to follow Him.”124
MacArthur writes an incredible statement about the positive effects of the gospel when he
states, “Those who are truly born of God have a faith that cannot fail to overcome the world (1
John 5:4). We may sin (1 John 2:1)-we will sin-but the process of sanctification can never stall
completely. God is at work in us (Phil. 2:13), and He will continue to perfect us until the day of
Christ (Phil. 1:6; 1 Thess. 5:23-24).”125 Those who are in Christ are truly changed forever. That
experience is more than a one-time decision. It is a change of life and direction. Billy Graham
even addresses the fact on multiple occasions. He proclaims, "Even without these proofs, I would
still know that Christ lives because He lives in me. I talk to Him every morning when I wake up.
He walks with me, even as I write these words, His presence is overwhelmingly known."126 The
positive effects of the gospel are a radically changed life.
The words of Dallas Willard in his book, The Spirit of the Disciplines: Understanding
How God Changes Lives, make an astounding statement regarding Jesus and His Kingdom. He
proclaims, "The spirit of the disciplines-that which moves us to them and moves through them to
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prevent them from becoming a new bondage and to deepen constantly our union with the heart
and mind of God-is this love of Jesus, with its steadfast longing and resolute will to be like
Him."127 The result of understanding the gospel is a longing to follow and be like Jesus.
Professor Klaus Issler has written a book on spiritual formation called, Living into the
Life of Jesus: The Formation of Christian Character. Issler discusses the positive effects of the
gospel on those who truly follow Jesus. He writes, "Here Jesus offers a promise-a rock solid
guarantee if you will-that if we put into practice his teaching-building our lives on this strong
foundation of his teachings-we will withstand all the storms of this life. When Scripture becomes
embedded within our hearts, it is life-giving, life-sustaining, and life-empowering."128 Actually,
why would anyone who hears the whole gospel, the truths of God, not want what He promises?
Following Jesus can and will change anyone’s life. Author Donald Whitney agrees with Issler
and others. In his book, Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian Life, he writes, “Serving God is
not a job for the casually interested. It’s a costly service. God asks for your life. He requires that
service to Him become a priority, not a pastime.”129 Following the Lord is a lifetime
commitment with life-changing results and benefits.
Pastor Kevin J. Vanhoozer talks about discipleship and the Great Commission.
Vanhoozer talks about making disciples and baptism. Specifically, he discusses what the early
church practiced concerning new converts. He claims, “In the early church, baptism was often
the graduation ceremony that followed a course of catechism, a question-and-answer form of
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instruction in the basics of the Christian faith."130 That practice would possibly benefit some
Christians today. Vanhoozer went on to speak of the importance of baptism and discipleship. He
comments, "Their baptism then showed who they were in Christ: members of his body who had
died to the old way of living and were raised to life in Christ's Spirit."131
Professor Darrell Bock addresses three words that he believes to be required for
salvation. Those words are turn, repent, and faith. What Bock points out in these terms is the
intersection of them all. He declares, "Faith is the intersection of repentance and turning, where
mind and action unite."132 Now Bock also gives several examples from the New Testament of
people turning to faith in Christ. Another critical point he makes is this, "Faith pulls these themes
together because it triggers the entire package of benefits. Faith opens us up to respond to God's
work in our lives. We come to Him humbly knowing we need what only He can provide-and He
comes through every time. At its core, faith is a humble turning to God in trust. That trust is not
present only at the moment of initial belief; it fuels the progress of spiritual life."133 Bock
presents a convincing argument for these three terms and their centrality in the gospel message.
If these three elements are central, then there also must be teaching about why they are
paramount. Again, that centrality must be a complete teaching of the gospel, not just forgiveness
of sins.
Author and journalist Lee Strobel is in agreement with Bates on his point. Strobel has
written extensively on Christianity using his background as a reporter. In his book, The Case for
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Grace, he explores the work of Christ through the salvation experiences of different individuals.
In one particular story, he shares of a man called Duch who committed atrocities against his
people. Duch came to faith in Christ in a remarkable way. Strobel shares his experiences. He
says, “When we authentically come to God in repentance and faith, when we confess our sins
and turn from them, he has promised to forgive us. Now, it's also true that Duch will suffer the
justice of this world; he will never walk the street again. Even though God has forgiven him, he
will always carry remorse for his crimes.”134
Author Matthew Bates, on the other hand, presents faith as allegiance. In many ways, he
is saying the same thing as Bock, but he leaves room for one to lose their salvation if allegiance
is not a finished work. One interesting point Bates makes is, “but any gospel invitation that
leaves out a portion of the gospel can put the hearer at risk of misunderstanding or of insufficient
response-for the hearer has not received or responded to the complete gospel.”135 He makes a
compelling argument, but it does possibly fall back on salvation of works because there appears
to be a lack of trust in the work of the Holy Spirit. There is a fine line between effort versus
work.
The idea of allegiance that Bates presents is worth studying as an interesting idea. He
offers the eight stages of the gospel as the first component of saving allegiance. Bates carries on
the thought when he says, “When allegiance is given to Jesus the King, God’s making all things
right, his holistic salvation, moves forward, for we increasingly are able to mediate God’s
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presence to others and to the rest of creation.”136 Bates does also take his eight points of the
gospel from the Apostles’ Creed, and he makes a compelling argument on allegiance to Christ.
Pastor Rodney Williams has written a book, Once an Addict, Now Free, on his
experiences with drug addiction and how Christ changed his life. He brings forth a true statement
about the gospel and Jesus’ ministry. First, Williams comments, “When Jesus began his ministry
in Matthew 4, He preached the gospel of the kingdom. Jesus spoke little about being born again
but proclaimed the kingdom of God continuously.”137 Not only did Jesus proclaim the kingdom
of God, but He also demonstrated that kingdom by the acts He did as well as the miracles He
performed.
Williams goes on to write about Jesus’ mission. He states, "Jesus' primary mission on
Earth was not about dying for your sins so you wouldn't go to Hell. Jesus is not fire insurance for
the self-indulged sinner. Jesus's mission was to bring heaven to Earth and for His kingdom to
reign overall.” But Williams goes on to point out that the connection could only happen because
of Jesus’ death and resurrection. He adds, "The death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus Christ
was the only way sinful man could be brought into the kingdom of God.”138
Professor Chad Bird gives an amazing definition of the gospel in his book, The Christ
Key: Unlocking the Centrality of Christ in the Old Testament. He defines the gospel as, "What is
the gospel? Is it the forgiveness of sins? Yes. Is it being promised a place with Christ in
paradise? Yes. Is it having our shame washed away? Yes. Is it being rescued from death and the
devil? Yes. Is it communion with the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit? Yes, that too. The good news
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of Christ is so good, so rich and multifaceted that it cannot be exhausted by a single expression
or a single gift."139
Bird makes several profound statements about Jesus’ life and ministry that are significant
to understanding that Jesus is the center of the gospel. The first statement of importance is,
“Finally, he bled out from his wounds while affixed to a Roman torture device, His body grew
cold and gray inside a borrowed tomb, and then he exploded with life three days later.” Bird
continues his thought as he declares, “All this He did as a human being, quite at home in His
body, quite at home on the Earth that he had made. Nor has He left. He reigns, as God and man,
over this creation, closer to us than our very skin."140
The other statement that needs to be mentioned considers the difference between a
reduced gospel and the whole gospel. Bird comments, “The work of the Messiah is not merely to
forgive us or give us a free ticket to heaven, but to effect a complete re-genesis of the worldincluding a re-genesis of us.”141
A study of the gospel is a reminder to make disciples, not converts. Matthew 28:18-20
reads, "And Jesus came and spoke to them, saying, all authority has been given to Me in heaven
and on Earth. Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all things that I have
commanded you; lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the age. Amen." This is a reminder
that Jesus is King, and as a believer in Him, Christians are to be reflections of Christ and are
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commanded to make disciples, not converts. The positive effect of the gospel makes disciples
who live meaningful lives following the Lord completely.
John MacArthur said it well, “The Bible teaches clearly that the evidence of God's work
in a life is the inevitable fruit of transformed behavior. Faith that does not result in righteous
living is dead and cannot save. Professing Christians utterly lacking the fruit of true
righteousness will find no biblical basis for assurance of salvation.”142 Sadly, many people who
call themselves Christians do not know Him and forfeit abundant life.
Conclusion
The church appears to face a dilemma because of a lack of teaching the entire gospel
message. Numerous church members do not see the gospel lived out in the lives of its members.
Could this occur because churches and ministers teach a reduced gospel?
What happened to the church that changed the story of Jesus and reduced the gospel so
much that the meaning does not resemble the gospel Jesus preached? One possibility is that the
church began to incorporate the practices of the world to get more people saved. Will Metzger
asks, “Are we to reduce and package the gospel for easy distribution? Are we to imagine that
Paul merely parroted the words ‘Jesus Christ crucified’ up and down the streets of Corinth?”143
That process has reduced the gospel significantly and has a minimal resemblance to the call of
Jesus to go and make disciples.
Rodney Williams made a condemning statement about the church. He declares,
“Churches are full of people who have been to classes, seminars, revivals and have listened to
every preaching CD, DVD, and podcast. They are spiritually obese and religiously
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constipated.”144 Possibly quite true and sad, but reflective of a reduced gospel. Many in the
church are comfortable and complacent, not willing to do anything to change the world or even
themselves.
Looking at the literature today, it is obvious that there are multiple viewpoints on what
the gospel is and how that gospel is to be shared and lived out. The goal of a work, such as
studying the effects of the whole gospel versus a reduced gospel, is significant in understanding
the Christian church today. The gospel Jesus presented, and the effect on a believer's life cannot
be overstated or ignored. Lee Strobel said it well. “Nobody is saved apart from Christ’s work on
the cross, but only God knows how much a person must understand in order to adequately
respond. The Bible assures us that ultimately God will do what is right.”145
There are numerous differing views and approaches to the gospel and how it should be
approached or taught. In the current ministry setting, discovering what church members believe
and understanding what the gospel is to them will be helpful. It is assumed that most members
believe the gospel is the same thing as the plan of salvation. A gospel that teaches Jesus is King,
Savior, and Lord will impact the believer's life and the world. A gospel of forgiveness leaves
much to be desired and does not necessarily make disciples.
Living out the gospel will make a difference. Teaching the fullness of the gospel based on
the Apostles' Creed, Scriptures, and other supporting materials is only a starting point. There is a
great deal of work to be done, but the potential is exciting. Dallas Willard makes a strong case
for understanding the gospel and practicing the spiritual disciplines. He expresses, “But the Bible
informs us that there are certain practices-solitude, prayer, fasting, celebration, and so forth-we
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can undertake, in cooperation with grace, to raise the level of our lives toward godliness.”146A
gospel that makes disciples has changed the world and will continue to.
Theological Foundations
The Bible is filled with the actions of God working to save mankind. From the beginning,
God created man to have a relationship with Him. The association is visible where the Scripture
speaks of God walking with Adam in the garden. Throughout the history of the world, God has
acted to save and redeem mankind. Even in the story of Abraham, God’s acts of redemption are
visible. Those acts of redemption are good news.
Defining the Gospel
Understanding what is meant by the term whole gospel or gospel and how that relates to
the church is vital for understanding a reduced gospel. Numerous Biblical scholars have differing
ideas about what gospel the New Testament teaches and what gospel Jesus preached.
There are several passages in the New Testament that use the term gospel. According to
The New American Standard Exhaustive Concordance, the word gospel means "to announce
glad tidings: bring glad tidings, bring good news." Any study on the gospel and the effects of a
reduced gospel must begin with understanding what the gospel is in the New Testament and
what gospel Jesus taught.147 When Jesus came on the scene, He brought the good news that
God’s Kingdom had come, and He was the king.
In the reduced gospel research project, the question began with what gospel did Jesus
teach? Any serious Bible student should be able to answer that question. The problem is that
countless cannot. Christians always return to the evangelical gospel plan of salvation to answer
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the question. Christ died on the cross to save man from sin, and He rose on the third day. One
must repent and believe to receive salvation. There is so much more to the gospel and salvation
than the simple understanding that Jesus died for mankind's sin. Jesus is not only the savior; He
is also Lord and King. Grasping the gospel Jesus taught is vital for a complete understanding and
knowledge of what is required to be His disciple.
In The International Bible Commentary, regarding Luke's account in Luke 20:1, the
reference is made to Jesus preaching the gospel in the temple. The writer points out that Jesus’
habit was to preach in the temple on the first day of the week. The inference here is that He is
“proclaiming the good news under the very shadow of the cross.”148 According to the writer, the
good news is about the cross. The cross makes sense when viewed with the resurrection. The
good news is also about the resurrection, repentance, and discipleship.
Many of these writers point out that Jesus is savior and that He came for the forgiveness
of sins, but Jesus came for more than that. He came to show what life can be like when He rules
in the believer’s life. Jesus came to usher in the kingdom of God, and He is the king. Because He
is king, then His subjects should live under His rule. Jesus wants His subjects to live their lives
as He would live their lives. Being able to live life under that rule requires effort and
participation on the part of Christians. In Philippians 2:12, Paul reminds the believer to "work
out your salvation with fear and trembling.”
Peter Jensen makes a significant point about the gospel and the nature of Scripture. He
says there are three presuppositions concerning Scripture. "The gospel presupposes, first, that
Scripture is the word of God; second, that this inscripturated word is indispensable for true faith;
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and third, that this inscripturated word is indispensable for true obedience."149 The point here is
that the gospel found in the Word of God is reliable and trustworthy, that God has come to man
and can be found in faith, and that Jesus is king to those who obey Him. To understand the entire
gospel message, Jensen makes a great point that Jesus is king to those who obey Him, and those
who profess Him as savior must see Him as king.
The gospel, as presented today, appears almost too simple to understand. The reality is
that the gospel presented most often is a gospel of forgiveness. Darrell Bock quotes, "The
Christian gospel is the story of a loving and gracious God taking the initiative to fix what we
cannot fix ourselves. It is an act of His pure mercy, love, and grace. Undeserved but openly
offered, God's grace serves as an invitation to enter into the courts of heaven as a family member
of God with washings and provisions only God can give."150 Looking at Bock's statement, here is
a clear definition of the purpose of the gospel.
Thomas Schreiner shares a quote from the Epistle of Diognetus, which gives an excellent
definition of the gospel, "By what other one was it possible that we, the wicked and ungodly,
could be justified, than by the only Son of God? O sweet exchange! O unsearchable operation! O
benefits surpassing all expectation! That the wickedness of many should be hid in a single
righteous One, and that the righteousness of One should justify many transgressors!”151
Schreiner states, “God’s righteousness represents God’s character, an attribute of God if you
will. And the righteousness of God has been granted to believers as a gift, so that they stand in
the right before God by faith. They share the same status as the resurrected Christ, for they are
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united to Christ in both his death and resurrection.”152 In these two quotes, it is apparent that
salvation and, therefore, the gospel are completed through the work of Jesus. Thus, the gospel
best defined by what Schreiner has said is Jesus is the king and savior.
An interesting point that Matthew Bates makes is vital and a central element that has to
do with his topic on bearing the original image. He explains, "All humans are made in the image
of God. Yet the ability of fallen humanity to act as the idol of God, to represent God
dynamically, by exercising stewardship over creation, has been hampered by the fall. In the
Incarnation, Jesus comes to us as the genuinely human one, the fulfillment of God's intentions
for what it means to be most completely human."153 Jesus set the example of what God intended
for humans to be. When looking at the life of Jesus and what He taught, the evidence is that
everyone is invited to be a part of the kingdom of God.
The Gospel in the Old Testament
To understand the gospel's connection between the Old Testament and the New
Testament, one must understand the obvious. The Old Testament was the only Bible the early
Christians read. When reading the New Testament, Old Testament Scripture is quoted
throughout. When Jesus was on the cross, He quoted from Psalm 22:1, when He said, "My God,
My God, why have you forsaken me?"
Understanding the gospel is incomplete without recognizing how He fulfills and connects
to the Old Testament. That does not keep anyone from accepting Jesus as Savior, but that
knowledge helps explain why He came and is a significant part of the gospel. There must be an
understanding of the Old Testament's teachings and covenants to see why He had to come—
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beginning with the story of Adam and Eve and the fall of man through Abraham and his calling
in Genesis 12, the story of Moses, and the story of the kings and David. Understanding animal
sacrifices and the relation to the forgiveness of sins is incredibly important too. The entirety of
the Old Testament story must be understood to grasp the whole gospel. N.T. Wright states, "But
when we turn to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, we discover that they at least think it's
important to retell the history of Israel and to show that the story of Jesus is the story in which
that long history, warts and all, reaches its God-ordained climax."154
In the Old Testament, there is a consistent move of God to bring His people into a right
relationship with Him. When the people sin and rebel, God does an action to bring about
salvation. The desire of the Lord is and has always been to bring about redemption and salvation.
From the Garden of Eden to Noah, to the call of Abram to leave Ur and move to an unknown
land, God was working. In Genesis 12:1-3, there is the call of Abraham and the command to
bless and curse. "Now the Lord had said to Abram: 'Get out of your country, from your family
and from your father's house to a land that I will show you. I will make you a great nation; I will
bless you and make your name great, and you shall be a blessing. I will bless those who bless
you, and I will curse him who curses you; and in you, all the families of the earth shall be
blessed.’” There is great importance to the call of Abraham because the call to bless is not
completely fulfilled until Jesus. Also, the call of Abraham is critical to understanding the entirety
of the gospel message and how Jesus completes that call.
McKnight claims that the "Abrahamic blessing was never realized until the incorporation
of Gentiles into the community of Jesus." God calls Abraham and the people of Israel as a
witness to and for God. The ministry of Jesus and the church fulfilled that call.155 That statement
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by McKnight is critical because of the blessing Abraham and his descendants were supposed to
give. The blessing is salvation and the kingdom and Lordship of Yahweh and the community of
the church.
The Old Testament establishes the sacrificial system. The sacrificial system is critical to
understanding why Jesus had to die. Because God is holy and sin separates man from God, there
had to be a way to reconcile. The animal sacrifices were brutal, as was the crucifixion of Jesus.
Even with all animal sacrifices, no single sacrifice could take away all sin. As the Old Testament
begins with creation and goes through the history of mankind and the revelation and works of
God, there is an understanding of man's need for salvation. There is also an understanding of a
loving and gracious God. A loving and merciful God has provided a way for salvation in the
gospel. Reading and understanding the Old Testament teachings helps understand the seriousness
of sin and the grace and mercy of a loving God.
Looking at and understanding the Gentile view of God when Jesus came is critical in
comprehending Jesus’s ministry. When He came, the Gentile idea of God and the children of
Israel was challenging because of how the Jews had represented God. Even to countless Jews,
God was scary and unapproachable, especially for non-Jews. Those who were considered
outcasts had no hope of salvation. In the view of most, keeping all of the laws was impossible.
Jesus is also the fulfillment of the Old Testament covenants. In his book, Darrell L. Bock
does a magnificent job of connecting Jesus to the covenants. Bock begins by pointing to the
relationship between them. He points out several examples of the connection between the old
and new testaments.
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First, there is the Abrahamic covenant, as previously mentioned. Bock says of the
Abrahamic covenant, "Through Abraham, God's blessing would penetrate throughout the
world."156 The following covenant is the Davidic covenant from 2 Samuel 7:8-16. Out of the
Davidic covenant, God promises David, "Your house and kingdom will endure before me
forever, and your throne will be established forever." The significance is that ultimately a
Messiah would come out of David's lineage. As Matthew points out in Matthew chapter one, the
Messiah would be of David's family in Jesus.
Finally, the new covenant, mentioned in Jeremiah 31:31-34 and Ezekiel 36:25-27, speaks
of God's forgiveness. The passages also say that God's law would be written on the hearts of men
and that God would give a new heart. Bock states, "If God's people are going to obey God's law
consistently, it won't be by trying harder. It will be by God's Spirit dwelling in them."157 Through
Jesus and the Holy Spirit, obedience and a new heart are fulfilled.
Therefore, examining the covenants, it is visible that God's action toward His people is
working to redeem within each of these covenants. There is also the connection between the Old
and New Testaments of the covenants' fulfillment in the life and death of Jesus.
Mark Boda describes the Old Testament in terms of creeds. He gives three creedal
expressions. Those expressions are narrative, character, and relational creeds. In the narrative
creed, Boda makes clear that "theology is expressed as God's redemptive story described through
finite verbs expressing past action."158 In other words, there is action by God for the redemption
of mankind, specifically Abraham and his lineage, Israel. There are confessions told to their
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children describing the acts God has done. The Old Testament is filled with these expressions of
faith and acts of God. Throughout the Old Testament, the hand of God is visible for the
redemption of man. Boda identifies that God's response to human rebellion brings about
redemption. He points out God's patience, mercy, and even discipline, because of His great
love.159 The narrative creed then describes God, “Yahweh as a redemptive God through finite
past action that is particular acts within specific times of history.”160
In the character creed, there is the “theology being expressed as God’s redemptive
character, described through consistent activity utilizing nonperfective/nonpreterite verbal forms
as well as personal attributes utilizing adjectives and nouns.”161 Instead of speaking of God as
one who did this or that at a particular time, it speaks of God as one who does this or that, He
creates, delivers, thus His character.”162 So God possesses these characteristics."163 One of the
passages of Scripture Boda uses is Exodus 34:6-7, "And the Lord passed before him and
proclaimed, 'The Lord, The Lord, God, merciful and gracious, longsuffering, and abounding in
goodness and truth, keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin,
by no means clearing the guilty, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon children to the third and
fourth generation.’"
God reveals Himself to Moses as Yahweh and is linked to His act of salvation in the
Exodus.164 One crucial point Boda makes is about the term steadfast love. He declares, "God's
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steadfast love means that He holds firm to his covenant commitments, which involve both mercy
and discipline. So important are his acts of salvation to Israel as a nation and thus a part of his
character. He both forgives and punishes sin, and these are not contradictory acts."165
Also, with the character creed, there is the importance of focusing on "God's redemptive
character for a people in need without reference to their sin, but it plays an essential role in those
situations where humanities sin has created a crisis."166 There is a need throughout the Scripture
for a savior, a redeemer.
Boda shares the third creed, and that is the relational creed. The relational creed speaks of
God in relational identities such as God or Father. He points out that the narrative creed
describes Yahweh as the redemptive God through finite past action.167 Emphasis is also placed
on the people of God and their response. The author points out that "God's identity is linked with
humanity and his redemptive purposes for humanity. This identity is fundamentally a kinship
identity as God invites a people into covenant relationship as family members."168 This is
important in understanding that everything God has done is an act of His work to redeem
mankind. Redemption can be seen in the Garden of Eden, God’s calling of Abraham, the Davidic
kings, and throughout all of history. So, the creeds show God's character concerning God's
people to share God's message to all nations.
The Gospel in the New Testament
Scot McKnight shows the importance of First Corinthians fifteen in understanding the
gospel. McKnight says, “Scholars think this was the oral tradition about the gospel that every
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New Testament apostle received and then passed on. First Corinthians fifteen is nothing less than
a lifting up of the curtains in the earliest days of the church; it tells us what everyone believed,
and everyone preached.”169 The passage is crucial in understanding how the early church viewed
the work Jesus did and how the church proclaimed the gospel message. Paul undoubtedly
received this statement of faith from the apostles because he says in 1 Corinthians 15:3, “For I
delivered to you as of first importance what I also received.” Author and journalist Lee Strobel
also points to the belief that this statement is of the earliest teachings of the church. In his book,
The Case for Christ: A Journalist’s Personal Investigation of the Evidence of Jesus, he writes,
“In fact, I would learn later that prominent New Testament scholar James D.G. Dunn of the
University of Durham, a fellow of the British Academy, said: ‘This tradition, we can be entirely
confident, was formulated as tradition within months of Jesus’ death.’”170
McKnight also states that these verses, 1 Corinthians 15:1-8, give a great definition and
understanding of the early church's gospel. Regarding these verses, he says, "This definition of
‘gospel’ by the apostle Paul is the place to begin, and if we begin here, we will both find the
meaning of ‘gospel,’ and we will have a map that will show how to navigate the rest of the New
Testament and church history!"171 Later in his book, he points out the gospel message by Peter.
McKnight identifies a critical connection when he explains, “Peter reads a Bible that leads him to
see God at work guiding the story of Israel into the story of Jesus, and the Jesus of that story is
Israel's true King and the Lord overall."172 The early church saw Jesus as the completion of
God’s redemptive work throughout history, particularly that of Israel.
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Scot McKnight says that Peter and Paul told the same gospel story. He further states that
Peter’s gospel "involved telling the full story of Jesus Christ, including his life, his death, his
resurrection, his exaltation, the gift of the Holy Spirit, his second coming, and the wrapping up of
history so that God would be all in all."173
Darrell Bock points to the connection between the Lord's Supper and the Passover. Both
signify the deliverance of God's people. Israel was delivered from the Egyptians, while followers
of Christ are delivered from the wages of sin. Bock proclaims, “Yet Jesus was so bold as to
totally reconfigure Israel’s most sacred meal so that henceforth it would commemorate a second
divine act of salvation: the death of Jesus that would establish a new relationship with God.”174
In the Wycliffe Bible Commentary, looking at Matthew 4:23 again, the writer presents a
significant discussion on the gospel Jesus preached. He states, “The Gospel of the Kingdom of
God was the good news Jesus proclaimed that the messianic king had arrived to set up the
kingdom. Accompanying this announcement were miracles of healing, predicted of the kingdom
and thus credentials of the king.”175 Matthew makes a clear connection that Jesus is the Messiah
that had been long-awaited.
There are several points that Bock makes regarding Old and New Testament
comparisons. One worth mentioning is from Joel 2:28 quoted in Acts 2:17 about the Spirit being
poured out. In Acts 2:33, "According to Peter, Jesus is pouring out the Spirit that has been given
to Him."176 Bock says that Peter is using an ancient Jewish technique called Gezerah Shewa. "By
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using Gezerah Shewa technique, the reader of scripture links together two passages by terms
they share."177 Peter compares Jesus from the old to a new experience to his listeners using the
technique.
Throughout the New Testament, the authors are continually bringing out how Jesus is
fulfilling the Old Testament. As previously stated, by using the Abrahamic, Davidic, and New
Covenants, the New Testament writers continually show through the life and death of Jesus the
fulfillment of God's promises to His people Israel and creation.
Mark J. Boda adds, "According to the book of Acts, the proclamation of the gospel in the
early days of the church was saturated with the flow of redemptive history from OT to Christ."178
Reading through the New Testament scriptures, the connection is apparent. There is no
understanding of the New Testament without understanding the Old Testament.
Boda also points to several passages of Scripture that point to the redemptive work of
God. The story of Stephen found in Acts 7 is a beautiful example of the narrative connections.
Stephen starts with Abraham and goes through the rebellious generation that rejected the
prophets and then compared them to those about to stone him. Stephen makes the connection
from the old to the new.179
The Gospel and the Kingdom of God
The Scripture teaches that Jesus came preaching the gospel. He was preaching that the
kingdom of God was at hand. Understanding what that meant for His Jewish hearers is vital in
understanding what that means for the church today. Matthew Bates gives a clear definition of
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what the gospel was for Jesus. He conveys, "Jesus's fundamental task was to preach the kingdom
of God as the gospel."180 Bates points out a crucial fact for what that meant to those who heard
Jesus preach. He quotes N. T. Wright.
The kingdom of God, historically and theologically considered, is a slogan whose basic
meaning is the hope that Israel's God is going to rule Israel (and the whole world) and
that Caesar, or Herod, or anyone else of their ilk is not. It means that the Torah [the law
of Moses] will be fulfilled at last, that the temple will be rebuilt, and the land cleansed. It
does not necessarily mean a holy anarchy...Rather, it means that Israel's God will rule her
in the way he intends, through properly appointed persons and means. This will certainly
mean (from the point of view of the Pharisees, Essenes, and anyone loosely described as
Zealots) a change in the high Priesthood. In some writings, it also means a Messiah.181
Wright's point is significant because of how the Jewish leaders viewed Jesus, and it
explains much of their cruel treatment of him. They misunderstood who He was and what He
was teaching. Even the disciples misunderstood until after the crucifixion and resurrection. In
Acts 1:6, it asks, "Therefore, when they had come together, they asked Him, saying, 'Lord, will
You at this time restore the kingdom to Israel?'" The understanding and teaching of the Jewish
nation were strong and misunderstood. Scot McKnight helps with the understanding as to why
the account is significant. He states, "Peter reads a Bible that leads him to see God at work
guiding the story of Israel into the story of Jesus, and the Jesus of that story is Israel's true King
and the Lord over all."182
Leon Morris has written the commentary on Matthew for the Pillar Commentary Series.
Morris gives a clear definition of the gospel Jesus taught and preached. The writing explains
along with Matthew 4:23, where Jesus is preaching the gospel of the kingdom of God. Matthew
4:23 states, “And Jesus went about all Galilee, teaching in their synagogues, preaching the
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gospel of the kingdom, and healing all kinds of sickness and all kinds of disease among the
people.” Morris declares, “Here it is the gospel of the kingdom, as Jesus has said, has drawn
near. The good news is that God is at work bringing in the kingdom that will be associated with
the work his Son is doing. It matters to Matthew that the gospel was concerned with God’s
sovereign rule.”183
In The King in His Beauty: A Biblical Theology of the Old and New Testaments, the
writer of Matthew made some incredible statements regarding the gospel. The gospel Jesus
taught was that the kingdom of God was at hand. Quoting Adolf Schlatter, "remarks that Jesus
did not rely on technique, nor did he try to manipulate his hearers to bring in the kingdom, for he
believed that God's kingdom was God's work and that it would be advanced through the
proclamation of God's word."184 He goes on to indicate that “the kingdom has come because the
king has come.”185 Therefore, everything Jesus said and did point to the kingdom of God, the
teaching, preaching, miracles, the cross, and resurrection. Because Jesus was not only preaching
and teaching about the kingdom of God, He was also demonstrating that the kingdom had arrived
in and through Him. Therefore, the kingdom had come in Jesus.
In the NIV Matthew Henry Bible Commentary in One Volume, on the passage from
Matthew, understanding what Jesus meant when He spoke about the kingdom of God is
necessary for developing a definition for the word gospel. Henry comments, “What Christ
preached-the good news of the kingdom. The kingdom of heaven, that is, of grace and glory, is
emphatically the kingdom. The gospel is the charter of that kingdom, containing the king’s
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coronation oath, by which he has graciously obliged himself to pardon, protect, and save the
subjects of that kingdom.”186 The point Henry makes here cannot be argued concerning the fact
that Jesus came to save, but it seems that the rule of the king has been left out. If the followers of
Christ are a part of His kingdom, then is He not the ruler of that kingdom?
The Broadman Bible Commentary on Matthew was written by Frank Stagg, a former
Southern Baptist Seminary professor. Stagg makes a great point about Jesus' teaching on the
kingdom of God. His point is that Jesus' preaching about the kingdom of God was a call to
repentance. He talks about Jesus' ministry here as being a threefold ministry of teaching,
preaching, and healing. All these elements are an effect of the kingdom of God. Jesus was
pointing to the rule of God.187
In each commentary and book, the kingdom of God was central to Jesus' teaching of the
gospel. As Scot McKnight points out, Jesus saw the kingdom of God as present and future, for it
is the rule of God in the hearts of the believer. In his definition of the gospel, he proclaims, "the
gospel is the Story of Israel that finds resolution in the saving Story of Jesus, and that story is
about God's work in this world in the people of God."188 That is the kingdom of God!
The Gospel and the Apostles’ Creed
The Apostles' Creed is a beautiful confession of faith and an expression of the gospel and
the early church's beliefs. The Creed itself predates the Canon of the Scripture. Robert W. Jenson
has written a book on the creeds and other early church writings. He writes, The Apostles’ Creed
now in use is a rather late version of the baptismal-catechetical creed of Rome, which became
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the creed of the West as the church of Rome spread its disciplines to all churches on the territory
of the former Western empire.”189 He, like others, does shed light on the early history of the
creed. He states, “The text’s prehistory in versions of the regula fidei and of the baptismal
questions can be followed back to the end of the second century.”190
It is necessary to briefly discuss the regula fidei or rule of faith to understand the
development of the Creed better. Brevard Childs has given an excellent discussion on the
purpose and development of the rule of faith. He stated, “In the second century the Catholic
Church, under the leadership of men like Irenaeus, responded by appealing to a rule of faith
(regula fidei).”191 What they were responding to were heresies such as Gnosticism. Childs goes
on to proclaim, “This was not simply a baptismal formula, as thought in the nineteenth century,
but it was a core of Christian belief on which the Christian faith was grounded, the one catholic
tradition expressed in both oral and written tradition.”192 The early confession of faith went
beyond just a baptismal usage, though they were important there.
Donald Fairbairn and Ryan M. Reeves have studied and written extensively on the
Christian creeds. In their book, The Story of the Creeds and Confessions: Tracing the
Development of the Christian Faith, they give a good reason for the church to use the Apostles’
Creed, “As a result, perhaps it is best to regard the Apostles' Creed as a skeleton on which the
whole of Christian faith and doctrine can be hung. Although it did not come directly from the
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Apostles, it does bring cohesion and structure to their proclamation of the gospel."193 Parts of the
creed date back to the first century and do give some insight as to what the church believed and
still believes. Another statement worth mentioning is, “Nevertheless, the Apostles’ Creed is of
great value, focusing clearly on the threefold affirmation of faith in God, in His Son, and in His
Spirit, while also providing brief references to many of the major points of Christian doctrine.”194
In his book, What Christians Ought to Believe: An Introduction to Christian Doctrine
Through the Apostles’ Creed, Michael Bird sheds light on the history and importance of the
Creed and the development of the early church’s beliefs and the gospel. He claims, “the purpose
of the creeds was to mark out the boundaries of the faith.”195
N.T. Wright quotes Christopher R. Seitz, “Creed is more than putting out theological
brushfires. It is letting Scripture come to its natural, two-testament expression. Just as the Old
Testament leaves its father and mother and cleaves to the new, so the Scriptures cleave to the
creed, and the creed to them, and they become one flesh.”196 The wisdom here is that the creeds
gives direction and understanding of the church's beliefs.
Michael Bird said that “the best thing about the creeds is that they conveniently sum up
the main truths of the Christian faith and put them into a concise narrative that is meaningful and
memorable.”197 Bird gives good insight into the history of the Apostles' Creed, AD 200, along
with the Niceno-Constantinopolitan Creed, AD 325, 381, and the Athanasian Creed, AD 500.198
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Each creed was developed to handle problematic teachings in the church. The Nicene Creed is
the most widely used, but the Apostles' Creed is the oldest. Bird points out that legend has it that
the Apostles' Creed was written by the Apostles ten days after the ascension. The fact is that the
Creed probably arose as an early statement of faith used for baptism for new converts. According
to Bird, the wording evolved to its current form in the eighth century.199
Matthew Bates is a strong proponent of the Apostles’ Creed and presents a strong case
for teaching the gospel using the Creed. Bates defines the gospel: "there is only one gospel, and
just as in Paul's letters, it is the transformative story of how Jesus, who preexisted as Son of God,
came to be enthroned as the universal king."200 Bates talks about how "Jesus' fundamental task
was to preach the kingdom of God as the gospel."201 He discusses how the early church
understood the gospel and that Jesus preached and taught the gospel through eight different
essential elements. These are fascinating elements because the early church introduced the
elements that later became a part of the Apostles' Creed.202 Bates goes on to explain the eight
elements in an outline. They are "Jesus the King: 1) preexisted with the Father, 2) took on human
flesh, fulfilling God's promise to David, 3) died for sins in accordance with the scriptures, 4) was
buried, 5) was raised on the third day, 6) appeared to many, 7) is seated at the right hand of God
as Lord, 8) will come again as judge.”203 Bates explains each of these elements and how Jesus
and the four gospel writers proclaimed this single message.204
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Scot McKnight has given a great picture of the biblical narrative. McKnight calls the
concept the "Grand Narrative" in his article, "Putting the Bible Together." The article proposes a
seven-part model of the biblical narrative, like Bates's eight-part, except McKnight places Jesus
at the center. Those parts include "1) creation, 2) origin of evil, 3) people of God, Israel, 4) Jesus,
5) renewed people of God, church, 6) defeat of evil, 7) renewed Creation."205 Jesus is, of course,
placed at the center. As McKnight points out, “the Christ event is the definitive turning point of
the Bible's grand narrative. God's work of renewing everything started with the cross and
resurrection of Jesus."206
McKnight indicates, "many evangelicals today despise the Creed and associate it with
dead formalism out of which they were saved.”207 The Apostles' Creed is the story of God and
His work through Jesus. Perhaps the problem is in the application and even possibly
appreciation.208 He does go on to correctly reveal that the gospel of the apostles, which created
the gospel of the creed, is today non-gospel. An interesting point he makes is that today's gospel
came from revivalism.209 The gospel referenced is the plan of salvation gospel. The gospel
message has been lost in the era of trying to get as many people saved as possible. The problem
with that gospel message is what are they being saved from and for.
Looking at the Apostles' Creed, one sees Bates's eight elements and McKnight's seven
elements. The Apostles Creed says,
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I believe in God, the Father Almighty, Creator of heaven and earth, and in Jesus Christ,
his only Son, our Lord, who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the Virgin Mary,
suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, died and was buried; He descended into
hades; on the third day He rose again from the dead; He ascended into heaven, and is
seated at the right hand of God the Father Almighty; from there He will come to judge
the living and the dead. I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy catholic church, the
communion of the saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body, and life
everlasting. Amen.210
Indeed, the creed is the gospel message. The one fault that N.T. Wright points out is that
the creed goes from the birth of Jesus to His suffering and death. There is no mention of His
teaching or life. Bates goes so far as to suggest that the Apostles' Creed become the "trinitarian
pledge of allegiance to Jesus, the king."211 He made a credible point when he said, "When a
person says the Apostles' Creed, he or she is restating the gospel of the earliest church in outline
form-the story of how Jesus came to be the cosmic Lord."212 Bates may be going a bit too far.
Today, numerous churches still recite the Apostles’ Creed weekly and still practice a dead
formalism that wins no one to Christ. At the same time, countless evangelicals despise the creeds
altogether.
Mark Boda also makes a push for the use of the Apostles Creed. He declares, “the
redemptive story of Jesus Christ dominates this early creed, not surprising in light of the
importance of the redemptive acts of God in both the Old Testament and the New Testament.”213
Bird makes a great point about the creeds. He claims, “The best thing about the creeds is
that they conveniently sum up the main truths of the Christian faith and put them into a concise
narrative that is meaningful and memorable."214
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A final quote from Fairbairn and Reeves seems appropriate for using the Apostles’ Creed,
stating, “In the second and third centuries, these creeds were most commonly associated with
baptismal liturgies, and foremost among them was the baptismal symbol of the Roman Church,
which some call the Apostles’ Creed and others refer to as the Old Roman Creed.”215 Therefore,
the Apostles' Creed is powerful in understanding the whole gospel as the early church, and the
New Testament writers understood it.
Theoretical Foundations
The idea and process behind the effects of a reduced gospel and changing those effects is
the belief that many professing Christians do not understand and know what the gospel is. These
individuals are constantly searching for purpose and meaning. Many Christians fill their lives
with activities that are meaningless. Because they do not understand the gospel, the relationship
with the Lord is shallow and less than the abundant life.
The topic of a reduced gospel is not new but must be thoroughly explored in the local
evangelical church. The case of a reduced gospel could be better described as failures in
discipleship or some other reason why Christians fail to engage. When discussing and looking at
the reduced gospel, a clear definition must be identified of what that gospel proclaims. Several
Biblical scholars speak of the soterian gospel when referencing a reduced gospel. The soterian
gospel is a salvation gospel. Understanding the term soterian is essential. The root word is Soter,
Soteria, Soterios, which means “savior, deliverer, deliverance, preservation, salvation, bringing
salvation.”216 To be saved from something or delivered from something is another way of
defining the word.
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Looking at the vast materials written, Scot McKnight makes an excellent argument for
what has not worked. He shows that the soterian gospel has not worked. Again, in his book, The
King Jesus Gospel, He brings to light the dangers of where the gospel is today. He says, “our
current understanding is only a pale reflection of the gospel of Jesus and the apostles.”217 He
gives several examples of the teachings of the gospel today. Each is significant, but one stands
out because it involves the famous preacher and author, John Piper. In the example, Piper
assumes that "justification is the gospel."218 McKnight asks the question, is that the gospel? Is
the gospel simply "justification by faith?"219 The idea McKnight puts forth and must be answered
deals with what is required for salvation. He makes a critical statement regarding salvation and
the gospel. Is that the gospel the apostles taught? He states, "I believe the word gospel has been
hijacked by what we believe about ‘personal salvation,’ and the gospel itself has been reshaped
to facilitate making decisions."220 When looking at the shape the church is in today, McKnight is
possibly correct. For this reason, the current research is being done. The answer to that question
is, what is the gospel in the heart and mind of the everyday church member?
Dallas Willard seems to agree with McKnight. There is something wrong with the gospel
message in many of today's churches. As stated earlier, Willard makes a pointed statement when
he calls some Christians "Vampire Christians." The implication is that salvation is only for the
forgiveness of sins and nothing else is needed nor desired. Willard declares, "We need to
emphasize that the Great Omission from the Great Commission is not obedience to Christ, but
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discipleship, apprenticeship, to him."221 Willard goes on to say, “The difference between trusting
Christ, the real person Jesus, with all that that naturally involves, versus trusting some
arrangement for sin-remission set up through Him-trusting only His role as guilt remover. To
trust the real person Jesus is to have confidence in Him in every dimension of our real life, to
believe that He is right about and adequate to everything.”222 When looking at the state of
discipleship in the church, it is apparent that many individuals who call themselves Christians
have no idea what it means to be a Christian.
Most Christians have come to faith in Christ by believing the soterian gospel as shared
through the plan of salvation. It is thought that the research study will find that most Christians
believe the gospel message is, "Jesus died for my sins. If I believe in Jesus and that He died for
my sins, I will spend eternity with Him in heaven." This statement is believed to be the soterian
or reduced gospel. Scot McKnight addresses the soterian gospel in an interview with
Southeastern Baptist Seminary. In the interview, McKnight aptly addresses what is meant by
soterian or salvation culture. “This means a salvation culture is part of a gospel culture, but only
a part. We have too often equated the part with the whole, and this explains in part why our
churches have so many ‘believers’ and so few ‘followers of Jesus.’”223 McKnight has observed
what many others have recognized as a problem in Western Christianity.
The Barna study has also shown that a problem must be addressed. In their study, the
state of discipleship in America was the area of interest. When looking at the Barna &
Navigators study data, the problem stated by the study appears to prove what is being said.
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According to that study, "Despite believing that their church emphasizes spiritual growth, only
20 percent of Christian adults are involved in some sort of discipleship activity (attending
Sunday school or fellowship group, meeting with a spiritual mentor, studying the Bible with a
group, or reading and discussing a Christian book with a group)."224 The survey is a disturbing
reality showing that something is wrong. Church members are not getting the right message.
The basis for the current research is that discipleship will occur if Christians grasp the
gospel as presented by Jesus and the church. The understanding of discipleship includes the
practice of spiritual disciplines. The purpose of spiritual disciplines is to grow in a meaningful
relationship with the Lord that displays love, faith, and servanthood.
The problem is that various people today who profess Christ do not live like Christ.
When looking at the data provided by the Barna study on discipleship in America, it seems to be
true. Something is wrong in the church. There is no depth in the lives of Christians. The church
is filled with believers who have no depth and fall away. Dallas Willard expressed his concern in
several books, such as The Great Omission and The Divine Conspiracy. As stated earlier,
Willard refers to the soterian gospel as a gospel of sin management. Scot McKnight also has
written on the topic in his book, The King Jesus Gospel. McKnight seems greatly disturbed by
the current gospel message. Mark Boda and Matthew Bates have also written, expressing a need
to reexamine the gospel and its handling. The church is in a mess, and one must wonder, is the
church telling the whole truth? Is the church making converts or disciples?
When looking at the state of the church today, one must wonder why there is such little
power in the lives of Christians. God is still the Creator of the universe. The power and working
of the Holy Spirit are still relevant, yet many in the church live like paupers. Not from an
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economic standpoint, but ineffective living. Jesus said, in John 10:10, "I came that they might
have life and that more abundantly." If Christians are living the abundant life, then the world
offers just as much. The church is surrounded by compromise to get along. There is no
conviction for what is right. If a Christian stands up for the truth, that person is labeled eccentric
or odd. When prayers are offered in church, nothing is said by the majority of those praying.
Some can recite the prayers of the deacons because it is always the same prayer. A person would
have to wonder to whom is that person talking? The impression is that he does not know the
Lord.
What is the Gospel? What gospel did Jesus preach? He couldn't preach, “I died on the
cross and rose again,” because He hadn't died on the cross and risen again. That question is
where the inquiry about the effects of a reduced gospel began. Do church members know and
understand what gospel Jesus taught? Matthew 4:23 says, "Jesus was going throughout all
Galilee, teaching in their synagogues and proclaiming the gospel of the kingdom, and healing
every kind of sickness among the people." Jesus came and said, the Kingdom of God is here, and
I am the king! So, if Jesus is king, is He king of the Christian's life? Many believe in Jesus as
savior, but do they understand He is king? What are the implications for the Christian life?
Professor James R. Edwards has written the commentary on the Gospel according to
Luke for The Pillar New Testament Commentary. He deals extensively with the gospel Jesus
preached, the gospel of the kingdom of God. Looking at Luke 16:16, "The law and the prophets
were until John. Since that time, the kingdom of God has been preached, and everyone is
pressing into it." The significance of what he has written deals with the latter part of the passage
on what it means when Luke says, "everyone is pressing into it." The words offered here express
the nature of Jesus and the Father. Edwards claims, “the ‘pressing,’ in other words, is not
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something people do. V.16 is not about muscling one’s way into God’s favor, foxhole promises,
or resolutions or works intended to merit God’s favor. It is about something done to people-all
people-by the gospel. V. 16 is thus conceptually parallel to 14:23: God’s redemptive love
‘compels’ people far and wide to enter the kingdom.”225
When the gospel message is delivered in the way God intended, people are compelled,
moved by it, to do something. Edwards goes on to say, “The proclamation of God’s lavish grace
invites-nay pushes and presses-people into the kingdom. The proclamation of the kingdom is an
expression of divine persistence, of the indefatigability of God-like the host of the banquet and
the father of two sons-inviting, waiting, wooing, and urging people into the kingdom.”226 When
reading the words of Edwards, there is a reminder that God is the One who saves the sinner, but
the Christian minister is responsible for the message given. Every minister who handles the
Word of God must give the whole message of the gospel, not a simplified message. Christian
ministers must not practice spiritual malpractice. Also, when the entire gospel is presented,
meaningful change occurs in the believer's life. The point here is the gospel; the whole gospel
makes a difference in the believer's life.
Author and pastor Gary Thomas has written an incredible book on spiritual growth called
Every Body Matters: Strengthening Your Body to Strengthen Your Soul. Thomas teaches the
benefits of taking care of the physical person as well as the spiritual. One particular statement he
makes is important because it is a reminder of the necessity to practice spiritual discipline in
order to build up an individual’s relationship with Christ. He writes, “Finally consider how you
can fortify your soul with spiritual enrichment. There are sermons and books on virtually every
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issue a Christian might face. Meditating on scripture is powerfully effective. The spiritual
disciplines such as fasting, solitude, meditation, and the like, can be very helpful. The Puritans
called the Sabbath the ‘market day of the soul.’”227
One other truth is a reminder of the effect of Christ and the gospel on the believer. In 1
John 2:3, John reminds believers that “we know that we have come to know Him if we keep His
commands.” Theologian Colin G. Kruse has written the commentary of the letters of John in the
Pillar New Testament Commentary: The Letters of John. “‘by this we know,’ which points the
reader forward to what is to follow-that is, it is by obeying his commands that we may be sure
we know him. Assurance that we are people who know God is dependent on continuous
obedience to his commands.”228
Presenting the whole gospel is critical to developing complete Christians. The early
church used statements of faith such as creeds. Varied evangelicals do not use creeds, which is
one of the reasons for using the Apostles’ Creed here. In the research project, using the Apostles'
Creed is believed to be teaching the whole gospel. Matthew Bates gives great support for the
creed. He states, “The Apostles’ Creed is not merely a convenient summary of Christian beliefs.
It is a concise presentation of the allegiance-demanding gospel.”229 He later conveys that “When
a person says the Apostles’ Creed, he or she is restating the gospel of the earliest church in
outline form-the story of how Jesus came to be the cosmic Lord.”230
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There is evidence of creedal statements or early statements of faith in the Scriptures. In
the Old Testament, the Israelites quoted and still quote the Shema found in Deuteronomy 6:4.
Michael Bird discusses this when he asserts, "Something we need to remember is that creeds are
in fact found in the Bible. Several passages in the Old and New Testaments have a creedal
function. In Deuteronomy, we find the Shema, Israel's most concise confession of its faith in one
God. Hence the words: ‘Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God, the Lord is One. Love the Lord your
God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength.’”231
In the New Testament, after the ascension of Jesus, the early church began to develop
statements of faith. Michael Bird refers to these as creedal statements. He adds, “Thus, the creeds
are really a summary of the New Testament tradition: the text and its history of interpretation in
the churches.”232 He mentions two passages of Scripture: First Timothy 3:16, which proclaims,
"God was manifested in the flesh, justified in the Spirit, seen by angels, preached among the
Gentiles, believed on in the world, received up in glory." The second passage is found in
Philippians 2:5-11. This passage from Philippians has also been referred to as the Christ Hymn
and is a beautiful creedal statement and a description of Jesus and the Incarnation.
The Apostles' Creed is also known as Symbolum Apostolorum. The creed probably
emerged in Rome as an early statement of faith used at the baptism of new converts in the late
second or early third century (ca. AD 215).”233 Finally, Michael Bird gives the best reason for
the creeds when he claims, “In sum, the purpose of the creeds was to mark out the boundaries of
the faith. The creeds were warnings to the effect that ‘all who proceed beyond this point do so at
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the peril of their own souls.’”234 The hope is that if church members are taught the gospel
message based on the Apostles’ Creed, meaningful change will occur.
When comparing the message of the soterian gospel to the Apostles' Creed, the difference
is unavoidable. While a soterian gospel teaches personal salvation, the Apostles' Creed teaches
the gospel of the Bible and the church. Presenting the gospel message using the Apostles' Creed
will, at the least, get church members thinking about who Jesus is. The hope is that each member
hears the gospel message in a new way and therefore desires a deeper relationship with the Lord.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
When planning for the research process there are several steps and procedures that must
be adhered to in order to receive permission. Besides permission planning the research process in
great detail is also critical to having a successful result. The following is a step-by-step
explanation of the research intended to understand the effects of a reduced gospel and gather
information.
In his book, From Topic to Thesis: A Guide to Theological Research, Professor Michael
Kibbe gives a wise reminder regarding the research process. He states, "First since your research
subject is God, theological research is necessarily an act of confession-confession that you do not
deserve to know God, confession that you are human and therefore limited in your ability to
understand him, confession that you are sinful and therefore limited in your ability to know your
own limitations."235 With that in mind, the research was planned and carried out.
Intervention Design
Throughout developing a research project such as this, prayerful consideration and
direction have always been sought to ensure this was a worthwhile endeavor. Beginning in a
course called the Theology of the Gospel, the project started to take shape from an idea that grew
out of a textbook for required reading. The book is The King Jesus Gospel: The Original Good
News Revisited by Scot McKnight. McKnight makes a claim about the church and the gospel in
the book. He said, "One of my friends says the church is 'in a fog' about this question, and
another writer says there's a 'fog of confusion' about it. The question is this: What is the
gospel?"236 He makes the case that the church has changed the gospel message.
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This research project was begun and developed in a class called Research and Thesis
Development. In this class, choosing a researchable topic along with finding biblical support as
well as reviewing pertinent literature was a thrilling experience. Throughout the process, each
class progresses from the research and thesis development to the actual research and analyzing
the data. The next course was the Thesis Project Development Proposal. The project
development course covers chapter two, which is the review of literature, theological
foundations, and theoretical foundations. The course also begins by creating chapter three of the
prospectus. Reading for the review of literature is a fascinating experience because the area of
research is significant, and there are a great number of opinions. Once these processes were
completed, along with rewriting the thesis statement, the next step was to seek approval from the
professor to be paired with a mentor. Approval was received, and the next step was being paired
with a mentor, and the thesis project writing began.
At the outset of the course, following the details recommended by the mentor is critical.
The mentor for this project has been Dr. Darren Hercyk. Dr. Hercyk has been extremely helpful
in the process, and following his direction helped create a smooth transition. In this stage of
development, receiving Institutional Review Board approval is critical. No research can be done
until this process is completed.
The purpose of the intervention was to implement a six-part curriculum based on the
Apostle's Creed, Scriptures, and other supporting materials that teaches the fulness of the gospel.
The intervention used interviews and questionnaires to determine what the members of First
Baptist Church understood about the gospel. Once interviews and questionnaires were
completed, a six-week gospel course based on the Apostles' Creed was taught. After the
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intervention, follow-up interviews and questionnaires were given to determine if a change in
understanding and perception of the gospel had occurred.
The problem presented considers what the gospel is and how people understand the
gospel message. In other words, what is salvation, and what is required to be saved? These
questions relate specifically to the gospel that Jesus taught. Therefore, do the church members of
First Baptist Church of Eupora have a gospel of forgiveness or a gospel of kingdom living?
Understanding the answer to that question is critical. The initial plan was to prepare a
questionnaire and interview questions that were used to determine the definition members of
First Baptist Church of Eupora have of the gospel. The purpose of the intervention is to change
and bring about maturity in these Christians.
Tim Sensing makes a fantastic point about the research process and methodology. He
said, “If a cook is using a recipe, the recipe must be written in a style that any cook could
duplicate the dish. If other people wanted to replicate your project, they should be able to follow
your path.”237 It is with that purpose the following plan is set forth. Every detail should be
followed.
IRB Approval
From the beginning of the research process, there is a lengthy procedure of receiving
approval from the institutions, Institutional Review Board. The IRB has oversight over all
research done by students and is there to ensure proper procedures are followed for the safety of
research participants and that research follows federal guidelines. There is a training process that
first takes place called CITI training. CITI training is required before any submission can be
made to the IRB. CITI is an acronym for Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative. The
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purpose of CITI training is to ensure that all research is handled safely and that all participants
are protected from manipulation and harm. CITI training was completed over the Christmas
break. This training is done online and involves reading through several topics and completing a
quiz at the end of each section. A passing grade must be attained to move on to the next phase.
Once the training is completed, a certificate is awarded to the researcher (Appendix A). Once
CITI training was completed, detailing the research project for the application to the IRB was
next. Once completed, the process of seeking IRB approval is the next step (Appendix B).
The IRB process involves filling out an application form that explains the research
process and methodology. The application process includes detailed instructions, all methods
used, and any related documents such as consent forms, permission forms, advertising materials,
and questionnaires. Following directions is a must for this part of the process. There have been
stories of people who waited for weeks to receive IRB approval. Once the application is
submitted, the mentor must sign off on it, and the wait begins. Thankfully, a couple of hours
passed in this setting, and the IRB approved the research. In this situation, approval came within
hours of the application process. That is a credit to following the instructions given by the
mentor. The IRB application was submitted on February 2, 2022, and permission was granted
two hours after submission. The following information are the methodologies that have been
used for the current research process.
Methodology
The following table 1.1 will show an outline of the design plan that has been followed,
showing each task that was done. An explanation is given after the table. The design plan was
implemented as soon as IRB approval was given.
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Time & Date
Week One
Week Two
Week Two-Three
Week Four
Week Five

Week Six
Week Seven
Week Eight
Week Nine
Week Ten
Week Eleven
Week Twelve

Location
Activity
Fellowship Hall
Permission Request Forms to
Monday Evening
Pastor and Deacons
All Sunday School Classes
Advertising/Flyer
Morning and Evening Worship Announcement
Sanctuary
Explanation/Consent forms,
Sunday Morning
Questionnaire, Interview Signup
Fellowship Hall
Gospel course 1: Overview
Sunday Afternoon
and an Explanation of the
Gospel
Fellowship Hall
Gospel course 2: Jesus’
Sunday Afternoon
Preexistence with the Father
and the Incarnation, Davidic
Covenant
Fellowship Hall
Gospel course 3: Jesus’
Sunday Afternoon
sacrifice for sin and death.
Fellowship Hall
Gospel course 4: Jesus’ burial
Sunday Afternoon
and descent to the dead
Fellowship Hall
Gospel course 5: Jesus'
Sunday Afternoon
Resurrection appeared to many
Fellowship Hall
Gospel course 6: Jesus, seated
Sunday Afternoon
at the right hand of God,
returns as Judge
Fellowship Hall
Final Questionnaire and
Sunday Afternoon
scheduling interviews
Fellowship Hall
Final interviews
Sunday Afternoon
Office
Documentation and Evaluation

Table 1.1 Research Outline
The timeline allotted for the entire process is twelve weeks. The process begins with
permission from the church upon IRB approval. The following week was used for promotional
purposes. The next week was the time for the consent, signing up for interviews, and the
questionnaires. The fourth through the eleventh week were the gospel course and the final posttraining interviews and questionnaires.
One resource is a room large enough to accommodate the participants for the gospel
study. The location for all meetings was in the church's fellowship hall. The room is large
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enough to accommodate all participants comfortably at tables. The room also allows for
refreshments and restroom facilities.
Other resources needed were paper for printing the questionnaires and the weekly
lessons, pens, the questionnaires, and a journal. These resources were accessible and available at
minimal expense to the researcher. A snack was provided weekly and was provided by the
researcher’s wife. The researcher paid all costs associated with the research project.
Requesting Church Permission
The first step after IRB approval is to receive permission from First Baptist Church of
Eupora to do the research project. The pastor and deacons were asked for permission to perform
the research. A form letter requesting permission to do the research had been given to the pastor
and deacons (Appendix C). Included in the letter is an explanation of the topic and research
process. A copy of the questionnaire and interview questions was also included with the letter.
Also, the permission granted form was given to the pastor and deacons to be signed and returned
to the researcher once permission was granted (Appendix D).
Promoting Research in the Church
Once permission was given, promoting the research began immediately. The sampling
group to be used are the members of First Baptist Church. The purpose for choosing this group is
that the group is the largest group of active church members, totaling over one hundred people
and allowing for the most participation. Criteria for participation is that each participant must
profess a relationship with Christ and be an active member of the church. The age group will
range from fifteen years old and up.
Advertising and recruiting church members for the research is the next step. The
advertising process took place over two consecutive Sundays. Flyers explaining the research
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were placed in all Sunday school rooms, including the older youth and adult Sunday school
classes (Appendix E). Also, an announcement was made at the beginning of the Sunday morning
and evening worship services of the first Sunday (Appendix F). The announcement was repeated
on the second Sunday morning. The announcement included all information about the process
and when the research would begin. The announcement asked all participants to stay for an
informational meeting immediately following the morning worship service on the second
Sunday.
Consent Forms
As previously stated, the research process began after the second Sunday morning
worship service, week two. All willing participants were asked to stay for an informational
meeting. At the meeting, a detailed explanation was given regarding the research. The meeting
explained the consent forms, the pre-interviews and pre-questionnaire, the gospel course, and the
post-training interviews and questionnaires. An explanation was given regarding the purpose,
process, and level of commitment required. All willing participants were encouraged to commit
to the entire process. Finally, any questions were answered. Once group meeting questions had
been answered, consent forms were given to the participants.
All participants given a consent form were asked to read it (Appendix G). That
information includes the research process and timeline. Once all participants had read the
consent form, any questions were answered. After the questions, all participants were asked to
sign the consent forms and return them to the researcher. For anyone under the age of eighteen, a
parental consent form was required (Appendix H). No research began until all consent forms
were signed and returned.
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After consent forms were signed, questionnaires were passed out to everyone who
wanted to do the questionnaire. A sign-up form was placed at the front for interviews (Appendix
I). The sign-up forms have all specified dates and times for the interviews. Pre-training
Interviews took place over a two-week period beginning on the Monday following the sign-up
process.
Pre-Training Interviews and Questionnaires
Developing the right questions for the interviews and questionnaires is critical in the
research process. Earnest Stringer gives guidance and purpose to that process, and his
recommendations have been followed. He states, "There is a real sense, however, that we seek a
sense of objectivity as we gather data, as we need to ensure that information gained directly from
the participants and is not tainted by the perspectives, biases, or experiences of research
facilitators."238 The questions developed are fundamental questions that every Christian should
be able to answer and reflect their perceptions of the gospel in an unbiased way.
Care and attention have been given to defining the perceived problem and developing
questions regarding the gospel, salvation, sanctification, and discipleship. Based on observation,
this researcher believes that some of these church members do not understand the gospel because
of how they live their lives in the community.
Pre-training interviews were conducted at the same time as the participants were allowed
to fill out the questionnaires. The purpose of the interviews was to understand the church
members' views on the gospel. Another reason for the interviews was to ensure objectivity and
fairness throughout the research project. The questions for the interviews were the same as those
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on the questionnaire. Interviews were scheduled as soon as possible. Once the interviews were
completed, the information gathered was recorded and stored in a secured location.
The interviews were scheduled throughout a two-week period to allow for the greatest
number of participants. Interviews began on the Monday following the Sunday informational
meeting. One hour was the allotted time for the interviews and allowed enough time for all
questions to be answered (Appendix J). Most interviews lasted under forty-five minutes.
Recording the interviews was extremely important. Word processors have a dictation option that
allows for an easy way to transcribe and save all interviews. Using a voice recorder of some type
is also vital for correcting any errors the dictation may present. Many cellular phones have a
recording option that can be used. In this setting an iPhone worked well for the voice recording.
For all participants who did not wish to do interviews, questionnaires were handed out
(Appendix K). The questionnaires ask the same questions as the interviews. The purpose is to
allow for the most participation, including people who might not have time or be comfortable
participating in an interview.
Questions on the questionnaire did strive to understand the members’ beliefs regarding
salvation and the gospel. What is the gospel? What gospel did Jesus preach? What are the results
of hearing the gospel? What is salvation? What are the results of salvation? Who can be saved?
What is sanctification? What is discipleship? There are several other questions as well. All
persons who were willing to participate in the questionnaire understood that their names would
not be mentioned. The researcher reviewed and recorded the questionnaire results for
comparison at the end of the course.
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Teaching the Gospel
Once interviews and questions were completed, then the gospel course began. The course
started on Sunday evening following the two weeks of interviews, week four. The best time for
the class to take place was on Sunday afternoons at 3:30. The gospel course took six weeks and
used the Apostles' Creed as an outline for teaching. The Scripture and other supporting materials
were also used. The first week was an overview lesson and answered questions related to the
interviews and questionnaires. (Appendix L). Also, the first lesson introduced the Apostles’
Creed and the whole gospel to the participants. The researcher explained, in detail, what the
course would teach.
Of utmost importance was teaching a thorough course on the gospel using the Apostles’
Creed as an outline along with Scripture and other supporting materials. Also, searching the
Scriptures is always a rewarding endeavor, and in the current setting, that is the case. The gospel
course was based on eight elements of the Apostles’ Creed. Each of these eight elements were
developed into six hour-long teaching lessons, with an hour and a half allotted for weekly
meetings. The extra thirty-minute time allotted was used for any questions or discussion during
the course and a snack. Table 1.2 gives an outline for the weekly topics.
Lesson and Date
Lesson One, Week Four
Lesson Two, Week Five
Lesson Three, Week Six
Lesson Four, Week Seven
Lesson Five, Week Eight

Lesson Plan
Overview of the course and Answering
Questions from the Questionnaire.
Jesus’ preexisting with the Father. Jesus took
on human flesh, fulfilling God's promise to
David.
Jesus died for sins in accordance with the
Scriptures.
Jesus’ burial and descending into Hades.
Jesus was raised on the third day in
accordance with the Scripture.
Jesus appears to many.
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Lesson Six, Week Nine
Week Ten
Week Eleven
Table 1.2 Gospel Course Outline

Jesus is seated at the right hand of God as
Lord. Jesus’ return as Judge.239
Post-training questionnaires
Post-training interviews

Each lesson began with prayer and used several Scripture passages related to the week’s
topic. After the passages were read and discussed, a short lesson was taught with questions taken
at the end. After questions, prayer requests were received and then a closing prayer was said. A
snack was provided at the end of the lesson. A handout that includes each week's topic and
Scripture passages was provided to everyone in attendance.
The classes taught eight elements of the gospel taken from the Apostles' Creed. Those
elements are Jesus’ preexistence with the Father, The Incarnation, Jesus died for man's sin, Jesus
was buried and descended to the dead, Jesus rose to life on the third day, Jesus appeared to the
disciples and others, Jesus is seated at the Right Hand of God, and Jesus will return as Judge.
Lessons one through six were taught over six consecutive weeks. During the last week of the
class, follow-up questionnaires were given out, and a sign-up form was placed on a table in the
back of the room for the post-interviews to be scheduled.
Post Interviews and Questionnaires
The post-questionnaire was handed out at the end of the final class for all who were
willing. This questionnaire was similar to the one used at the introduction of the research, with
some new questions about the course and the gospel (Appendix N). Also, a sign-up sheet was
placed in the back of the room for all willing participants to do post-interviews. Interviews took
place in the week following the last class (Appendix M). The purpose of the second
questionnaire and interviews was to determine if any change had occurred regarding the
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understanding of the gospel. The results were recorded and compared to the pre-training
questionnaire and interviews. The hope is that there has been meaningful change, and many will
see the need for a more profound commitment to Christ. The possibilities are limitless and
exciting.
Data Collection
Once the post-interviews were completed, the data was analyzed and compared with the
first questionnaires and interviews, themes have been identified, and results were compared.
Sensing makes a valid point about evaluating the data. He writes, “Evaluation allows you to get
in the mind of the folks and determine the effectiveness of the intervention.”240 When comparing
the data of the first interviews and questionnaires with the second, meaningful change was the
desired outcome and was apparent by the answers to the questions.
The criteria for evaluating the prospectus were the answers to the questionnaires and the
interviews. Also, a journal was used by the researcher. By offering a questionnaire, and
interviews at the beginning and the end, measuring for results are the answers given by the
participants. Comparing the answers showed a measurable change. The desire is to see if there
are changes in understanding and knowledge of the gospel.
Knowledge brings about change in lives. If the stakeholders initially have a reduced
view of the gospel but have a better understanding and knowledge after the course, this has been
a successful undertaking. The goal is for Christians to have a meaningful relationship with
Christ. The purpose of a journal was threefold. The first was to make sure there is no bias. Again,
because the idea is an observation made by this researcher, it is crucial to ensure that the opinion
is not biased. The second purpose was for noticeable change as the course moves forward.
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Observations are important for understanding the perception and views of the participants. The
third purpose is for triangulation. Stringer points out the purpose of triangulation. He says, “The
credibility of a study is enhanced when multiple sources of information are incorporated.”241
The Desired Results
If Christians lived out the gospel, the world would be different. Imagine a people who
fast and pray effectively. Imagine a church that forgives each other. Christians who have a grasp
and knowledge of the gospel will share the gospel. By intervening and explaining the full
meaning of the gospel, the hope has been that church members would be impacted. Being
impacted means that their view of the gospel would move from a knowledge of Jesus as Savior
to Jesus as Savior and Lord. The desired outcome would be understanding that there is more to
the salvation experience than just being saved. The gospel message can be impactful to all who
receive and believe. There is more than forgiveness of sins, and that life can be lived in a fuller,
more meaningful way. In John 10:10, Jesus said, "I came that they might have life, and that more
abundantly.” That has been the hope and desired for outcome.
Implementation of the Intervention Design
Once approval was received, then advertising for the research project began. A request
for church permission is the next step. A letter requesting permission to perform the research at
First Baptist Church of Eupora was given to the deacons and pastor at the monthly deacons
meeting. Permission was granted on January 17, 2022. The IRB does allow this step to be
completed before the application is submitted. A copy of the letter from the church granting
permission was submitted to the IRB with the application.
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Once approval was granted, then the research process can begin. The first Sunday
following the IRB approval was February 6, 2022. Flyers were placed in the Sunday school
classes, and announcements were made in the morning and evening worship services. Flyers
were repeated in the Sunday school rooms on the following Sunday, February 13, 2022. An
announcement was made at the beginning of the morning worship service, encouraging any
interested members to remain for an informational meeting at the end of the service.
After the morning worship service, an informational meeting took place with thirty-eight
church members. The consent forms were handed out during the meeting, and the research
process was explained. Pens were also handed out with consent forms. Interview signup forms
were placed at the front of the sanctuary, as well as pre-training questionnaires. Consent forms
were collected, and everyone was allowed to choose to answer a questionnaire or participate in
an interview. Of the thirty-eight in attendance, twenty-five received questionnaires, and thirteen
signed up for interviews.
Data Triangulation
A key to the entire research process is ensuring that data triangulation is an integral part
of the plan. The purpose of data triangulation, according to Tim Sensing, is that “It is a way to
cross-check your data that provides breadth and depth to your analysis and increases the
trustworthiness of your research.”242 The research project used pre-and post-training
questionnaires, interviews, and inside and outside observers for this purpose. This researcher
kept a journal to add observations made during the entire process, mainly from the gospel course
but also through the questionnaire and interview process. At the end of each lesson, questions
were asked of two of the participants and one observer. The purpose of this was to make sure the
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material covered in the lesson was clearly and thoroughly explained. Also, the observers were
asked for input to improve the following week's lesson. For example, at the end of lesson one, a
suggestion was made by an inside participant/observer to give a definitions handout (Appendix
O). The purpose of the handout was to cover theological and biblical terms that some of the
participants might be unfamiliar with. At the conclusion of each lesson, questions were asked of
these inside and outside observers to provide insight and direction for the next week's lesson.
Other methods of data collection were interviews and questionnaires. The questionnaires
seemed to be the simplest way of data collection. The problem with the questionnaires was that
some participants would answer questions with as few words as possible. Therefore, the
questionnaires provided the least amount of data. This later became apparent when reading
through the questionnaires and realizing that they offered a lesser amount of information than
was hoped for. There were twenty-five questions on the questionnaire. Each question was asked
to help determine the participants' understanding of the gospel and their relationship with the
Lord. Some questions were used to determine how committed these participants were to the Lord
and the church.
The interview process was the best data collection method and provided a plethora of
data material. There were thirteen pre-training interviews and thirteen post-training interviews.
The answers were well thought out and informative. When asking questions during the
interview, it was easy to ask follow-up questions for clarification. The interviewed participants
provided much information and were pleased to cooperate with the questions.
The first interview occurred on Monday, February 14, 2022, at 9:00 am, with five more
throughout the first day. Over the next two weeks, the interviews were conducted, as well as
collecting the questionnaires. The process was an eye-opening experience. Using the recording
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option on an iPhone and the dictation option found in Microsoft Word was extremely helpful for
the interview process. The dictation was not always clear but following up with the voice
recording option proved invaluable. After correcting the dictation errors then, each interview was
printed.
All participants were given a time and date for the gospel course to begin. On Saturday,
February 26, a text was sent to all participants reminding them that the course would start on
Sunday, February 27, at 3:30 pm in the Fellowship Hall of FBC Eupora. For any participant who
could not attend the first course, a handout was made available for anyone who wanted one. The
handout covered all the material for the first lesson.
On Sunday afternoon, thirty-five participants attended lesson one, which introduced the
gospel course and explained the Apostles' Creed, reduced gospel, and the gospel. For each
lesson, tables were set up with pens placed in the center of the table. An icebreaker activity was
used to introduce the participants to each other. Even though the participants saw each other in
church, not everyone was familiar with each other. The lesson lasted forty-five minutes, and a
time of questions was allowed ending with a closing prayer. After the lecture, a meal was
provided along with a time of fellowship. The total amount of time allowed weekly was ninety
minutes. The purpose of the schedule was to demonstrate some of the practices of the early
church along with the gospel. The lessons continued weekly for six weeks with the same style
and order. The only exception was not using an icebreaker activity every week. Throughout the
six lessons, most participants attended each lesson, except for the few who dropped the course
for various reasons.
Once the sixth lesson was completed, a signup sheet was placed on a table in the rear of
the room for any participant willing to participate in the interview process. Over two weeks,
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interviews were conducted using the same method of recording through dictation and voice
recording on an iPhone. A post-training questionnaire was given to those who did not wish to
participate in the interview process. A deadline was given for the questionnaires to be returned.
After all, interviews were completed and questionnaires were returned, the process of
transcribing all materials began. The questionnaires were typed into a Word document and
labeled with each participant’s name. That process took several days, but once that was
completed analyzing data was the next step. All collected data and consent forms have been
stored in a safe at the researcher’s home. All transcribed material is saved on a passwordprotected computer that is only accessible by the researcher.
Going through the questions of each participant and separating the answers from pre-and
post-training interviews and questionnaires proved to be an enlightening process. Responses
from each question were placed in a word document by category. For example, all questions
related to defining the gospel were set in a document. A document was built for pre-training
answers and post-training answers and then compared. Another way of analyzing views of the
gospel was by looking at their salvation experiences through personal testimonies.
All participants were asked to share their individual salvation experiences through written
or verbal testimony. That one question alone provided an incredible amount of material and
insight into these participants' views of the gospel. The information shared by the inside and
outside observers during the research process also provided helpful insight into the work that was
done and how the material covered was perceived.
The final step in the process was looking for themes in the data collected. Three themes
were easy to determine based on the answers to the questions. Throughout the process, most
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participants appeared to be engaged and interested in the material covered, and many memorized
the Apostles' Creed.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
When the question about the gospel Jesus preached was presented, a stark reality came to
mind. Do Christians know the gospel? Do Christians study the Scripture enough to know what
Jesus preached regarding the gospel? Do they know that Jesus preached and taught about the
kingdom of God? Another question is, what gospel does the church preach and teach? Finally,
what gospel do Christians believe? Answering these questions became a driving force behind
this qualitative research project. When looking at the state of Christianity in the current setting,
there appears to be a problem. Therefore, this project has sought to understand what church
members in the local setting understand and believe about the gospel and then change any
misconceptions that might be perceived or understood.
The proposed intervention is a small aspect of the possibilities. Teaching church
members about the gospel using the Apostles' Creed, Scripture, and other supporting materials,
has tremendous possibilities. The possibilities are that it gets people focused on the Scriptures,
the gospel, and Jesus. When Christians start looking at the entire gospel and studying who Jesus
is, God will work in their lives.
Therefore, the desired results are Christian church members who want to know Jesus
more. Each participant will see Jesus not only as savior but as lord and king. The purpose is that
Christians will move beyond basic comprehension of the gospel and live the abundant life
moving to a thriving, growing relationship with Jesus Christ. Understanding the entire meaning
of the good news will help people become who they were meant to be. Then they will want to
live life as Jesus would want them to live. They will become church members who fast and pray
with expectance. They will become a people who live out the gospel and are filled with joy and
share the gospel by their presence and by what they speak. They will become a church filled with
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worshipers who give generously to the needs of God's people and those in need in the
community. They will become people who love God’s word and hunger to learn and read it.
Finally, those who thought they knew Jesus, but realized they did not, will know Him. That has
been the desired result.
Teaching the Apostles' Creed was interesting to most of the participants because it was
new. Also, learning the history behind the Creed and that parts of the Creed dated back to the
first century were also interesting to many. Most of the participants had never heard the Apostles'
Creed, but at the end of the course, every participant agreed that the Creed teaches the truth of
what Christians and the church believe.
The following Table, 1.3, will show the results gathered from the questionnaires and
interviews. The table shows both the pre-training results as well as post-training results.
Questions
What is the
Gospel?
What Gospel
did Jesus
Preach?
Do You
Practice
Spiritual
Disciplines?

Pre-Training
Response
Reduced Gospel
For Example,
Jesus Died for
Me.
91%
For Example,
God has a
Wonderful Plan
for your life.
88%
Read Bible &
Pray 2-3 Times a
Week.
78%

Pre-Training
Response
Whole Gospel
For Example,
1 Cor. 15:1-4
9%
The Kingdom of
God.

Post-Training
Response
Reduced Gospel
For Example,
Jesus Died for
Me.
13%
For Example,
God has a
wonderful Plan
12% for your life.
21%
Read Bible &
Read Bible &
Pray Daily.
Pray 2-3 Times a
Week.
22%
21%

Post-Training
Response
Whole Gospel
For Example,
1 Cor. 15:1-4
87%
The Kingdom of
God.
79%
Read & Study
Bible & Pray
Daily.
79%

Table 1.3 Research Results

Theme One: The Reduced Gospel
The theme of the reduced gospel is the place to begin. Understanding what these
participants believe about the gospel is critical to the research. Several questions were asked in
the pre-and post-training questionnaires and interviews regarding the gospel. These questions
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were used to determine what each participant understood about the gospel. The answers were not
completely surprising, but some were exciting to hear and read.
Based on the research, almost every participant equated the gospel with the plan of
salvation. Twenty-nine out of thirty-two responses made that analogy. While the answer to that
question was expected, it does not reduce or change the fact that these Christians are, in fact,
believers in Jesus and have a relationship with Him. The plan of salvation is a part of the gospel,
but it is not the entire gospel. What these participants understand about the gospel will determine
what they do with the gospel and how it is applied in their lives.
There were several questions related to defining the gospel, but for the purpose here, four
will be used. Those questions were about what they believe the gospel is, what gospel Jesus
preached, and to share their individual testimonies. In the testimonies, they were asked to explain
what gospel was shared with them. The answers to defining the gospel will be considered first,
what gospel Jesus preached, and then some personal testimonies. A final question dealt with
these participants' views on prayer. The participant's views on prayer were quite shocking and
possibly speak to their views of the gospel.
Defining the Gospel
Most participants almost always answered "good news" when asked what the gospel is
during the pre-training questionnaires and interviews. Many of those who said good news said it
was the good news about Jesus, but those individuals could not verbalize that into a meaningful
definition. Defining the term gospel as the good news is redundant because that is the definition
of the term gospel. Yes, the word gospel, euangelion, means good news or glad tidings. When
referring to Jesus, it is more than simply good news. Everyone understands that the gospel is
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good news and that it was good news about Jesus, but some participants could not detail what
that means into a clear and meaningful definition.
Almost every participant defined the gospel through a plan of salvation. One respondent
said, "the good news of salvation and forgiveness of sin." While another said, "good news"“Jesus saving us from our sins.” Both answers are exactly the definition of a perceived belief in
the reduced gospel.
When asked to define the gospel, one teenage participant went into a more detailed
explanation of the plan of salvation. He said, “We are all sinners and deserve death. Our sin
separated us from God, and we deserve to live an eternity in hell away from God. But God still
loves us and sent Jesus, His only son, to die and take on our sins so that once we accept Him into
our hearts, we can once again live in heaven with God.” He gave a good explanation of the plan
of salvation.
Another participant defined the gospel as, "The good news that Jesus came to die for my
sins so that I could spend eternity with Him." Each definition given is a part of the plan of
salvation, and probably most Christians have been taught that sharing the gospel with someone
is, in fact, sharing the plan of salvation. The problem with that explanation is that it potentially
makes more converts than disciples. Critical elements of the gospel message are left out.
Many Christians have been taught and believe that all there is to the gospel is the plan of
salvation. Steve said the gospel is "The good news of salvation and forgiveness of sin." The
second most common answer was the good news that Jesus died for my sins, and I will spend
eternity with Him. Beverly said, "Gospel literally means good news. The gospel of Jesus Christ
is God's plan for the salvation of mankind. The good news is that man the sinner was reconciled
with God through the death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus Christ, who became sin for us.
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Jesus conquered sin and death, and whoever believes in Him shall have eternal life." Leonard, an
older Christian gentleman, said, "The life of Jesus and how to find salvation."
While a teenager, Brian, described the gospel as, "That Jesus died to save us from sin,
and if we believe and repent, we will have eternal life," adding repentance is a better
understanding but not complete. Still, another older gentleman, Terence, shared, "The gospel is
the good news of Jesus Christ and His atonement for our sins."
Dallas Willard speaks of this type of gospel when he talks about a salvation of sin
management.243 How can people who attend church regularly have so little understanding of the
gospel of Jesus Christ? Perhaps evangelicals have too long stated that "sharing the gospel" with
someone is, in fact, sharing a plan of salvation. The gospel, in these definitions, is that Jesus died
for my sins to save me for all eternity. Therefore, from the results of this qualitative research
project, it is apparent that most participants, who profess to be Christians, believe in a reduced
gospel because they believe the gospel to be a plan of salvation and little more.
While most shared the gospel as the plan of salvation, there were some participants who
had a good knowledge of the gospel. Lisa said,
The gospel is the living word of Christ to me. It's the good news. I think telling others is
part of the gospel, but it is also who is Christ? What did He do? Was He resurrected?
Was He born, and was it a virgin birth? It is your beliefs that you have gotten from his
Holy word from the Holy Spirit living in you. It is also from the sermons you listen to
from the way the Lord has spoken to you, and what you share with other people.
While this participant had some trouble expressing herself, she had some understanding of the
critical elements of the gospel.
Another individual, Sandy, explained the gospel as,
Euangelion, that funny-looking word that means the gospel. It is from the beginning of
time to the end of time. The gospel is that in its entirety. The gospel means good news
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and glad tidings. That Jesus Christ came to this earth from heaven and died, was born in a
manger with nothing, and was crucified for our sins, was dead, raised, and He sits at the
throne of heaven right now. And He is coming back to judge all of us for our good deeds
and bad deeds.
The best definition given was by Vic, who has been a Christian for over fifty years. He said,
The only place I see it defined in the Scripture is 1 Corinthians Chapter 15 verses three
through five. It says Jesus Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures. He was
buried. He rose again on the third day, according to the Scriptures, he was seen by
Cephus the twelve and then by five hundred. Then you also have a complementary to that
in Romans chapter ten verses eight, nine, and ten. There again, this is a message of faith
that we're proclaiming that if you confess with your mouth, Jesus Christ is Lord and
believe in your heart that God raised him from the dead, then you will be saved.”
1 Corinthians 15 is an early teaching of the church about the gospel and is an incredible
definition of who Jesus is. This participant has an excellent understanding of the gospel and is an
individual who spends a great deal of time studying Scripture.
What Gospel did Jesus Preach?
Another point of interest is the section that started the research project. Interestingly,
almost every participant did not know the answer to the question of what gospel Jesus preached.
The answer to that question is found in Matthew 4:23. Jesus preached the kingdom of God while
He showed those around Him what that meant through healings, casting out demons, and
proclaiming. The responses received from the participants were fascinating because most of the
pre-training answers refer to the plan of salvation. All of the following answers come from the
pre-training questionnaires and interviews.
Rylie said, "That God has the amazing plan for us to be saved and live forever with Him
in heaven." Lora said, “The good news of salvation and forgiveness of sin." Carla simply said,
"heaven?" David, a seminary graduate as well as a former youth minister, said, "He preached
how we could find salvation. Come as a little child and repent of your sins, ask Him into your
heart." Landon gave an interesting answer when he said Jesus preached "the gospel we know."
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One wonders if he knows the gospel. Jake said, "That he was coming to die and be raised again
to save us." Lester stated that the gospel was "available to all who believe it."
Henry put some thought into the answer when he said, "Jesus preached that God so loved
the world that He gave His only begotten Son that whoever believeth in Him shall have
everlasting life. Also, He taught that obedience leads to joy and happiness while disobedience
leads to disaster and sorrow. His command was for us to teach others and witness to them that
they may be saved and follow with baptism.”
Ann also gave some thought to her answer when she said,
Jesus said that He came so that we could have abundant life and said that He was and is
the truth and the life and that no one comes to the Father except thru Him. He glorified
God and pointed us to our Heavenly Father by preaching about God's love, healing the
sick, raising the dead, and performing miracles. He told us that God is love, and He
wanted to restore our relationship with God because it was broken when sin entered the
world thru Adam and Eve's sin in the Garden of Eden.
Jan gave a similar answer to a part of the plan of salvation when she said, "That He
would save us and that He is our savior." Sydney said that Jesus taught us to love our neighbor.
He did say that, but He said much more. Along that line, Patsy noted that Jesus preached love
and forgiveness. Shelly said, "Salvation for anyone and everyone who would believe and follow
Him." Mary said that Jesus taught that "He was the way, the truth, and the life. Only Him."
While Annie said, "He is God's son and came to provide salvation as a perfect lamb." Shea
shared her thoughts about what gospel Jesus preached when she said, “It is the good news of
what God sent His son for. It's good news that we have a savior.”
Devin shared an exciting answer when she said, "He preached salvation and love and that
miracles happen. He probably did more than He said because for thirty plus years, we do not
know what He was doing. I feel like He was doing something other than being a standup
preacher.”
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Another unexpected answer came from a Sunday school teacher. He said, “There are
three basic tenants of the gospel Jesus preached. Perhaps the hardest one is the third. Number one
is believe on Jesus and be saved. He is the light of the world. Number two is go you therefore
and teach all nations, and number three, love your neighbor as you love yourself. If you can do
those three things, you are in the gospel that Jesus preached.”
Julie gave an interesting answer as to what gospel Jesus taught.
He preached and talked about the Old Testament and talked about things to remind
people of what had happened during those days. Those years preceding His birth He
spoke about. This was the promise that Isaiah said. He would go back and review things
that the Pharisees even knew were true and held to so rigorously. But He also told people
that He was the savior. He taught that He is the living word, that He was the savior for
the world that He was the one that everybody was looking for. So, the gospel He
preached was, I am the great I am. I am sent. I am the savior. I may not be the one you
are looking for, but I am the Savior, and I am God, your father. He just would tell me that
was the gospel.
Lindsey gave an excellent answer that was well thought out when she said, “He told
Nicodemus you must be born again. Unless you are born again you cannot see heaven or have a
relationship with God.”
The best answer came from two individuals who are Sunday school teachers in the
church. Sara said, “Jesus preached the gospel of repentance and the kingdom at hand, and you
better get with it. His kingdom is coming, and you better be ready, and you better repent and
believe in Him. He's the only way to heaven. He's the only way to eternal life." The other answer
came from Trent, who said, "My initial answer is repent for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.
Right after that Jesus went through the temptations in the desert as recorded by Matthew. You
know, after He went through that, then He started his public ministry, and He said repent for the
kingdom of God is at hand." These are excellent answers to the question of what gospel Jesus
preached.
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Individual Testimonies
Another way of determining what the participants believe about the gospel was to ask for
individual testimonies about their salvation experiences. In those testimonies there is the
opportunity to understand what they were taught regarding the gospel. Each participant shared
similar experiences and understanding, but some seemed to grasp their salvation experiences and
the gospel better. Some of the participants would mention that a parent, friend, or minister had
shared the gospel with them but did not explain what that gospel message was.
One young man, Todd, shared his experience at a children's camp of how he received
Jesus. The story is fascinating because his understanding of the gospel and salvation was based
on fear. Fear is often a motivation for salvation but not necessarily a good reason. He said,
I was at camp, Shocco Springs. They were talking about just accepting God into your
heart. And they were talking about, you know, like Jesus is the ultimate sacrifice. And I
guess I just felt like a wave rushed upon me. I don't know if it was fear or what. Because
I know, they say, fear is not a good reason to accept Jesus into your heart. And I've
struggled with that because I don't know if I was doing it out of fear, but I talked with our
preacher at the time, and I got baptized about a month later.
Asking him further what his fear had been, he stated that his fear was of damnation and an
eternity in hell.
Leonard shared his experience of salvation. He also was saved at a church camp. He said,
“I was at Gulf Shores Baptist Assembly attending camp and realized I was lost. I asked God to
come into my life. I asked for forgiveness, and I made my decision public.”
Thomas shared his experience of being saved at a Disciple Now weekend event. He
said,
I have always grown up in church. I was told about Jesus from an early age. With Jesus
and salvation comes Satan and sin. Going to hell for an eternity scared me to death. I
didn't want this and was always told about how Jesus could save me from this eternity
and give me a second chance. I told my mom I wanted to get saved when I was nine.
Time went by, and nothing changed; things got worse as I got older. I went to a D-now at
the Baptist church in Mississippi. The first night, we had a small group at my host home.
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I kept on doubting my salvation that night. I kept thinking, was I really saved or just
scared about going to hell for eternity?
The next day rolled around, and we had service that night. That night was supposedly
"cry night," where everyone is convicted of something they did and cries/gives it all up to
the Lord. I used to be a very emotional person as a kid and would always cry on that
night, so I always cried. Something was different about this night, though. I felt
convicted, and God smiled down on me and looked at me with wide-open arms. I wasn't
crying just because anymore, but because I wanted Jesus. I longed for a relationship with
Him. I wanted forgiveness. So, after everything that night, we began to leave, and I was
telling everyone I met goodbye. I needed to talk to someone about what I had discovered
tonight. I had already been "saved" and was embarrassed to talk to anyone. I was going
back and forth in my head, trying to decide what to do. Like always, desperation trumps
embarrassment, and I went to talk to one of the leaders about me becoming saved for real
this time. I was officially saved that night at the D-now. On the way to my host home, my
host told me, now you know you have to get baptized. So that went on in my head for
almost an entire year until my desperation trumped my embarrassment. So, in January of
2019, I went forward and told my pastor of my decision to follow and accept Christ into
my heart as my Lord and Savior. The following week, I was baptized. Now I strive to
build up my relationship with Christ.
There are similar elements of what the individuals heard or felt in each of these
testimonies. Fear seemed to be a significant factor for some of them, but for each one, there is
always an element of understanding that each person is a sinner and in need of help and
salvation.
Effectiveness of Christian Living
Another point of interest given in the testimonies is the impact of Christians who lived
out their faith on children, grandchildren, non-believers, and new converts. This section could
possibly be generational patterns, passing down lifestyle patterns from one generation to another,
as mentioned by Tim Sensing.244 The reason for that is that there are some patterns that older
Christians appear to display that impact their younger generations. This was often found in the
example of parents, grandparents, friends, and ministers. The participants who had the best
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knowledge of the gospel and the Bible were those who had parents, grandparents, and ministers
who taught and lived out the gospel. That is a fascinating fact because it should be evident to
every Christian.
The first example is from a middle-aged lady named Dorothy. Her story is fascinating
because it shows how people who live out their faith influence others.
My parents made it clear that we would attend all church services, Sunday school, choir,
GA's, RA’s, and vacation Bible school. Our parents made sure we were there. Music was
a big part of our family. Mother and Daddy provided piano lessons for all of us, and we
sang gospel music as solos, duets, trios, and quartets. We were taught the word of God by
our parents, grandparents, Sunday school teachers, pastors, and evangelists. When I was
nine years old, during the morning service at First Baptist Church, I heard the Holy Spirit
speaking to my heart and telling me that I needed Jesus in my heart and to make a public
profession of my faith and be baptized. Many Sundays went by, and many invitations
were given. The Holy Spirit kept speaking to my heart as we sang the invitation hymns. I
was afraid to walk to the front of the church and talk with the pastor, and I wanted
someone to go with me. My cousin had spent the night at our house and said that she was
going to tell the preacher that she wanted to be saved. I was so relieved because I could
walk with her. During the invitation hymn, I walked to the front of the church and told
our pastor that I wanted to accept Jesus as my savior and be baptized. The first person I
talked to about being saved was my fourth-grade teacher.
In her story, you can see the influence and impact of her parents, grandparents, teachers,
and cousin on her relationship with the Lord.
Randall shared his testimony and how the Christian influence of others affected him. His
story relates how the influence of his mother, wife, and an evangelist helped him receive Jesus.
I walked the aisle when I was about eleven. I attended church and participated in
everything that went on. My mother led the singing at our church, so I was involved. It
was a small church out in the country. Probably about fifty members. I would lead
singing in little country church revivals for three dollars a night as a teenager. That’s
what they would pay me to do. I continued to lead music through high school and junior
college. I got married while I was in junior college. My wife and I were active in the
church my wife grew up in, and we were at a revival there. The Lord told me you know
you are not saved during the revival service. You know, all you did was walk the aisle. I
told my wife I was not saved when we got home that night. I prayed that night to accept
Jesus. The following Sunday, I went forward and publicly gave my life to Christ. The
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revival preacher was a young guy I related to and respected, and I'm sure the Lord used
him.”
Another story relates how a godly mother and father influenced Lucy to accept Jesus as
her savior.
I grew up in a Christian home. My parents were Christians, and we were in church all the
time. We went to a Baptist church in North Mississippi. That's where both sides of my
family went to church forever. At the age of 12, I joined the church because people my
age joined the church. But that was not a salvation experience for me. As a teenager, I
played the piano in church and sang. We were at a revival service in North Mississippi.
The evangelist was preaching hellfire and brimstone. I believe that the Lord uses
anything to get you to accept him. Whether it's fear of going to hell, which is an excellent
reason for a fifteen-year-old, that was a good reason for me. So I accepted Christ that
night as a fifteen-year-old. My life didn't change a lot because I was a good person. I
didn't smoke, drink, or cuss and my life pretty much centered around the church, too. My
life was the church. Every Saturday night, we went to a gospel singing somewhere in the
county.
There would be a gospel singing, maybe two or three, but we were at one. If there was
one on a Sunday afternoon, we were going to a gospel singing. Daddy pushed the gospel
singing. Mother was our anchor in the Bible. She studied, taught, and organized. She was
WMU director, Sunbeam director, and she was in the choir. She was our anchor in the
Lord.
In each of these stories, the effect of Godly living and its influence is evident in the
testimonies shared by each of these individuals. The influence and impact of Christians who live
a Godly life and practice discipleship cannot be emphasized enough.
Views on Prayer
All participants were asked if prayer changes anything. The purpose of the question was
another way of measuring their view and understanding of Jesus and the gospel. These answers
were astounding and unexpected because of how they view if God answers prayer.
Most participants in the current setting believe that prayer changes the person praying but
not the circumstances. The results discovered in the research are fascinating. When asked if
prayer changes anything, more than fifty percent of those surveyed responded, “It changes me.”
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Dallas Willard addressed that observation in his book on spiritual disciplines titled, The
Spirit of the Disciplines. He stated, “Indeed, the indirect effects of prayer upon the conduct of
our lives is so obvious and striking that they have been mistakenly treated at times as the only
point of prayer.”245 It is almost as if this group of participants who are professing Christians
believe in prayer as a form of meditation, or perhaps they are, as Willard stated. If their beliefs
are based on ignorance of Biblical principles, then that is a tragedy. If that is the case, then that
belief does bring about a question. Why do churches receive prayer requests if prayer only
changes the individual praying? Why does one person ask another person to pray for them? Is it
perhaps that they believe their prayers might be heard or is it to help the person praying feel
better about themselves? For this researcher, this is an unexpected and fascinating finding.
Another interesting point found in the research was that those Christian participants who
regularly read their Bibles believe in the power of prayer to do more than change them. They
believe prayer change circumstances and situations. Those who believe God answers prayer
believe God does more than change them or their attitude. He answers specific requests through
prayer. They give excellent examples of answered prayer, and these participants tend to think
that God changes circumstances and events of life. This group of individuals believes in the
supernatural power of God. In other words, they believe God acts supernaturally, according to
His will, to do something. That is an exciting fact that came from the study, and it makes sense.
Jesus said it Himself on multiple occasions. In John 15:7, He said, "If you abide in Me and My
words abide in you, ask whatever you wish, and it will be done for you."
Ken participated in the study initially but did not complete the course. His view on prayer
is interesting because he believes the positive effects of prayer are related to how it changes him.
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He also reads his Bible daily, while his view of prayer is like those who do not. He said, "Prayer
changes my mood for the better. It relieves my stress and gives me hope. Prayer gives me a
positive outlook." His view of prayer is not necessarily wrong, and possibly he has not
verbalized why it gives him hope, but when he shared an example of answered prayer, it dealt
with his personal view.
Others had a similar view on the effects of prayer. Dave said, "I feel that prayer changes
things, but mostly my attitude." Katie stated that "prayer gives her peace knowing it is in God's
hands." Carla stated emphatically, "I am the one changed!" She said that “I had not witnessed a
miracle, but I am the one comforted knowing that my father knows me, sees me, and hears me. I
can petition Him and trust Him." Interestingly, she stated, "prayer changes me after the study."
Her response showed no change, but her pre-training attitude toward Bible reading changed from
a few times a week to needing to develop a Bible reading plan.
Don simply said that prayer is "to communicate with God. It humbles us to ask for
intercession and direction for our lives." His view did not appear to change much after the study.
He answered, "prayer changes me, and it draws me closer to God.” Annie said prayer, “changes
me! It changes our hearts,” but after the study, she emphatically stated that prayer changes
circumstances. Linda spoke about prayer, “It's meant to change you so that it can bring about a
change in your heart.” Linda reads her Bible two or three times a week, but she had a fascinating
story about how God worked in someone else’s life when sharing about answered prayer. Eliza
said, “It changes my heart, and it can change my circumstances too.” Finally, Jan said, “it
changes your heart and builds your relationship with Him.” After the study, she said that it helps
change your relationship with God. Jan is not a daily Bible reader.
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Reading each of these participants' views on prayer is troubling because there is a
disconnect between what this group believes and what the Bible teaches. The potential blessings
missed are significant.
Jake is another young man in the church who participated in the course and attended five
of the six classes in the course. He stated in the pre-training questionnaire that he read his Bible
almost every day. When asked if he believed God answered prayer, he said, "Yes, I believe God
will answer your prayers, but prayer also brings you closer to Him." When asked the same
question after the study, he responded, "I think that prayers can come true, but it also makes me
more accepting of God's will the more I pray." While his answers are similar, it does show that
he has a different view of prayer and is possibly linked to his Bible reading. His wording of
“prayers can come true,” is related to his age and not a belief that God grants wishes. One
significant change in prayer was his response to the question about how often he prayed. Before
the study, he had said he prayed two to three times a week. After the study, he responded that he
prayed daily.
Michael is an older man in the church who stated that he read his Bible daily. When
asked about prayer, he said he prayed daily and multiple times a day. When asked to share if he
could give an example of effectual prayer, he mentioned a situation that had happened decades
before. He went on to say, "It was not the answer I wanted but the very opposite of what I
wanted." When asked about prayer before the course, he said, "prayer changes me more than
anything." After the course, he stated that "prayer changes everything." Though the answers were
short, they show a significant change in attitude and view.
Henry is an older gentleman who has participated in every course lesson. He appears to
have a good outlook on the purpose and value of Bible study and prayer. He also had stated that
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he read his Bible daily and said that he prayed multiple times each day. He stated, "Prayer does
change things, but God knows what is best for us. When we pray about a matter or circumstance,
I trust Him with the situation, although I express my opinion about what I would like to happen.
When a believing person prays, great things happen." After the course, he added these words in
response to the same question, "prayer can move mountains and break the power of Satan."
Ann is a Sunday school teacher and a participant who reads her Bible daily. Her response
to the question about whether prayer changes things is impressive. She said, "Prayer changes
things. It gives me a new perspective, comfort, and joy. When I ask God to change a situation in
my life and others, I expect Him to be faithful to answer according to His will. I find scriptures
that apply to the situations, and I remind Him of them. I read the promise aloud and pray it back
to God." When asked the same question after the course, she said, "prayer changes our
circumstances and helps us look at situations more positively. When we pray for ourselves and
others for guidance, God hears us. We see healings and miracles when we pray. We see people
change thru prayer and accept Christ as their savior. Prayer leads us to worship God for who He
is. He blesses us with a heart for Him and others." Her view of prayer and Scripture is reassuring,
hopeful, and filled with joy and faith.
Leigh is another lady who is a daily Bible reader and has an excellent view of prayer. Her
response to whether God answers prayer went beyond it just changing her. She stated, "prayer
changes what you are praying for unless it is not what the Lord wants. Sometimes it takes years
to see the fruits of your prayers." When asked about her view after the course, she said her
prayers were more specific than before. She also stated, “sometimes prayer changes things,
sometimes it takes a while for God to answer, and sometimes it does not happen at all. What we
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think we need is not what God thinks we need.” There is a definite change of perspective in
prayer.
In each of these examples, the answers given before the gospel course regarding prayer,
compared to after the course, show a significant shift in their view on prayer. Perhaps when the
participants focus on the gospel, Jesus, and the Father, they are reminded of who God is and
what He can and will do.
Examples of Answered Prayer
Many of the participants gave incredible examples and stories of answered prayer. The
stories told were provided by those participants who were regular Bible readers. Many of the
stories tell of the amazing acts of God in the lives of these participants.
Henry tells the story of his mom dealing with the debilitating effects of rheumatoid
arthritis. He said, "My mom had rheumatoid arthritis so bad that she could no longer walk. I kept
praying that she would walk again. This was before knee replacements. I had never heard of
them. During a regular check-up, she was given the name of a doctor who could do knee
replacements. She had surgery on both knees at the same time. I watched her walk normally
without pain for the rest of her life."
Marie shares a fantastic story about her son, who had some severe health issues before
birth and even now in adulthood.
I could mention several, but I will tell you about the time that our son, Will, was born.
Before Will was born, I was standing at the dining room table, and I felt something
happen that made me think of a miscarriage. I prayed and asked God to give him strength
in all areas where he was weak. My doctor checked me, and everything seemed to be
okay. When Will was born on March 9, 1987, they thought he was under stress, so they
performed a c-section. I never heard him cry. Henry saw Will in an incubator as the
doctor rolled him out into the hallway. He said that he was white as a sheet. They brought
him to my room for me to see him. They took him by ambulance to the airport and
transported him to the Medical Center in Central Mississippi. He stayed in the ICU for 16
days.
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We were told that the first 24 hours were critical. They found that Will was born with
half the blood volume he should have. He was born with hydrocephalus, lateral cleft
pallet, scoliosis, and a heart condition-double outlet/right ventricle. It was repaired at
three years of age. Shortly after birth, he had a shunt/tube put in his head to drain excess
fluid off his brain and maintain the flow. It stayed in his brain for ten years before it got
infected. Because he had a heart problem, they could not replace the tubing where it was,
and they could not drain it on the side of his heart. They removed it, and the doctor
performed the operation of the third Ventriculostomy, which allowed the spinal fluid to
flow correctly. He no longer has hydrocephalus. Through the operation, God performed a
miracle. Will and I stayed in the hospital for 40 days. We watched Will have excruciating
headaches, and he lost a lot of weight during the hospital stay. It was a difficult time for
Will and our family. Will has had several heart surgeries since 1997. He is a miracle. We
have seen God work miraculously in his life and his love for The Lord and his ability to
sing is a miracle."
Heidi shared an exciting story of how she had been praying that her husband's business
would sell so that he could retire. She stated,
God has answered many prayers in my lifetime. The most recent request He answered
had to do with my husband's business. Prayer: God, if it is Your will and, in Your time,
bring someone to buy the business so my husband can retire. Three months later, the
phone rang unexpectedly, and the person on the other end asked if we might be willing to
sell the business to them! However, the most important thing I have learned about prayer
is it's not about what I want–it's about God, and what God wants and what He wants is
what I should want.
Wanda has a fantastic testimony to share. When she speaks about answered prayer, she
tells the story of her husband's prayers for her. In her story, she talks about several years ago
when she was not saved. She says,
Years before, when my husband and I were separated. When our daughter was little, my
husband attended church. Brother William was still the pastor. He was coming to church
and just relentless on me about church. You know, just relentless. He would say you've
got to go to church. You've got to get your life together, and he said, I pray for you every
day, and I found a prayer journal that he had put away, and he prayed for me every day in
that prayer journal, for salvation and to come to know the Lord and that God would
change my life. And I can't help but think that that man's prayers ten years before made a
difference in my life.
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She reads her Bible every day. She says God answered his prayers in her story, but it was
in God's time, not mine or his. God does everything in His perfect timing.
Bobby shares another fascinating story that deals with how God answers prayer. He is a
local business professional who had purchased a section of land at the intersection of two state
highways. After a failed attempt to sell the land for development, he and his wife had a vision of
a cross being built there. The cross they were envisioning was no ordinary cross. The cross they
envisioned is one hundred ten feet tall and sixty feet wide. Here is Bobby’s story.
My brother-in-law and I bought this property by the highway. I went to him and said,
let’s buy all this property from these businessmen, and let’s get in the development
business. I was still totally in my store, and he was still in the law office, and then they
had the insurance office, and I thought it all just fits together perfectly. Knowing these
landowners were ready to sell out, we bought several acres of land from them. And then
we made a few moves that got us some extra money, so I saw that corner down there, and
I just wanted something that would make the people of Eupora proud. So, we get that
property, and this guy stops by one afternoon and says, I want to put a service station
here with a McDonalds. So, we get an option. They can do an option on it. They do a plat
showing how construction would be. Something I never knew might have been possible,
or it was all under the table. I don't know, but they told us McDonald's restructured.
They're whole business or area, and that's where Birmingham was handling this area, and
it got changed to New Orleans, so they changed the whole thing. The next thing I know,
McDonald's is going over on another lot. And so that was within two years after we had
bought the property. And since then, really nothing else ever happened. Well, my wife
goes to an Emmaus. And here's all these people down there talking about this man, Joe,
and the cross he has built. Within a week, I go to an insurance meeting in Jackson, and I
sit by this guy who is one of Joe’s closest friends. We talk about him and the cross, and
he tells me about these meetings on Thursday night that Joe does. Also, my wife has a
sorority sister who, along with her husband, had led the group that built the cross in
another city.
We talked to them about possibly building a cross in Eupora. Then we go to a meeting,
on a Thursday, that Joe sponsors. After the meeting, my wife and I talked about how
great it would be to put a cross down there on that corner. By now, I own the property by
myself. I always wanted to put something down there that when people turn off or go by
on the highway, they see the sign to turn off for Eupora. If you told somebody that you
were from Eupora, or they'd say, oh yeah, that's where that so and so is. And so, what
better to be down there than a cross rather than any other business you could put down
there. There's still a prayer for the rest of that property because there are almost 4 acres
left to be sold. The Lord knows what needs to go there. But it's amazing how things like
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that work out. I know better than anybody about how long things take to get done in
Eupora to work out.
Bobby pointed out that he was amazed at how God had orchestrated so many connections
to bring about the building of the cross. He speaks of his friend, Joe, who built the cross, and
how he runs his business with Christian principles. In less than two years, money was donated,
and the cross was constructed and completed. That cross stands at the intersection of two major
highways and is one hundred ten feet tall.
Other stories were shared about how God answers prayer, but there is one final story that
needs to be told. The story comes from Linda. She tells the story about her daughter’s ball coach,
who had become addicted to drugs and was eventually arrested and went to a Christian rehab
facility. Linda said, "We found out about Scot going to rehab. During that time, I had a real
burden for him and for his wife. I really prayed a lot for both. I prayed that God would get glory
out of the situation. I prayed that God would bring them through everything and that he would
not return to his old life or the drugs, but that God would use him.” After he returned from rehab,
he became a changed individual. Now he goes to churches in the community, telling his
experiences and how God has changed him. There is evidence of God answering her prayer, and
Scot would agree.
Theme Two: Changing the Effects of a Reduced Gospel
Using the Apostles' Creed, Scriptures, and other supporting materials to define the gospel
was a new learning adventure for many. To help clarify the gospel through the creed, some
definitions were used. Scot McKnight gave a beautiful description of the gospel in his book, The
King Jesus Gospel. He said that the gospel is “The story of Israel coming to its resolution in the
story of Jesus and our letting that story become our story.”246 Since the creed begins with God
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the Father Almighty, maker of heaven and earth, this definition helped connect the Old
Testament and particularly Genesis to the New Testament.
Post-Training Gospel View
All participants who were able participated in a six-week course on the gospel based on
the Apostles' Creed. Each week the study dealt with understanding the gospel through the
teachings of the Apostles' Creed and the Scriptures. After the course was completed,
questionnaires and interviews were given to any participant who was willing. The purpose was to
determine if a change occurred regarding their view of the gospel and Christianity. Though all
participants did not participate in the post-training questionnaires and interviews, those who did,
showed a shift in perspective. Most of the questions were the same as the pre-training questions,
except for a few because there was no need to have them rewrite or tell their testimonies. The
questions used to define the gospel were repeated, and the answers were significantly
transformed. While some answered exactly from the weekly handouts, others showed a
significant change in understanding and lifestyle, while still others showed no change at all.
In her pre-training interview, Gail stated that the gospel was, "The good news that Jesus
came to die for my sin so that I could spend eternity with Him." After the training, her view
changes significantly. She said, "The story of the Israelites ending with Jesus and then how we
become a part of that story. This makes sense to me because you see the thread of Jesus all the
way through the Bible. I never really thought about how it started. Israel was His chosen people,
and we choose to be a part of it."
Another significant change of view was Nicole. Her pre-training questionnaire answer
described the gospel as "the good news of what God sent his son for, to save us. It's good news
that we have a savior.” In her post-training interview, she described the gospel in this way. “The
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gospel is the good news. That God loves us so much, first for the Jews and then for the Gentiles
and everyone. It's the way of salvation. When you say it like that, it sounds like a passage of
Scripture, maybe like Romans 1:16.” Another change for her was in her Bible reading and study.
Before the class, she would read her Bible four or five days each week. After the course, she
reads the Bible every day and studies the Scripture.
Before the training, Rita described the gospel as, “The gospel is the ‘good news’ that
God’s only son-Jesus left heaven to be born of a virgin by the Holy Spirit. He was beaten and
shed His blood for our sins, sickness, and disease. He was crucified on the cross for our sins
because He was the perfect sacrifice so that we could have eternal life in Heaven. He was buried
in the grave. After three days, He was resurrected by the power of the Holy Spirit." That is a
good understanding of the gospel, but the definition was expanded after the training. Rita said
this after the training.
I realize that the gospel was given to the Jews first and that when they rejected it, the
gospel was offered to us gentiles. I know there are many, many prophecies about the
coming of the Messiah found in the Old Testament. I see that the gospel is found all
through the Bible, from Genesis to Revelation, rather than just in the New Testament.
Also, I see that the gospel is all wrapped up in the story of Jesus coming down from
heaven to live as a man and to be fully God, to be crucified on the cross, his death, burial,
and resurrection. I know that we are commanded to spread the gospel and to tell people
that Jesus Is Lord over all of the world and that He is King of Kings and Lord of Lords;
that salvation comes thru Jesus; that we have to confess our sins and ask forgiveness and
accept Him as a savior and lord to have eternal life. His kingdom has come, and we are a
part of His kingdom.
Her definition was a better understanding of the gospel message and how it all ties
together. There is also a change in attitude in her life. “I read a devotion every morning, read the
Bible, pray, and memorize scriptures that I had previously done, but had forgotten some of the
words and the references.” She went on to say that “My husband and I are reading the Bible. We
are almost finished with the Old Testament. I am reading the Bible every morning and
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sometimes during the day. Since I am teaching a Sunday School class, I am studying the Bible
more.” There is a change and desire to read the Bible more and memorize Scripture.
The exciting outcome of studying the gospel has been a spoken desire by most
participants to read their Bibles more. That would be an incredible outcome if nothing else were
to happen. Others have expressed a desire to study spiritual disciplines.
Post Training on Jesus and the Gospel
The post-training responses were not surprising and did see some significant changes.
Michael said that He taught "the rule of God." That was an unexpected answer but a good
understanding of the kingdom of God. Brian, Carla, Katie, and Jan all said that Jesus preached
the kingdom of God. So, these participants have a better understanding of what gospel Jesus
preached and learned from the lessons.
Other participants gave a better definition of what the kingdom of God is. Carol said, “He
preached the kingdom of God, and God rules there. God rules today in the life of the church and
believers.” Henry said, “No one can be saved unless they come through Jesus by faith that He
shed His blood and died for our sins. He also said you should love the Lord your God with all
your heart, with all your soul, and with all your mind. He preached the Kingdom of God and
healed people. He preached the Rule of God.” Leigh said, “Jesus preached the Rule of God in the
life of the church and believers." Ann said, "the gospel of the kingdom of God. A kingdom
where God rules." Bill stated that Jesus preached the kingdom of God and also that He was the
way, the truth, and the life.” Lindsey said, “Jesus preached the gospel of God's kingdom, a
kingdom where God rules.” Wanda gave a great definition when she said, “the kingdom is here.
This is the kingdom, and He is the king. I mean, the kingdom is here now, and we are supposed
to live it and do it now because it is a present and eternal reality.”
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Almost every participant expressed a change of view as to what gospel Jesus preached
and what that means to believers today. Understanding that Jesus preached and taught about the
kingdom of God and that He is the king is critical for believers. When Christians learn this
teaching, then they can begin to understand that they are serving the king of kings.
Changed View on Prayer
Because the participants were asked if prayer changes anything on both the pre-and posttraining questionnaires and interviews, it is important to see if those views changed in any
significant way. Wanda said this about prayer after the study, “Prayer changes everything,
everything. It changes your relationships, it changes your life, it changes your circumstances.
You may not receive the outcome you want, but it is going to change how you get through the
circumstances. So, prayer just changes everything.”
When another adult participant was asked if prayer changes anything, her post-training
response was that “Prayer change is infinite.” Another participant, Larry, said that "prayer
changes everything."
Anna had a better view of prayer than most before the study, but her response after the
study was amazing. She said, "Yes, prayer changes our circumstances, and helps us look at
situations in a more positive way. When we pray for ourselves and others for guidance, God
hears us. We see healings and miracles when we pray. We see people change thru prayer and
accept Christ as their Savior. Prayer leads us to worship God for who He is. He blesses us with a
heart for Him and others.”
Another interesting response came from Joe when asked if prayer changes anything. He
said, “Recently, I saw an immediate response. Sometimes you don't get immediate responses for
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prayer, and sometimes you don't ever get a response for prayer. But, if you don't say the prayer,
and even though the Lord knows your heart, you still got to verbalize it.”
One lady, Mary Beth, stated that her prayer had changed because her requests were
“more specific and pleading. Sometimes your heart feels a need to plead.” She also said that
“prayer changes things, including situations, but God does not always answer in the way we
want.” George, one of the youngest participants, said, "It could change anything, and it depends
on what you ask, but it must be His will.”
One final quote comes from Henry. He had a good view of prayer before, but his posttraining answer appears to have a fuller grasp of the possibilities found through prayer. "Yes,
prayer changes and helps others in need. Prayer can move mountains and break the power of
Satan.”
The lesson found in answered prayer is that when these participants were confronted with
the truth found in the Scripture and the gospel story, their views changed, particularly in a belief
that God does answer prayer and that prayer can do more than change them. Of the response in
pre-and post-training, fifty percent of the participants showed a change regarding prayer. Those
participants who changed now said that prayer changes situations and circumstances, not just
them.
Theme Three: Meaningful Life Change
This third theme deals with any changes or transformations because of the gospel course
based on the Apostles' Creed, Scripture, and supporting materials. On the post-training
questionnaire and in post-training interviews, the participants were asked what lesson had been
most meaningful and why? The answer to those questions speaks to the heart of what was heard
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and the impact of the course and teaching on the gospel. The other equally important question
relates to how these participants view and live out the gospel now.
From the beginning of the research project, there was always a belief that if Christians are
confronted with the truths found in the Scriptures, those individuals will start reading and
studying the Word of God. That has proved to be the case in this qualitative research project.
When reading through the responses, that statement is repeated multiple times. As Jim said, “As
I have heard Scripture quoted, I realize I need to memorize and study Scripture more.” Millie
said that she was “more intentional in her Bible study.” Multiple times these participants
expressed a need and desire to study more.
Reading each individual participant's responses and measuring meaningful change has
proved challenging yet incredibly fascinating. When the project was begun, comparing responses
to pre- and post-training questions appeared to be a simple and easy method of measuring
meaningful change. After working through the process, that has not been the case. What seems to
be true is that if the truth of the Scripture is taught, people begin to examine God’s Word and
seek Him. As stated earlier, the Apostles’ Creed was used as an outline for teaching the gospel.
The following answers show what, if any, meaningful changes occurred.
Meaningful Gospel Lesson
There were six lessons in the course, with each lesson covering a topic from the Apostles'
Creed. As the weekly lesson began, a review was given on the previous week's materials so that
everyone would be able to have a clear understanding of what was and had been taught. Lesson,
one began with an introduction to the course, an introduction to the Apostles' Creed, and defining
the gospel. Lesson two further defined the gospel and made the connection from Genesis to
Revelation. Lesson three dealt with The Incarnation, virgin birth, and Pontius Pilate. Lesson four
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covered the crucifixion, death, burial, and descending to the dead. Lesson five covered the
resurrection. Finally, Lesson six covered the topics of the ascension, the Holy Spirit, and the
church.
Ann had a significant response to the questions. She said, “I liked the recaps at the
beginning of each lesson. Lesson five was the most meaningful because the focus was more on
the resurrection. The story of Stephen being stoned, and his vision of Jesus being seated at the
right hand of God. The fact that Paul witnessed the stoning and how God used Stephen to make a
big difference in the life of Paul. Paul witnessed an authentic Christian living and spreading the
gospel of Jesus Christ. Stephen told the people that day that Jesus had risen from the dead and
was in heaven with our Heavenly Father.
Henry had a similar response to the question when he said, “Lesson five about the death,
burial and resurrection and ascension. Jesus made it possible for me to have a more abundant life
and to be able to rest in the fact that I have eternal life in His presence. It's why I am alive, saved,
and able to serve the risen Savior.
Carolyn also had a similar response to the question. She said, “Gospel study five the
resurrection. It’s like the finale. The final stamp of approval that Jesus is Messiah. To me this is
the most important aspect of events because it proves Jesus is God; is King, is all powerful and
almighty. I also liked lesson number six on the Holy Spirit.”
Jane answered the question by saying that the “definition of the gospel is more than the
plan of salvation.” Yvonne had a simple answer when she said she had a better understanding of
the Apostles' Creed, which teaches what Christians believe.
Wanda pointed to the lesson on the Holy Spirit and the resurrection as the most
meaningful lessons. She said, “The lesson on the Holy Spirit because I'm guilty of not
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incorporating Him in the Trinity. I tend to make Him lesser, and I like the fact that you pointed
that out and how important the Holy Spirit and all aspects of the Holy Spirit are. Also, the lesson
on the resurrection was meaningful too. I think those two lessons were the most significant.” She
went on to say that she did not focus on the resurrection or the Holy Spirit as she should. She
said, “I've always known that the gospel depends on the resurrection. Without the resurrection,
there is no gospel. That lesson just hammered it home for me. Instead of Easter looking at the
cross, you must look at the resurrection.” That statement was significant in her view of
understanding the whole gospel. On her view of the gospel, she said, "The magnitude of what He
did. He was in heaven then He came here and then He went back. He endured the hell of earth
and sinful man. The lessons made me think about the fact that He emptied Himself of everything
and go deeper with that."
Samuel understood the gospel before the study, but he said he had a better understanding.
"I always go back to first Corinthians 15, but I thought it was elegant the way Scot McKnight
said that it was the nation of Israel comes to its fruition and then through Jesus Christ and we
join with that. I thought that was an elegant statement of the gospel." He also stated that the
lessons "just made me more aware of the need for teaching theology more aware of the need to
teach doctrine because a lot of the Sunday school material does not teach much of those.”
Mark said, "I learned some things, but I guess just my perspective of things changed a lot
more. I got a lot out of the week that we talked about the crucifixion, and I got a lot out of the
study of the Apostles’ Creed. The creed is the biggest thing we don't talk about much, especially
in the Baptist Church.” He went on to say this about how his life has changed.
I mean, it changed my perspective by the question that you asked originally about what
gospel Jesus taught. Since you asked me that, I've thought about that probably daily
since. I feel that it's definitely changed my perspective of things and the way that I look at
the spiritual disciplines in my life. Even after the first interview seeing in my daily life
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how I'm practicing things like that and how I'm taking certain things like fasting even
more seriously. Over the last couple of months, it's almost like something clicked. I'm
glad it's happening now and not later in life. I would have loved for it to have happened
earlier in life. Also, the thought process of having Scripture memorized has just been
incredible, and the thought of figuratively knowing it's in my pocket at all times because I
can just get it out at any point. My perspective of not only an individual Christian life has
been altered because I'm examining every aspect of it as opposed to just a generalized
thing, but also my view of the church has changed a lot too.
He showed a significant change in his view of the gospel and has moved on in the practice of
some spiritual disciplines. He has shown definite changes based on his gospel course experience.
Martha said that every lesson was helpful and meaningful. She went on to say that she
would not mind having the class taught once a year. At the same time, Susan said this about the
lessons. "The lesson on spiritual disciplines hit me hard. It has made me more aware of what I do
and how I do think. I thought I was doing a pretty good job in my relationship with the Lord, but
now I don't think I was doing a good job at all. I think I lacked a lot more than I realized.”
Laci realized that her gospel view was in line with the reduced gospel. She said, "Well, I
do think before, I probably got caught up in what you would probably say is the reduced gospel.
Because we want to make it concise so that we can share it with someone. So, we probably do
tend to think of it is just as He died on the cross to make the payment for your sins, and if you
accept that, then we're good to go. If you believe that then you are good to go.”
Living Out the Gospel
In this subsection, a significant change has been shown to have occurred based on the
following responses. These participants have begun making substantial changes in their lives.
Anna said, “I read my Bible every morning and read a devotion, study, and memorize Scripture.
I try to meditate on the scriptures that I memorize. I study the Bible more because I teach a
Sunday School class. I have a greater desire to witness to others outside the church. My faith has
increased.”
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Jim said, “The lesson helped me realize I need a more dynamic relationship with Christ
so I can help others to grow in their relationships with Christ or to be saved. But he went on to
say: Hearing you quote scriptures made me desire to learn and memorize more Scripture. The
scriptures that are memorized can come to remembrance, especially when you need them.
Charlene said, “I have a deeper understanding of the depth of what Jesus did, the way
things were in the Bible and how that relates back to the gospel." She also said the lesson that
had the most significant impact on her was gospel study six on the purpose of the church. “I wish
I had known ten years ago, the importance of the church and the community of believers and
fellowship, before my babies were born.”
Millie said that she is now more intentional in her study of the Bible and that she is more
involved in ministry, while Laci noted that her life has changed and that she is spending more
time in prayer and reading her Bible. Wanda said she realizes she needs to do more to learn and
dig deeper into the word. She said she needs to spend more time with the Lord and pray more.
Craig said that he is trying to live his life more intentionally. He is trying to memorize Scripture
and is now fasting on a regular basis. He also is participating in being discipled by one of the
ministers in the church.
Rick said, “It has changed and impacted the way that I'm studying Scripture and
preparing lessons. I had this weird come to Jesus meeting with myself. I just broke down what
the church looks like and what can I do to make it look more like what I believe the Scriptures
teach. Overall, in my life I am seeing it change a lot of things in what I am doing.” He also said
this about the gospel.
The gospel is such a beautiful thing because it is why many people know who Jesus is. It
is a lot more than that. The gospel has to be how we understand who Jesus is, but it has to
be the reason that we choose Jesus. The gospel has to be why we do the things that we
do. It is how we're supposed to live our lives. In turn, inevitably, we are supposed to take
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these things that have shown us who Jesus is, have introduced us to Jesus, who has
allowed us to have this relationship with Jesus, who has given us the desire to choose
Jesus. We have to take that and then use it with other people and the church in our daily
lives.
He makes a great point about how the gospel should impact individuals and the church.
Jan pointed out that the lessons had made her more interested in studying the gospel and
intentional in studying the Scriptures. Sometimes you get complacent about the Bible stories, but
when you see something like the crucifixion, it does make it real. She also pointed out how the
lessons made her more aware of what is in the Bible. She said she would also be more aware of
the Spirit’s prompting her to do something. Recently she encouraged the women’s ministry to
start feeding an outside group every month. Seeing people step up and do something in ministry
has been exciting.
Tommie said this about living out the gospel. “It makes me more aware of what I should
be doing and what I'm not always doing. Then what I'm doing in place of it. I am amazed at how
I am spending my time instead of spending it in the word or in prayer.” She went on to talk about
what was the most meaningful lesson and how to live that out.
I think Baptists have become more aware of spiritual disciplines. You're trying to pray for
us to read your Bible. You're supposed to have a quiet time and all that stuff. I am
amazed at how I am spending my time instead of spending it in the word or in prayer. But
the one that stuck out to me was when you talked about fasting. And I've heard that, but I
was like, I don't do that. Baptists eat; we don't fast. Fasting is the one that's just kind of
been on my mind lately.
Each of these participants showed a significant change in view of the gospel and in their
individual relationship with the Lord.
Time in Prayer
Another fascinating find in the study was the response to the question as to how often the
participants prayed. All participants were asked how often they read their Bibles and prayed in
the interviews and questionnaires. The responses varied from two days a week to every day.
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When the participants were asked how often they prayed after the course, every respondent said,
at some point in the research, that they prayed daily. That is, one hundred percent of the
participants said they prayed daily. That is a significant change in view of prayer. The amount of
time spent daily was from two to five minutes. Two exceptions told that they prayed at least
thirty minutes a day. The question comes to mind as to why everyone prays every day. Perhaps
prayer requires the least amount of effort while hoping God will do something and answer their
prayers. One possibility is that these participants are now thinking about God daily.
Summary of Results
When looking over the themes, there are some significant lessons to be learned. Theme
One on defining the reduced gospel appears to prove that most participants, who are evangelical
Christians, equate the gospel with the plan of salvation and therefore believe in a reduced gospel.
Theme Two shows that, when presented with the truths of the gospel that moves beyond a plan
of salvation, meaningful change does occur. That is a thrilling fact to experience and observe.
When Christians are taught the truths found in the Scriptures, God will work in those lives.
Theme Three appears to prove the idea that when people hear the truths found in the
Bible, change will occur in their lives. When discussing and looking for a change, it has always
been believed that when individuals are confronted with the truth from the Scriptures, those
people will start reading and studying the Bible. That has proved to be true based on many of the
participant responses. While the theme is similar to theme one, it is quite different. The
difference comes in the fact that in the first theme, change occurs from hearing the gospel.
Theme three shows that reading the Bible more intently and memorizing Scripture is also an
effect. By doing that, Christian growth can and will occur.
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Teaching the Apostles' Creed was interesting to most of the participants because it was
new. Learning the history behind the Creed and that parts of the Creed dated back to the first
century were also interesting to many. Most of the participants had never heard the Apostles'
Creed, but at the end of the course, every participant agreed that the Creed teaches the truth of
what Christians believe.
Some of the material seemed new to many of the participants. Some individuals had
never heard of the teachings of the early church, that Jesus descended to the place of the dead or
the fact that there are creedal statements in the Bible such as the Shema or 1 Corinthians 15:3-9.
Some participants had no idea of the meaning behind the veil in the temple or animal sacrifices
for the forgiveness of sins.
The most unexpected results from the study came regarding prayer. Realizing that
Christians need only dig into the truth of God’s Word to gain power in prayer is stunning. That
result is a lesson that every minister needs to hear and teach in their churches. One participant
said it best. “We see healings and miracles when we pray. We see people change thru prayer and
accept Christ as their savior. Prayer leads us to worship God for who He is. He blesses us with a
heart for Him and others."
After six weeks of hearing the same explanation or definition of the gospel, some
participants had difficulty holding on to a definition of the gospel. Again, one wonders if it is not
because these evangelical Christians have equated the plan of salvation with the gospel, and now
they cannot hear the actual definition. One other possibility is an overfamiliarity with church
sayings. People hear what they can and want to hear in much of life, and not everyone hears the
same thing. People seem to come with preconceived ideas, and there is no changing that. At
times they seem to stop listening to the lesson and daydream.
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Overall, there was excellent participation, and of the thirty people who stayed with the
study, twenty-five have started participating in the follow-up class on spiritual disciplines. Many
members have begun visiting church members who cannot attend because of health-related
issues. One participant prayed out loud in a Bible study. That was a significant step for her
because she had never prayed in a public or group setting. Many of the participants have stated
that they are reading their Bibles daily. Another group has begun praying together on Thursdays,
with the number increasing weekly. Finally, a group has decided to fast on the same day as they
meet for prayer. This will be the first time for some of these adults to experience fasting. These
are exciting and ongoing results that will prove fruitful in their lives and in the life of the church.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
The original development of the research project started with a question about what
gospel Jesus taught. As that question was explored, another question evolved. What gospel does
the church teach? After reading books and articles by Dallas Willard, Scot McKnight, and others,
an apparent discrepancy arose between what gospel the evangelical church teaches and what
gospel the Bible teaches. The discrepancy goes beyond what the church teaches to what gospel
does the church live? To be effective in the world, the church must demonstrate that following
Jesus means changed lives that impact the community.
The purpose of this DMIN action research project has been to develop and implement a
six-part curriculum based on the Apostles' Creed, Scripture, and other supporting materials that
teach the fulness of the gospel. Many seem to believe the gospel is that Jesus died for their sins,
and they can spend forever with Him in heaven if they only believe in Him. There appears to be
little understanding of justification, sanctification, or discipleship and few church members
display any joy or the abundant life of which Jesus spoke.
Why does the church appear to be so ineffective in today's world? A possibility is that
some members do not have a saving knowledge of Jesus while others have never been discipled
or taught the entire message and meaning of the gospel. The gospel of the Bible teaches that
Jesus is the Savior and Lord. The gospel of the Scriptures is powerful enough to change an
individual’s life.
This research project was developed and promoted in the Sunday school and worship
services. The promotion was done over two weeks to encourage as many participants as possible.
At the end of the morning worship service on the second Sunday, participants were asked to
gather in the front section of the sanctuary for an explanation of the project. All who wanted to
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participate were given consent forms to read and sign. After consent forms were signed, thirtyeight church members registered to participate. Those who were willing to be interviewed were
given the opportunity to sign up for an interview time, while those who did not were given
questionnaires. The date and time of the gospel study course were announced, and all who
received questionnaires were encouraged to bring them to the first-course meeting. Interviews
were conducted during the first week, and questionnaires were received. The first meeting was
held on the following Sunday afternoon at 3:30. A total of six lessons were held over a six-week
period.
The Apostles' Creed was used as the outline for teaching the basics of the gospel. The
lessons were developed from the Scripture, the Apostles' Creed, and several authors, including
Michael Bird, Scot McKnight, R.C. Sproul, Dallas Willard, and N.T. Wright.
From the beginning, there needed to be a distinction between the reduced gospel and the
whole gospel and defining each in relatable terms. Defining the reduced gospel had to be
addressed first when looking at the idea of changing its effects. Therefore, the challenge was
showing the difference between a reduced and complete or whole gospel. Living in a southern
evangelical culture that teaches the gospel as a plan of salvation, many participants equate
sharing the gospel with a plan of salvation. The gospel and a plan of salvation are the same to
them. The research showed this to be the case for many of those participants. Scot McKnight
states, “I believe the word gospel has been hijacked by what we believe about ‘personal
salvation’ and the gospel itself has been reshaped to facilitate making ‘decisions.’”247 He says,
"Contemporary evangelicalism, especially in the United Kingdom and the United States, has
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absorbed this Reformation (salvation) story.”248 In other words, the reduced gospel is about
personal salvation.
Research Implications
Why does it matter that the reduced gospel is about personal salvation? Because multiple
people who call themselves Christian are possibly not saved. Those individuals placed their
beliefs in a plan or formula to get saved when their faith should be placed in Jesus. They
sacrifice living in a relationship with Jesus and the abundant life. In the words of Dallas Willard,
“Nondiscipleship costs abiding peace, a life penetrated throughout by love, faith that sees
everything in the light of God’s overriding governance for good, hopefulness that stands firm in
the most discouraging of circumstances, power to do what is right and withstand the forces of
evil.”249
It also matters because, as ministers of the whole gospel, there is an enormous amount of
responsibility to tell the whole truth. Packaging the gospel in such a way to garner the greatest
amount of people is more about numbers than getting people saved. James 3:1 states, "let not
many of you become teachers, my brethren, knowing that as such we will incur a stricter
judgment." That is the “so what?” of this research project. Professor Paul Petit gives an excellent
definition of proclaiming the Word of God. In his book, Foundations of Spiritual Formation: A
Community Approach to Becoming Like Christ, He writes, “Those of us who proclaim God's
Word are his stewards, his servants, and the mouthpieces through whom God disseminates
spiritual truth. Phillip Brooks is often cited for his definition of preaching as ‘truth poured
through personality.’”250 Petit also brings to light the great responsibility of the minister and
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preachers. He warned, "The one who preaches for transformation must study the Bible in such a
way that there is a high degree of confidence that what the preacher says is also what God is
saying."251 When the pastor stands in the pulpit weekly, church members must be able to trust
that the message given has been thoroughly prepared and the absolute truth of God is spoken. By
that definition, every minister should tremble, realizing the responsibility that each has.
In his book, A Center in the Cyclone: Twenty-First Century Clergy Self-Care, Professor
Bruce Epperly made some wise statements. He commented, “As the New Testament
demonstrates time and time again, one sermon can transform a person’s life and challenge a
community to claim a larger mission.”252 Ministers need to be reminded of the great
responsibility of sharing the truths of God's Word. Another statement he made was, “I believe
that intentional lack of study is a form of pastoral misconduct.”253 If that is true, how many
ministers stand in the pulpit week after week unprepared and commit spiritual malpractice? This
study should be a lesson for every minister to study and prepare weekly because it matters.
Author and pastor Peter Scazzero wisely points out a reasonable possibility many pastors
lack. He writes in his book, The Emotionally Healthy Leader: How Transforming Your Inner Life
Will Deeply Transform Your Church, Team, and the World, “I am convinced that a significant
reason so many Christian leaders lack the qualities Jesus modeled is because we skim in our
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relationship with God. Instead of contentment and calm, our leadership is marked by discontent
and anxiety.”254
The evangelical gospel message emphasizes Jesus as Savior and not much on Lord. There
seems to be little teaching and preaching that Jesus is King. If Jesus is King, then Christians are
subjects in the kingdom of God. If Christians are subjects in the kingdom, then there are possibly
demands on their lives. Jesus taught in Matthew 28:19 that the church is to make disciples and
teach all He commanded. If that is true, being a disciple requires effort and is a part of the
gospel, but a plan of salvation does not teach that.
Once a reduced gospel was defined, the next step was to determine what is meant by the
gospel. McKnight defined the gospel in his book, The King Jesus Gospel: The Original Good
News Revisited. His definition is, “The story of Israel coming to its’ resolution in the story of
Jesus and us making that story our story.”255 Using Scot McKnight's definition of the gospel was
difficult for some participants to grasp due to either a lack of Biblical knowledge or an inability
to let go of firmly held beliefs. Using that definition with Scripture and the Apostles' Creed
helped bring the gospel into focus. Making the connection between the story of Israel to the New
Testament was essential. Paul gave an early church definition of the gospel in 1 Corinthians
15:1-8. In that passage of Scripture, the connection is made when it says, “according to the
Scriptures,” in verses three and four. Those words reach back to the Old Testament and all of
Israel and world history. Working through the gospel material was the next critical step once the
reduced gospel and the whole gospel were defined.
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The gospel course began with introducing the Apostles' Creed, including the historical
background. Also, a thorough explanation of the gospel was given along with a concise
definition as given by Scot McKnight. In conjunction with the Apostles' Creed, that definition
was used throughout the course to help all participants understand the gospel.
Using the Apostles' Creed in a Southern Baptist church did create some interest because
it was unfamiliar and not taught in Baptist churches. Some participants did not care for one
statement in the Creed about the catholic church. That statement references the universal church
and not the Roman Catholic Church. Explaining the historical background and purpose of the
Creed were explored and developed, then various participants began to progress for an
appreciation of the Creed. The positive point found in the Apostles' Creed is that it teaches the
fundamental beliefs of Christianity found in the gospel.
Once the gospel course was completed, all participants were encouraged to participate in
the post-training questionnaires or interviews. Again, a signup sheet and questionnaires were
available for any who did not want to participate in the interview process. Initially, thirty-eight
participants signed up, while thirty completed the course. Of the thirty who completed the
course, twenty-five were willing to participate in the post-training interviews and questionnaires.
Teaching a six-part curriculum on the gospel has created a change of heart for several of
the participants. It has removed the disconnect between the members of First Baptist Church of
Eupora, Mississippi, and the gospel message. Therefore, meaningful spiritual growth has been
manifested in multiple church members' lives. Teaching what the Bible and church understand
and believe about the gospel can bring about significant change in the lives of Christians.
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Comparing to Previous Works
When considering much of the material regarding the reduced gospel, what has been
written appears to be accurate, based on the research in the current setting. Scot McKnight’s
book, The King Jesus Gospel: The Original Good News Revisited, raises some serious questions
regarding the gospel in the church today. At the beginning of the book, he makes a critical
statement when he writes, "In this book, I will contend we all need to ask this question because
we’ve wandered from the pages of the Bible into an answer that isn’t Biblical enough. The
question is this: What is the gospel?”256 Then he moves through the book explaining where the
gospel message is in today's current culture. He makes a serious accusation when he says, “I
think we’ve got the gospel wrong, or at least our current understanding is only a pale reflection
of the gospel of Jesus and the apostles.”257 His point throughout the book is that the church
teaches a gospel of salvation, not the New Testament's gospel.
Another author who also influenced this researcher was Dallas Willard. One of Willard's
books, The Great Omission: Reclaiming Jesus’ Essential Teachings on Discipleship, explains
how the church makes converts, not disciples. Willard makes some sobering statements in the
book. He states, "If we are Christians by believing that Jesus died for our sins, then that is all it
takes to have sins forgiven and go to heaven when we die."258 Like McKnight, he makes a
similar condemnation of the church and its gospel message. Willard's statement is identical to
that made by several participants in the research when asked to define the gospel. Their
definitions of the gospel would make Willard's and McKnight’s comments accurate. Willard
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goes on to quote A.W. Tozer, “A notable heresy has come into being throughout evangelical
Christian circles-the widely accepted concept that we humans can choose to accept Christ only
because we need him as Savior and that we have the right to postpone our obedience to Him as
Lord as long as we want to!" Willard comments from Tozer, "Salvation apart from obedience is
unknown in the sacred Scriptures."259 Willard also points out from Tozer that most Christians
believe it to be true that nothing more is required to get into heaven. The point is not salvation of
works but following Jesus.
N.T. Wright, in his book, How God Became King: The Forgotten Story of the Gospels,
also points out serious issues with the church's teachings on the gospel. Though he approaches
the problem from a slightly different angle, the problem is still the same. In countless ways, the
church has failed to make disciples. Wright's point is that if God is king, then everything else
falls into its proper place. He declared, “Once you get kingdom in its place, everything elseTrinity, incarnation, atonement, resurrection itself-all gain meaning.”260
One other point from Willard concerns discipleship. He says, “The word disciple occurs
269 times in the New Testament. Christian is found three times and was first introduced to refer
precisely to disciples of Jesus.”261 The most critical and significant statement Willard makes is,
"For at least several decades, the churches of the Western world have not made discipleship a
condition of being a Christian. One is not required to be, or to intend to be, a disciple in order to
become a Christian, and one may remain a Christian without any signs of progress toward or in
discipleship.”262 What Willard has said is relevant to where the church is today and speaks
259
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directly to why multiple churches appear to decline. In the current research setting, his words
ring true because of the lack of practice of spiritual discipline.
The research project was a fascinating study in the current church setting that could be
applied to any Southern Baptist or evangelical church. For this researcher, there were several
lessons learned throughout the process. The first lesson is to plan and plan more. It is challenging
to plan for every detail, but preparing ahead for each question, interview, and the class was
beneficial to a successful outcome. Some mistakes were made along the way, such as the details
to ask in the questions. For example, when asking the participants to share their individual
salvation experiences, several responded that someone had shared the gospel with them. On the
questionnaire, many of the respondents did not share what that gospel message was because it is
assumed. Reading the answer in detail would have been helpful in the research. The best way to
determine the answer to that question was to look at everyone’s definition of the gospel.
A challenge that became apparent in the process was analyzing some of the data. Initially,
comparing pre-training and post-training questions seemed a simple task when planning the
project. Making those comparisons, in the end, was not always easy. Everything was not "black
and white." When looking at spiritual matters in an individual's life, there can be
misunderstandings in perceptions by the participant and the researcher. Looking for meaningful
change in a Christian life is not always simple or easy to define and can be easy to misjudge.
When working in spiritual matters, some interpretation and background knowledge is helpful.
One fascinating and hopeful lesson learned is that Christians will respond positively
when taught meaningful truths from the Scripture. After the weekly lessons, there were excellent
questions from the participants and a genuine interest in the topics. Participation remained robust
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throughout the course, with only a few missing the weekly lessons. More than sixty percent
attended all of the lessons.
A final lesson learned in the process is related to what people hear. That is a mystery
because there were times when the response to a question was unrelated to the material. There is
the possibility that those individuals had difficulty giving up some previously held beliefs. Some
of the participants struggled to change their beliefs regarding a definition of the gospel. As a
minister, it is crucial to learn how to convey the truths of the Bible best. Teaching any Bible
lesson requires much preparation, fasting, and prayer.
Research Applications
Every Christian church is called to disciple its members. This research project will prove
invaluable if a pastor, discipleship pastor, adult, or youth minister wants to understand where
their members are with the Lord. Several participants made comments regarding the pre-training
questions. They commented, "I started thinking about my relationship with the Lord,” or “I
started reading my Bible more."
Using the research project as a model for other churches is a welcome possibility. There
would need to be alterations and variances for whatever the setting. But the gospel material,
including the Apostles' Creed, is worthwhile and life changing. The gospel will always remain
true if we teach all of it and do not leave portions out.
When thinking about the research project and the impact on the participants, it is
incredible how teaching the truth based on the Word of God can impact people in a meaningful
way. Christians want to know the stories and the truths found in the Word of God and how to
apply those truths to their lives. Having a group of Christians in a growing relationship with the
Lord will impact the church, community, and the world.
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Where it goes from here is critical because people want to know and hear the Word of
God and how that applies to their lives. In the current setting, the natural progression has been a
follow-up class teaching spiritual disciplines. Of the thirty-two participants who completed the
gospel study, twenty-five are participating in a course on spiritual disciplines.
Dallas Willard has written a brilliant book on spiritual disciplines called The Spirit of the
Disciplines. At the same time, John Ortberg has also written an excellent book called The Life
You’ve Always Wanted. Using these books as a guide has helped teach others a need for spiritual
disciplines and how to apply the disciplines to their lives.
Another surprising outcome has been an individual in the youth ministry who wanted to
participate in one-on-one discipleship. That has proved beneficial for him, and positive changes
are occurring in his life.
Finally, using the Apostles' Creed and other early church teachings is fascinating and
helpful for growing in the Lord. Most participants were unfamiliar with the Creed or its history
and found it interesting and useful in remembering what Christians believe.
Research Limitations
Looking at the overall project, there were several limitations that were not anticipated
from the beginning. When the topic of a reduced gospel was first developed, it became clear that
the reduced gospel was a plan of salvation. That became obvious as the research project went on.
Several, if not most of the participants, are so engrained that sharing the gospel is all there is to
the gospel that changing that understanding was challenging. Even for the researcher, it became
apparent and, at times, a struggle.
Another limitation was constantly feeling rushed for time during the lessons. Teaching all
of the material for the weekly lessons became a challenge and, at times, was carried over to the
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following week. Therefore, the beginning of the following week always began with a
recapitulation of the previous week.
A final limitation concerned data comparison. That became a limitation because there
were unforeseen issues in how the questions were asked. For example, when participants were
asked to share their individual testimonies, almost all responded that someone shared the gospel
with them. The desired response would have been to know what gospel was shared. The best
way to determine what the gospel was for them was in their responses to the question of defining
the gospel. Ultimately, most participants defined the gospel as Jesus died for them personally and
believing in Him allowed them eternal life.
Further Research
Two items should be explored further. The first is the correlation between the reading
and study of Scripture and prayer. In the study, it was discovered that the participants who read
their Bible daily believed in the power of prayer to change not only themselves but also
circumstances and situations. Those participants who read their Bibles sporadically, two or three
times a week, responded to the question, does prayer change anything, and stated that it changed
them. That finding was captivating because it appears to point out a relation between Scripture
study and prayer. Jesus taught in the New Testament, such as John 15:7, "If you abide in Me, and
My words abide in you, ask whatever you wish, and it will be done for you." He also said in
Matthew 7:7-8, "Ask, and it will be given to you; seek and you will find; knock, and it will be
opened to you. For everyone who asks receives, and he who seeks finds, and to him who knocks,
it will be opened." There are numerous references by Jesus to the power and purpose of prayer.
Perhaps if people read and study God's Word, they will find God has in the past and still does
some amazing work.
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The second item worth further exploration is the correlation between hearing and doing.
As Jesus pointed out on multiple occasions, people hear but do not hear, and people see but do
not see. In the study, everyone was taught the same things yet did not glean the same lessons. A
possibility is that people have some beliefs that are so ingrained in their minds that they cannot
hear anything else. Sometimes, it seemed like some of this group was in a different class, hearing
a different lesson. Two people adamantly refused to do the post-training questionnaire or
interview. That seemed so strange as to why they would not complete the questionnaire. A
possibility is related to their beliefs about the gospel.
Where Does the Research Go from Here?
First, the church must look at the message that is being taught. What message is being
shared? Is the church only sharing that Jesus died to save man from sin, and if a person believes
in Jesus, they get to spend eternity in heaven? If that is the message, then the church is possibly
sending a lot of people to hell. There is more to the gospel than a “fire insurance” policy. That
type of gospel raises the question, why would anyone want to spend eternity with Jesus, someone
they spend no time with now on earth? The argument has been made, and the research shows that
numerous participants believe in a reduced gospel. What should the next steps be?
There are three practical steps for closing the gap between a reduced gospel and the
gospel. Those three steps are to preach, teach, and live the gospel. Because the gospel is more
than a plan of salvation and involves the entire Word of God, the church must examine what is
being taught and make some corrections.
Preach the Whole Gospel
The first step the church can take is to preach all the gospel in its entirety, not just a plan
of salvation. Pastors must teach systematically from the Word of God so that the membership
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hears the truth on a weekly basis. The gospel can be found from Genesis to Revelation, and the
stories found in the Scriptures connect. Jesus can be found in the Old Testament as well as the
New Testament. When Paul was teaching the Corinthians in 1 Corinthians 15:3-4, he said, “For I
delivered to you as of first importance what I also received, that Christ died for our sins,
according to the Scriptures, and that He was buried, and that He was raised on the third day,
according to the Scriptures.” When Paul says, “according to the Scriptures,” he is referencing the
Old Testament. The Scripture for the early church was the Old Testament, and too often, the
church has forgotten that. New Testament Professor Vern Sheridan Poydress has written a
critical book on the inerrancy of Scripture. The book is titled, Inerrancy and Worldview:
Answering Modern Challenges to the Bible. In the text of his book, he wisely states, “At the
center of history stands the redemptive turning point that Christ brought about through His death
and resurrection. This central event throws its light on the meaning of all other events.”263 What
he is saying is that through Christ, all of history can be seen and viewed through the lens of Jesus
and His redemptive work. Through Christ, the story of Israel, the Old Testament, comes to its
resolution.
In this research project, using the early church teaching of the Apostles' Creed as an
outline helped the participants make the connection. One recommendation is for pastors to use
Scripture and the Apostles' Creed as a guideline. What is the gospel taught by the Scriptures and
the Apostles' Creed? As the Creed teaches:
I believe in God the Father Almighty, Maker of Heaven and Earth.
In the beginning, in Genesis, God created everything, including man. God created Adam
and then Eve so that He could have a relationship with them, and they could rule the earth. They
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were sinless until they believed a lie. Christians must know the meaning of the Garden of Eden
and how Adam and Eve committed an unspeakable act of treason when they ate fruit from the
tree of knowledge of good and evil. Then sin entered the world, and the world was never the
same. Because God is holy and now man was sinful, judgment came with the sin. Because of
their sin, the world was corrupt, and man became more sinful until God decided to start over.
God called a righteous man named Noah to build an ark and rescue animals and a remnant of
humanity. Christians need to see how and why God called a man named Abram to follow Him.
Then in Genesis 12:3, God promised Abraham that his lineage would be a nation of priests to the
world, and through them, all the nations of the world would be blessed. That promise was
ultimately fulfilled in Acts 10 with Cornelius and his family.
Then this nation of people would be slaves in Egypt, but God would provide a deliverer
in Moses. God would perform ten plagues to urge the Egyptians to let His people go. The
Egyptians finally let them go, and they moved into the desert, complaining as they went, but God
gave them relief along the way, feeding them and giving them water. Then God gave them the
law to guide them and sacrifices to make atonement for their sins because they were all sinners,
and He is holy. He explained to them the seriousness of sin and how life and blood would be
needed for the forgiveness of sins.
Then God gave them the Ark of the Covenant with the Mercy seat on top where the High
Priest would sprinkle the blood of an unblemished goat, behind the veil in the Holy of Holies, for
the forgiveness of sins for the nation. Then another goat would have the sins pronounced over
him and then be led into the wilderness, symbolizing the carrying away of the nation’s sins. That
goat was called the scapegoat. Throughout the history of Israel, God made a way for redemption.
God desired to have a relationship and fellowship with His creation.
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After that, God gave them judges, but they complained, so God gave them a king. The
first king was not a good king, and he lost his mind. Then God gave them a second king, and he
was a man after God's heart, David. God loved David and promised him an heir to the throne
forever. Because the descendants of Abraham and Israel kept messing everything up, God
worked to redeem them. When they disobeyed, He would discipline them; when they obeyed and
followed Him, He would bless them. They were all sinners and just could not get it right.
Sometimes they would obey, but most of the time, they were disobedient. What a mess! Finally,
God sent His final representative, a descendant of David, His Son, Jesus.
And in Jesus Christ, His only Son, our Lord. Who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, born
of the virgin Mary.
In His Son, God sent His representative to teach the nation and the world who He is.
Jesus came teaching and preaching the kingdom of God. The kingdom of God meant that anyone
could be a part, especially those unacceptable to the religious elite. Some of those accepted were
the physically disabled, the outcasts, tax collectors, widows with no male heir, prostitutes, the
sick, and the lepers. Anyone who could hear and believe could be a part of the kingdom of God,
where God rules. So, Jesus showed, preached, and taught what it meant to be a part of the
kingdom of God.
Suffered under Pontius Pilate was crucified, dead, and buried. He descended to the dead.
Then Jesus, this perfect, sinless Son, was hated and mistreated. He was rejected by the
religious leaders who turned Him over to Pontius Pilate, a despicable man, so that he would kill
Him. Then He was beaten and crucified on a Roman cross. All this was done so that He could be
the final sacrifice for sin. There would no longer be any need to kill the goat or confess the sins
over the scapegoat. There would no longer be a need to sacrifice any animal for the forgiveness
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of sins because God sent the final ultimate sacrifice in Jesus. Now Jesus is dead, and He was
buried in a tomb. For those who had followed Him, it was unbearable. This Man who had cast
out demons, fed thousands, healed the blind, lame, and leper, raised the dead, and showed them
so much about God was now dead. Everything seemed hopeless and lost.
On the third day, He rose from the dead. He ascended into heaven and is seated at the right
hand of God the Father, Almighty.
Three days later, God raised Jesus from the dead. The resurrection proved that He was
who He said He was. He was and is God's Son, the perfect representative, and sacrifice
resurrected from the dead. So that everyone would know that He was alive, He appeared to some
women, and then to Peter, then the twelve who followed Him closely. Then Jesus did another
amazing thing; He appeared to over five hundred people at one time. Next, He appeared to His
half-brother James, who did not believe in Him initially, then all the apostles, and finally to Paul.
All of those testified to having seen Him alive.
This resurrected Jesus is now seated at the right hand of the Father. As Hebrews 8:1-2
says, “Now this is the main point of the things we are saying; We have such a High Priest, who is
seated at the right hand of the throne of Majesty in the heavens, a Minister of the sanctuary and
of the true tabernacle which the Lord erected, and not man.”
From this, He will come to judge the quick and the dead. I believe in the Holy Spirit, the
holy catholic church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of
the body, and the life everlasting. Amen.264
The story has been retold countless times through the centuries, and people of all nations
and races believe in Jesus. Those Christians have a story of how He forgave their sins and that
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they have a new life and a relationship with Him. That happened over two thousand years ago,
and people still believe in Jesus and are in a relationship with Him. They are His disciples and
are learning how to live their lives from Him.
Now that is how “the story of Israel comes to its completion in the story of Jesus, and
then we make that story our story.”265 If the church, through its pastors, ministers, and teachers,
will tell the whole story, the whole gospel story, then people will know Jesus. When people
know Jesus and really know Him, they have a new life. As Paul says in 2 Corinthians 5:17, "If
any man is in Christ, he is a new creature; the old things passed away; behold, new things come."
Teach the Whole Gospel
The results of the research are a reality check for this researcher. For too many years, the
church has neglected teaching the whole truth found in the Scriptures. Since Sunday school is
considered the Bible study hour, that would be an excellent starting point. During Sunday school,
there are marvelous stories of faith, but too often, there is no connection made to the whole story
of the Scripture. One recommendation would be teaching the Sunday school lesson to the
teachers as a place to start.
Another lesson for Baptists might be a return to meaningful discipleship training that
includes lessons on spiritual disciplines. In the current setting, a class is being taught teaching the
basics of spiritual disciplines. John Ortberg gives an excellent reason for this practice. He
exhorted, “If I struggle with a sin of commission, I will generally be helped by practicing a
discipline of abstinence. In other words, if my problem is that I am doing something I ought not
to do, I need to practice a discipline that strengthens my not doing muscles.”266 What an easy
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way to understand the purpose of the disciplines, and that would help countless Christians in
their walk. He continued his explanation when he said, "So if you have a problem with boasting
(a sin of commission), what disciplines are likely to help? If you said silence or secrecy (both
disciplines of abstinence), you're right-but don't tell anybody."267
The lesson and application are to practice spiritual disciplines in every area of one’s life.
McKnight quoted Willard when he wrote, "God transforms us through a vision, our intention,
and the means God provides-the spiritual disciplines.”268 To be transformed in Christ is to live
the abundant life. Pray and ask the Lord for direction as to what He would have each person do.
The early church taught the importance of fasting twice a week, studying the Word of God,
memorizing Scripture, and praying. Paul said in Colossians 3:15-17, “Let the peace of Christ rule
in your hearts, to which indeed you were called in one body: and be thankful. Let the Word of
Christ richly dwell within you, with all wisdom teaching and admonishing one another with
psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing with thankfulness in your hearts to God.
Whatever you do in Word or deed, do all in the Name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks through
Him to God the Father.”
Live the Whole Gospel
The next step is to teach the church how to share the whole gospel, which is more than a
plan of salvation. What is meant by the whole gospel is one that envelopes the whole of the
Scriptures. The church must evangelize using the whole gospel message and a changed life.
Pastor R.T. Kendall aptly expresses this truth in his book Total Forgiveness: When Everything in
you Wants to Hold a Grudge, Point a Finger, and Remember a Pain-God Wants You to Lay it all
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Aside. He writes, “What impresses the world most is changed lives for which there is no natural
explanation.”269
D. Scott Hildreth and Steven A. McKinion share a positive and meaningful view of the
gospel in their book Sharing Jesus without Freaking Out: Evangelism the Way You Were Born to
Do It. The approach guides the reader through the early church’s example of sharing the gospel
as found in Acts. Therefore, the gospel is presented in its fulness. The lesson is that they help
connect creation and the Old Testament with the gospel. One point they made is, "Evangelism,
using the overarching story of Scripture, is not new; in fact, it's as old as the New Testament
itself.”270 They then share four passages from Acts. Acts 2:14-41, 3:11-26, 7:2-53, and 17:22-31.
The purpose of these passages is this, “In each encounter, the evangelist is addressing different
groups of people in different settings. The encounters begin differently, but they tell the same
basic story-the story we’ve summarized throughout the book.”271 The story they are referencing
is the gospel, the whole gospel from Genesis to Jesus.
Along those lines of what they are speaking of, that story must belong to the individual
Christian. Most importantly, Christians share the gospel through what Jesus has done in their
lives. Looking at the change that occurs in the Christian life, Dallas Willard stated, "As the word
of God in creation brought forth light and matter and life, so the gospel of Christ comes to us
while we are biologically alive but dead to God. The gospel both empowers and calls forth a
response by its own power, enabling us to see and enter the kingdom of God as participants."
Willard shows that the new life is totally different, changed forever. He continues, "It opens the
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door of the mind and enters the heart. From there, it is able to progressively transform the whole
personality. Thus ‘the Sower sows the word’ out of the kingdom. When this takes root in the
heart and mind, a new life enters our personality and increasingly becomes our life as we learn to
be ‘guided by the spirit’ and ‘sow to the Spirit.’”272 That is how God works in the lives of the
truly born-again believer.
That story can only be shared and meaningful through a lifestyle change because of the
gospel. It is easy to share stories from a book such as the Bible, but those stories take on a greater
meaning when reinforced by the truths and change that has happened in the life of a believer.
Hildreth and McKinion state, "We’ve also pointed out that it’s not merely a historical story,
something in the past. The gospel is also present tense; it is a story you’re living in right now.”273
In the book, they give guidance for sharing the gospel writing, "We'll also give simple guidelines
for sharing your own story, your (personal testimony) to help others understand the impact your
faith in Jesus has made in your life."274 They share two suggestions: "Sharing from the Story
Line of Scripture and Sharing Jesus through the Stories and Sayings of the Bible."275 These
processes evolve out of an individual's experiences or life application.
McKnight also encourages the church to develop a gospel culture. By developing a
gospel culture, the gospel is a part of an individual’s lifestyle. A gospel lifestyle provides many
purposes. First, he says, “we become people of the story, a story that shapes us.” Second, “we
need to immerse ourselves even more into the story of Jesus. We need to soak ourselves in the
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story of Jesus by reading, pondering, digesting, and mulling over in our heads and hearts the four
Gospels.”276 The third item the church needs to do is "we need to see how the apostles' writings
take the story of Israel and the story of Jesus into the next generation and into a different culture,
and how this generation led all the way to our generation."277 Finally, he insists, "we need to
counter the stories that bracket our story and that reframe our story.” His point is that the church
"counters false stories rooted in superficial worldviews."278
Jesus said to make disciples, not converts. In Matthew 18:19-20, Jesus commands, "Go
therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son
and the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I commanded you; and lo, I am with you
always, even to the end of the age." The fear is that the evangelical church has made a lot of
converts who have no idea who Jesus is and will spend an eternity separated from Him. What the
church must do is tell the truth. Following Jesus is more than praying a prayer. The church is to
teach all that Jesus commanded.
The fear is that multitudinous will stand before the Lord, and He will say, as in Matthew
25:41-43, “Then He will also say to those on His left, Depart from Me, accursed ones, into the
eternal fire which has been prepared for the devil and his angels; for I was hungry, and you gave
Me nothing to eat; I was thirsty, and you gave Me nothing to drink; I was a stranger, and you did
not invite Me in; naked, and you did not clothe Me; sick, and in prison, and you did not visit
Me.” Those words by Jesus should motivate every minister to strongly consider where their
members are in their relationship with the Lord. Every church should consider research such as
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this to determine what members understand and know about the gospel. Pastors and preachers
must not commit spiritual malpractice by not adequately preaching the whole gospel message.
Sermons and Bible teaching that is lackluster because of a reduced gospel equates to lackluster
Christians at best. Every Christian church must teach the entire gospel message, not simply a
plan of salvation.
Conclusion
When the project began, there was an idea that something was missing from the message
the church teaches. Having participated in classes that teach how to share the gospel, there was
always a sense that something was incomplete from that message. Jesus called the church to go
and make disciples. Countless church members walk the aisle and profess Christ as savior, but
there is no change in their lives. A genuine relationship with Jesus will make a difference in a
person's life. The point is not that salvation is a salvation of works but an authentic relationship
with Jesus Christ that will display divine results.
Therefore, an idea was created to discover if the Christians at First Baptist Church
believed in a reduced gospel. The responses received proved to be much in line with the reduced
gospel. The other idea was that meaningful change will occur if these same people are taught the
gospel, based on the Apostles’ Creed, along with Scripture and other supporting materials.
Because of the process of teaching the gospel, meaningful change has occurred in most of those
lives.
In the research process, reading through the responses to fundamental questions about the
Bible, the gospel, and Christianity, several participants could not answer those questions. Often,
they displayed some unawareness regarding Christian principles and theology. The only way to
resolve that is for pastors, ministers, and Sunday school teachers to teach the Bible. Every
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minister must always give their best when presenting the Word of God. The Bible is filled with
the stories of faith that people must hear and learn. As Paul said in 2 Timothy 3:16, "All
Scripture is God-breathed and is profitable for teaching, reproof, correction, and training in
righteousness." If the church truly believes the Bible to be the Word of God, then the church
must teach that Word as the voice of God speaking to her. It is a simple solution. Teach the
Word and preach the Word. The writer of Hebrews says, in Hebrews 4:12, “The Word of God is
living and active and sharper than any two-edged sword and piercing as far as the division of
soul and spirit, and able to judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart.” Teach the whole
gospel of Jesus Christ. When Christians are taught the truths found in the Scripture, meaningful
change will occur in those lives because the research demonstrates that.
In his book, Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian Life, Donald Whitney shares about the
Christian life and service. He quotes, "John Newton said, ‘If two angels were to receive at the
same moment a commission from God, one to go down and rule earth's grandest empire, the
other to go down and sweep the streets of its meanest village, it would be a matter of entire
indifference to each which service fell to his lot, the post of ruler or the post of scavenger; for the
joy of the angels lies only in obedience to God's will. Following Christ will inevitably lead the
believer to a lifestyle of service.”279 The "So What" of this qualitative research project is that the
message shared matters. People's lives are literally at stake for all of eternity, and the message
they see and hear will determine the outcome.
Recommendations for Other Churches
The question is, does your church preach the “whole gospel” or “reduced gospel?” The
whole gospel is the story of God working to redeem mankind, from Eden to the New Jerusalem.

279

Whitney, Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian Life, 145.
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The reduced gospel is a belief that the plan of salvation and the whole gospel of Scripture are
synonymous, a belief that salvation is for personal forgiveness. To discover what your church
members believe, ask them these two questions, what is the gospel and what gospel did Jesus
preach?
As stated before, this research project began with the question about what gospel Jesus
preached. The researcher developed a course using the Apostles' Creed, Scriptures, and other
supporting documents to teach the gospel found in Scripture, from Genesis to Revelation. Once a
pastor understands what the members believe about the gospel, teach them the whole gospel.
Throughout this research project, the gospel has been defined by various pastors, professors,
authors, the Apostles’ Creed, and Scripture. In Appendix L, there is a six-week gospel study
based on the Apostles' Creed, Scripture, and other writers. That study is easily adaptable and
teachable. All of the Scripture references and sources are cited throughout. In appendix O, there
is a definitions section that is beneficial to church members who are possibly unfamiliar with the
terms. All of this material is available for use.
What are some practical applications for the local church? First, begin with the church
staff, deacons, and elders. Determine their understanding of the gospel and then teach the gospel
lesson based on the Apostles' Creed study. Secondly, teach the Sunday School and Bible teachers
the lessons based on the study. Finally, develop and preach a sermon series to the congregation
based on the Apostles' Creed study. By doing these steps, your entire congregation will have a
greater understanding of the whole gospel of Scripture, and therefore they will be able to share a
plan of salvation with knowledge of the whole gospel.
The whole gospel should permeate every aspect of ministry, including evangelism.
Rather than share with an individual that Jesus died for their sins so that they can go to heaven,
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make the connection to the story. Paul shares in 1 Corinthians 15:3-4 that "Christ died for our
sins according to the Scriptures, and that He was buried, and that He was raised on the third day
according to the Scriptures, and that He appeared to Cephus and the Twelve.” The four parts of
the gospel are that Jesus died, He was buried, He was raised, and He was seen. These are critical
elements of the gospel message, and they are according to the Scriptures. According to the
Scriptures makes the connection to all of the Old Testament. Therefore, the gospel can be found
in all of history.
For the long term, begin by developing a committed prayer team who will meet weekly to
pray for the church and the work of the Holy Spirit in the congregation. The next step would be
to teach a series of classes on spiritual disciplines. This class could be open to the entire church
but encourage the participation of people that are serious about their relationship with the Lord.
Finally, teach new believers how to be disciples through a new members class or one-on-one
discipleship.
Most importantly, spend time in the Scripture and with the Lord. Study diligently and
teach church and non-church members the truth. God’s Word is faithful and true. In the current
setting, the results were that most of the participants did show a significantly increased
understanding of the whole gospel. Several participants started studying the Word of God rather
than simply reading the Bible, while others became interested in practicing spiritual disciplines
and discipleship.
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Appendix B

February 2, 2022,
John Herring
Darren Hercyk
Re: IRB Application - IRB-FY21-22-691 Changing the Effects of a Reduced Gospel
Dear John Herring and Darren Hercyk,
The Liberty University Institutional Review Board (IRB) has reviewed your application in
accordance with the Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP) and Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) regulations and finds your study does not classify as human subject’s
research. This means you may begin your project with the data safeguarding methods
mentioned in your IRB application.
Decision: No Human Subjects Research
Explanation: Your study is not considered human subjects research for the following reason:
Your project will consist of quality improvement activities, which are not "designed to
develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge" according to 45 CFR 46. 102(l).
Please note that this decision only applies to your current application, and any modifications
to your protocol must be reported to the Liberty University IRB for verification of continued
non-human subjects research status. You may report these changes by completing a
modification submission through your Cayuse IRB account.
Also, although you are welcome to use our recruitment and consent templates, you are not
required to do so. If you choose to use our documents, please replace the
word research with the word project throughout both documents.
If you have any questions about this determination or need assistance in determining
whether possible modifications to your protocol would change your application's status,
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please email us at irb@liberty.edu.
Sincerely,
G. Michele Baker, MA, CIP
Administrative Chair of Institutional Research
Research Ethics Office
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Appendix C
January 17, 2022
Reverend Travis Gray
Pastor
Lloyd Young
Deacon Chairman
First Baptist Church
P. O. Box 268
Eupora, MS 39744
Dear Reverend Gray,
As a graduate student in the John W. Rawlings School of Divinity at Liberty University, I am
conducting research as part of the requirements for a Doctor of Ministry degree. The title of my
research project is Changing the Effects of a Reduced Gospel, and the purpose of my research is
to understand the effects of a reduced gospel and hopefully change it.
I am writing to request your permission to conduct my research at First Baptist Church and
utilize your membership list to recruit participants for my research.
Participants will be asked to complete the attached questionnaire. Adult Sunday school teachers
will be asked to participate in interviews.
Thank you for considering my request. If you choose to grant permission, please provide a
signed statement on official letterhead indicating your approval. A permission letter document is
attached for your convenience.
Sincerely,
John Herring
Minister of Music & Associate Pastor
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Appendix E

Research Participants Needed
Changing The Effects of a Reduced Gospel
• Are you between the ages of 15 and 102?
• Do you want to know what gospel Jesus taught?
• Do you want to change your life and live an abundant life?
• Do you want to learn what a reduced gospel is and how it affects the
Christian life?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, you might be eligible to participate in a
gospel-based research study.
The purpose of the study is to understand the effects of a reduced gospel and change those effects
by participating in a course on the gospel. Understanding the gospel would help church members
develop a more meaningful and fruitful relationship with Christ.

Consent forms will be given to participants at an informational meeting TODAY, FEBRUARY 13th,
immediately following the morning worship service. We will meet in the sanctuary.

The gospel study course will be taught on Sunday afternoon at 3:30 p.m. in the fellowship hall and
last for six weeks. Beginning February 27th and ending on April 3rd. A delicious snack will be
provided.

The study is being conducted at First Baptist Church
520 West Fox Avenue
Eupora, MS 39744
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John Herring, a doctoral candidate in the John W. Rawlings School of Divinity at
Liberty University, is conducting this study.
Please contact John Herring at (985) 516-1286 or jherring8@liberty.edu for more
information.
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Appendix F

Gospel Research Announcement
Good morning! As many of you know, John Herring is a doctoral candidate in the John
W. Rawlings School of Divinity at Liberty University. As a part of the degree requirements, he is
doing a qualitative research project on Changing the Effects of a Reduced Gospel. As a part of
that research, the pastor and deacons have permitted him to conduct research here at First Baptist
Church of Eupora. Your help is requested by participating in the project. Next Sunday, following
the morning worship service, there will be a meeting for anyone willing and interested to
participate in the research. You must be between the ages of 15 and 102 and be a member of
First Baptist Church of Eupora.
The research project will include a questionnaire, interviews, and a six-week gospel study
course based on the Apostles’ Creed. The course will be taught on Sunday afternoons at 3:30.
Please pray and consider participating in this project. Thank you!
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Appendix G

Consent
Title of the Project: Changing the Effects of a Reduced Gospel
Principal Investigator: John Herring, Doctoral Candidate in the John W. Rawlings School of
Divinity at Liberty University
Invitation to be Part of a Research Study
You are invited to participate in a research study. To participate, you must be at least 18 years of
age, a professing Christian, and a member of First Baptist Church of Eupora. Taking part in this
research project is voluntary.
Please take time to read this entire form and ask questions before deciding whether to take part in
this research.
What is the study about and why is it being done?
The purpose of the study is to understand the effects of a reduced gospel and develop a fuller
understanding of the gospel. By having a better understanding of the gospel, Christians will have
a more meaningful mature relationship with Jesus.

What will happen if you take part in this study?
If you agree to be in this study, I will ask you to do the following things:
1. Participate in a questionnaire.
2. Participate in an eight-week course on the gospel.
3. Participate in a follow-up questionnaire.

How could you or others benefit from this study?
The direct benefit participants should expect to receive from taking part in this study are having
a better understanding of the gospel. By having a better understanding of the gospel, participants
will hopefully have a deeper, more meaningful, growing relationship with Jesus.
Benefits to society include Christians who live out their faith and contribute to society by loving
and serving each other and mankind.

What risks might you experience from being in this study?
The risks involved in this study are minimal.
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How will personal information be protected?
The records of this study will be kept private. Research records will be stored securely, and only
the researcher will have access to the records. All questionnaires will be anonymous.
•
•
•

Participant responses will be anonymous. Interviews will be conducted in a location
where others will not easily overhear the conversation.
Data will be stored in a locked safe in the researcher’s home. Data will be destroyed after
three years by shredder. Any use of the data in the future will be for research purposes
only.
Recordings will be used for interviews only. Only the researcher will have access to the
recordings. All recordings will be erased after they are transcribed.

How will you be compensated for being part of the study?
Participants will not be compensated for participating in this study.

Does the researcher have any conflicts of interest?
The researcher serves as a staff member of First Baptist Church of Eupora. To limit potential or
perceived conflicts the study will be anonymous, so the researcher will not know who
participated. This disclosure is made so that you can decide if this relationship will affect your
willingness to participate in this study. No action will be taken against an individual based on his
or her decision to participate or not participate in this study.

Is study participation voluntary?
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect
your current or future relations with Liberty University or John Herring or First Baptist Church
of Eupora. If you decide to participate, you are free to not answer any question or withdraw at
any time, without affecting those relationships.

What should you do if you decide to withdraw from the study?
If you choose to withdraw from the study, please inform the researcher that you wish to
discontinue your participation, and do not submit your study materials. Your responses will not
be recorded or included in the study.

Whom do you contact if you have questions or concerns about the study?
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The researcher conducting this study is John Herring. You may ask any questions you have now.
If you have questions later, you are encouraged to contact him at 985-516-1286 or
jherring8@liberty.edu. You may also contact the researcher’s faculty sponsor, at liberty.edu.

Whom do you contact if you have questions about your rights as a research participant?
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone
other than the researcher, you are encouraged to contact the Institutional Review Board, 1971
University Blvd., Green Hall Ste. 2845, Lynchburg, VA 24515 or email at irb@liberty.edu.
Disclaimer: The Institutional Review Board (IRB) is tasked with ensuring that human subjects research
will be conducted in an ethical manner as defined and required by federal regulations. The topics covered
and viewpoints expressed or alluded to by student and faculty researchers are those of the researchers
and do not necessarily reflect the official policies or positions of Liberty University.

Your Consent
By signing this document, you are agreeing to be in this study. Make sure you understand what
the study is about before you sign. You will be given a copy of this document for your records.
The researcher will keep a copy with the study records. If you have any questions about the
study after you sign this document, you can contact the study team using the information
provided above.
I have read and understood the above information. I have asked questions and have received
answers. I consent to participate in the study.
The researcher has my permission to audio-record me as part of my participation in this
study.

____________________________________
Printed Subject Name

____________________________________
Signature and Date
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Appendix H

Parental Consent
Title of the Project: Changing the Effects of a Reduced Gospel
Principal Investigator: John Herring, Doctoral Candidate in the John W. Rawlings School of
Divinity at Liberty University
Invitation to be part of a Research Study
Your student is invited to participate in a research study. To participate, you must be at least 15
years of age, a professing Christian, and a member of First Baptist Church of Eupora. Taking
part in this research project is voluntary.

Please take time to read this entire form and ask questions before deciding whether to allow your
student to participate in this research project.
What is the study about, and why are we doing it?
The study aims to change the effects of a reduced gospel and develop a fuller understanding of
the gospel. By having a better understanding of the gospel, Christians will have a more
meaningful mature relationship with Jesus.

What will participants be asked to do in this study?
If you agree to allow your student to be in this study, I will ask him or her to do the following
things:
4. Participate in a questionnaire.
5. Participate in an interview. The interview will be audio recorded.
6. Participate in a six-week course on the gospel.
7. Participate in a follow-up questionnaire and a post-interview.

How could participants or others benefit from this study?
The direct benefit participants should expect to receive from taking part in this study is having a
better understanding of the gospel. Hopefully, participants will have a deeper, more meaningful,
growing relationship with Jesus by understanding the gospel better.
Benefits to society include Christians who live out their faith and contribute to the community by
loving and serving each other and mankind.

What risks might participants experience from being in this study?
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The risks involved in this study are minimal.

How will personal information be protected?
The records of this study will be kept private. Research records will be stored securely, and only
the researcher will have access to the records.
The researcher will only view participant responses. Interviews will be conducted where
others will not easily overhear the conversation.
• Data will be stored in a locked safe in the researcher’s home. Data will be destroyed after
three years by shredder. Any use of the data in the future will be for research purposes
only.
• Recordings will be used for interviews only. Only the researcher will have access to the
recordings. All recordings will be erased after they are transcribed.

What conflicts of interest exist in this study?
The researcher serves as a staff member of First Baptist Church of Eupora. The study material
should present no conflict of interest. This disclosure is made so that you can decide if this
relationship will affect your willingness to participate in this study. No action will be taken
against an individual based on their decision to participate or not participate in this study.
Is study participation voluntary?
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision to participate will not affect your current or
future relations with Liberty University John Herring or First Baptist Church of Eupora. If you
decide to participate, you are free not to answer any question or withdraw at any time without
affecting those relationships.
What should be done if a participant wishes to withdraw from the study?
If you choose to withdraw from the study, please inform the researcher that you wish to
discontinue your participation and do not submit your study materials. Your responses will not
be recorded or included in the study.
Whom do you contact if you have questions or concerns about the study?
The researcher conducting this study is John Herring. You may ask any questions you have now.
If you have questions later, you are encouraged to contact him at 985-516-1286 or
jherring8@liberty.edu. You may also contact the researcher's faculty sponsor at liberty.edu.
Whom do you contact if you have questions about rights as a research participant?
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If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone
other than the researcher, you are encouraged to contact the Institutional Review Board, 1971
University Blvd., Green Hall Ste. 2845, Lynchburg, VA 24515 or email at irb@liberty.edu.
Disclaimer: The Institutional Review Board (IRB) is tasked with ensuring that human subjects research
will be conducted in an ethical manner as defined and required by federal regulations. The topics covered
and viewpoints expressed or alluded to by student and faculty researchers are those of the researchers
and do not necessarily reflect the official policies or positions of Liberty University.

Your Consent
By signing this document, you are agreeing to allow your student to be in this study. Make sure
you understand what the study is about before you sign. You will be given a copy of this
document for your records. The researcher will keep a copy with the study records. If you have
any questions about the study after you sign this document, you can contact the study team using
the information provided above.
I have read and understood the above information. I have asked questions and have received
answers. I consent to allow my student to participate in the study.
The researcher has my permission to audio-record my student as part of his/her participation
in this study.

_________________________________________________
Printed Child’s/Student’s Name
_________________________________________________
Parent’s Signature
Date
_________________________________________________
Minor’s Signature
Date
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Appendix I
Interview Sign-up
Monday February 14, 2022

Name

Cell Number

Time

1.__________________________________________________________________9:00 a.m.

2.__________________________________________________________________10:00

3.__________________________________________________________________11:00

4.__________________________________________________________________1:00 p.m.

5.__________________________________________________________________2:00

6.__________________________________________________________________3:00

7.__________________________________________________________________4:00

8.__________________________________________________________________5:00

9.__________________________________________________________________6:00

10._________________________________________________________________7:00
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Appendix J
Pre-Training Interview questions on The Gospel
1. Who do you think Jesus is?
2. What does that answer mean for you?
3. Please share your testimony, including who told you about the gospel. What was your
salvation experience? What did they share with you? How long?
4. Who has impacted your life the most and why?
5. What is the gospel?
6. Where can the gospel be found?
7. What gospel did Jesus preach?
8. What are the results of hearing the gospel?
9. What is salvation? What are the results of salvation?
10. What are the four parts of salvation?
11. Who can be saved?
12. What is the difference between the gospel and salvation?
13. What is discipleship?
14. What is a spiritual discipline?
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15. Would you please list any spiritual disciplines?
16. Do you practice any spiritual disciplines, and if so, which ones?
17. How often do you read your Bible?
18. Do you memorize Scripture?
19. What is your favorite passage of Scripture and why?
20. What is the purpose of prayer?
21. How often do you pray?
22. How much time do you spend praying?
23. Does prayer change anything? If it does, what does it change?
24. Can you share an experience where you know prayer made a difference, or you
experienced answered prayer?
25. How often do you attend church?
26. What do you believe the purpose of the church is?
27. Do you know what the Apostles’ Creed is?
28. Would you be willing to participate in a six-week class on the gospel?
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Appendix K
Pre-Training Questionnaire on the Gospel
The purpose of this questionnaire is to understand how the Members of First Baptist Church
understand the gospel of Jesus. Remember, there are no right or wrong answers. Please answer
each question as truthfully as possible.
1. Please share your testimony, including who told about the gospel. What was your
salvation experience? What did they share with you?
2. How long have you been a Christian?
3. What is the gospel?
4. Where can the gospel be found?
5. What gospel did Jesus preach?
6. What are the results of hearing the gospel?
7. What is salvation?
8. What are the four parts of salvation?
9. What are the results of salvation?
10. Who can be saved?
11. What is the difference between the gospel and salvation?
12. What is discipleship?
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13. What is a spiritual discipline?
14. What spiritual disciplines are you aware of?
15. Do you practice any spiritual disciplines, and if so, which ones?
16. How often do you read your Bible?
17. Do you memorize Scripture?
18. What is your favorite passage of Scripture and why?
19. What is the purpose of prayer?
20. How often do you pray?
21. How much time do you spend praying?
22. Does prayer change anything? If it does, what does it change?
23. Can you share an experience where you know prayer made a difference, or you
experienced answered prayer?
24. How often do you attend church?
25. What do you believe the purpose of the church is?
26. Do you know what the Apostles’ Creed is?
27. Would you be willing to participate in a six-week course on the gospel?
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28. What is your name and age? ____________________________________
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Appendix L
The Apostles’ Creed Gospel Study
The Gospel Study 1
1. What is the Apostles' Creed, and why should we read it?
You will find the use of creeds throughout the Bible. In The Old Testament, you have the
Shema, Deuteronomy 6:4-5. In Matthew 22:37-40.
The church used creeds early on, such as 1 Corinthians 15 and Philippians 2:5-11, the
Christ Hymn. Symbolum Apostolorum is the Latin translation. It was not written by the
Apostles, but it dates to around the year 200 A.D. After a believer had gone through a
year of catechism, they would be baptized, and as they were about to be immersed, they
would quote the creed as a confession of their faith. The early church believed this to be
the gospel in a concise form.
You will find a copy of the Apostles’ Creed at the end of this handout. I would encourage
you to memorize it.
2. What is the purpose of the church? The ekklesia means an assembly or a religious
congregation or assembly also to call or called out ones. The purpose of the church is the
fellowship of believers. Look at the early church! They did some amazing stuff! You find
in Acts the purpose of the church! They prayed, they ate, and they shared. They had the
Lord's Supper. Look at Acts 2:40-47, 4:32-37, Acts 6:1-7, and Acts 12:5. They prayed!
3. What is the purpose of prayer, and does it change anything! Communicating with God.
It's two-way communication. God will speak to you in different ways, through His Word,
your emotions, ministers, and I believe in an audible voice. Prayer can move mountains.
Jesus said in John 15:7, and Paul said in Philippians 4:6-7.
4. What is Discipleship? “Discipleship is the process where a person purposely joins God to
increasingly follow and live like Jesus through the Scriptures, the Holy Spirit, and the
input of others. Discipleship is becoming more and more like Jesus and letting Him live
His life more and more in me."280 Another definition is “the process of spiritual growth
and becoming more Christ-like.”281
5. What are Spiritual Disciplines? What is a spiritual discipline? Discipline is an activity
within our power-something we can do-that brings us to a point where we can do what
we at present cannot do by direct effort. Everything from learning a language to
weightlifting depends on discipline.282
280
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6. It requires Effort!!!!! Such as playing basketball or playing the piano. If you want to get
better, you practice it. Why do we need them? To learn from Christ, to be more like
Christ. Hebrews 5:8. Do we need to practice all disciplines? John 14:21, Joshua 1:8,
Spiritual Disciplines of Abstinence. "In the discipline of abstinence, we abstain to some
degree and for some time from the satisfaction of what we generally regard as drives or
motivations, such as those for food, sleep, bodily activity, companionship, curiosity, and
sex. But our desires for convenience, comfort, material security, reputation and fame,
variety are also considered under this heading."283 Disciplines of abstinence include
solitude, silence, fasting, frugality, chastity, secrecy, and sacrifice.284
Spiritual Disciplines of Engagement. "The disciplines of abstinence must be
counterbalanced and supplemented by disciplines of engagement. Abstinence and
engagement are the outbreathing and the inbreathing of our spiritual lives, and we require
disciplines for both movements. Roughly speaking, the disciplines of abstinence
counteract the tendencies to sins of commission, and the disciplines of engagement
counteract tendencies to sins of omission."285 Disciplines of engagement include study,
worship, celebration, service, prayer, fellowship, confession, and submission.286
Sins of omission are not doing what the Word of God tells us to do. Sins of commission
are sins that we actively do, whether on purpose or not, whether in thought, word, or
deed.
7. What is Salvation? The root word is Soter, Soteria, Soterios, which means Savior,
deliverer, deliverance, preservation, salvation, bringing salvation.287 To be saved from
something or delivered from something.
8. What’s the difference between salvation and the gospel?
Salvation flows from the gospel. “Salvation-the robust salvation of God-is the intended
result of the gospel story about Jesus Christ that completes the Story of Israel in the Old
Testament.”288
9. What Gospel did Jesus preach? He preached the kingdom of God or the Kingdom of
Heaven, which is the Rule of God! Matthew 4:23 says, “And Jesus went about all
282
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Galilee, teaching in their synagogues, preaching the gospel of the kingdom, and
healing all kinds of disease among the people.” So, Jesus preached about the Rule of
God. The kingdom of God is where He rules. Where does God rule today? In the life of
the church and believers.
Is the kingdom of God now or in the future? Both! HERE is what Scot McKnight says
about the kingdom of God, “God’s kingdom coming means God’s will being done on
earth-in society, and this kingdom society is what the church is called to embody.”289
He goes on to say, “Jesus envisioned God’s people living before God and with others in a
way that embodied the will of God in a new kind of society.
Kingdom is an interconnected society.
Kingdom is a society noted by caring for others.
Kingdom is a society shaped by justice.
Kingdom is a society empowered by love.
Kingdom is a society dwelling in peace.
Kingdom is a society flowing with wisdom.
Kingdom is a society that knows its history.
Kingdom is a society living out its memory.
Kingdom is a society that values society.
Kingdom is a society that cares about its future."290
One last word from McKnight; “Jesus did so because His dream was a kingdom on earth,
a society where God’s will flowed like rivers of good wine.”291
10. Where can the gospel be found? There is the Gospel according to Matthew, Mark, LukeActs, and John. But also, the gospel is found from Genesis to Revelation. The Bible is the
Gospel. The good news that God has is and always will be working to redeem His people.
11. What is the gospel? Euangelion is the Greek transliteration for gospel. “The word
euangelion always means good news or glad tidings. “To Gospel” is to herald, to
proclaim, and to declare something about something. The gospel is to announce good
news about key events in the life of Jesus Christ.”292

Luke 2:10. “But the angel said to them, ‘Do not be afraid; for behold, I bring you good
news of great joy which will be for all people; for today in the city of David there has
been born for you a Savior, who is Christ the Lord.”
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Scot McKnight says that the gospel is, “The story of Israel coming to its resolution in the
Story of Jesus and our letting that story become our story.”293
In First Corinthians 15:1-2, "Moreover, brethren, I declare to you the gospel which I
preached to you, which also you received and in which you stand, by which also you
are saved, if you hold fast that word which I preached to you-unless you believed in
vain."
3-8 “For I delivered to you first of all that which I also received: that Christ died for
our sins according to the Scriptures, and that He was buried, and that He rose again
the third day according to the Scriptures, and that He was seen by Cephas, then by the
twelve. After that He was seen by over five-hundred brethren at once, of whom the
greater part remain to the present, but some have fallen asleep. After that He was seen
by James, then by all the Apostles. Then last of all He was seem by me also, as one
born out of due time.”
That is a concise early gospel message! “The gospel story of Jesus Christ resolves or
brings to completion the Story of Israel as found in the Scriptures (our Old Testament).
The apostolic gospel is an ‘according to Scriptures telling of the Story of Jesus.”294
The Apostles’ Creed
"I believe in God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, and in Jesus
Christ, His only Son, our Lord. Who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the
Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, dead, and buried. He
descended to the dead. On the third day, He rose from the dead. He ascended into
heaven and is seated at the right hand of God the Father, Almighty. From this, He will
come to judge the quick and the dead. I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy catholic*295
church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body,
and the life everlasting. Amen."296
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The Apostles’ Creed Bible Study
The Gospel Study Lesson 2

In 1967 I got in trouble for lying!
Dallas Willard made a statement that I think about almost every day. “Why would anyone want
to spend eternity with the Blessed Jesus and spend so little time here on earth getting to know
Him?” Think about that statement!
Let’s recap:
1. Why should we practice spiritual disciplines? They change us and help us work out our
faith. Paul says so in Philippians 2:12-13.
We are to work out our salvation! Not a faith of works but effort. You must see merit in reading
your Bible, memorizing Scripture, fasting or praying, or any other discipline.
Spiritual Disciplines: disciplines of abstinence: solitude, silence, fasting, frugality, chastity,
secrecy, and sacrifice. Disciplines of engagement: study, worship, celebration, service,
prayer, fellowship, confession, and submission.
2. What gospel did Jesus preach? The gospel of the kingdom of God! A kingdom where
God rules.
3. Look at Genesis 12:1-3: “Now the Lord had said to Abram: “Get out of your country,
from your family and your father's house to a land that I will show you. I will make
you a great nation; I will bless you and make your name great, And you shall be a
blessing. I will bless those who bless you, And I will curse those who curse you; And
in you, all the families of the earth shall be blessed."
This promise to Abram is ultimately fulfilled in Jesus and the church!!!
Does He rule in your life and mine? I hope so!
4. Where can the gospel be found? Matthew, Mark, Luke-Acts, and John. Also, from
Genesis to Revelation.
5. What is the gospel? Euangelion: “The word euangelion always means good news or
glad tidings. “To Gospel” is to herald, to proclaim, and to declare something about
something. The gospel is to announce good news about key events in the life of Jesus
Christ.”297 We get the words evangelize, evangelist, and evangelistic from the word
euangelion.
The Gospel is: “The story of Israel coming to its resolution in the Story of Jesus and
our letting that story become our story.”298
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In First Corinthians 15:1-2, "Moreover, brethren, I declare to you the gospel which I
preached to you, which also you received and in which you stand, by which also you
are saved if you hold fast that word which I preached to you-unless you believed in
vain."
3-8 “For I delivered to you first of all that which I also received: that Christ died for
our sins according to the Scriptures, and that He was buried, and that He rose again
the third day according to the Scriptures, and that He was seen by Cephas, then by the
twelve. After that He was seen by over five-hundred brethren at once, of whom the
greater part remain to the present, but some have fallen asleep. After that He was seen
by James, then by all the Apostles. Then last of all He was seem by me also, as one
born out of due time.”
In verse 3, we see that this message was not Paul’s but an early church teaching!
That is a concise early gospel message! “The gospel story of Jesus Christ resolves or brings to
completion the Story of Israel as found in the Scriptures (our Old Testament). The apostolic
gospel is an ‘according to Scriptures telling of the Story of Jesus.”299 In other words, they are
reaching back to the story of Israel. Their Scriptures were the Old Testament!
Scot McKnight shares an interesting story about the gospel!
The Apostles’ Creed
"I believe in God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, and in Jesus
Christ, His only Son, our Lord. Who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the
Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, dead, and buried. He
descended to the dead. On the third day, He rose from the dead. He ascended into
heaven and is seated at the right hand of God the Father, Almighty. From this He will
come to judge the quick and the dead. I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy catholic*300
church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body,
and the life everlasting. Amen."301

The Apostles’ Creed is not Scripture, and it is not meant to be treated as Scripture. “The best
thing about the creeds is that they conveniently sum up the main truths of the Christian faith and
put them into a concise narrative that is meaningful and memorable.”302 When we say the creed,
it is simply a reminder of what we believe.
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Matthew Bates has some good points about the Creed. He has written an excellent book called
Salvation by Allegiance Alone. He thinks the Apostles' Creed should be the Christian pledge. He
says, "The Apostles' Creed is not merely a convenient summary of Christian beliefs. It is a
concise presentation of the allegiance-demanding gospel."303 He also says, “When a person says
the Apostles’ Creed, he or she is restating the gospel of the earliest church in outline form-the
story of how Jesus came to be the cosmic Lord.”304 Bates makes two crucial points about the
Creed. The first is that the Creed is the gospel. The second is that it is the gospel believed and
taught by the early church. It is still the gospel. Of course, the danger of anything is overfamiliarity, but the learning of the Apostles' Creed was and is to know what Christians should
believe about the gospel. Some believe it is a reminder of dead formalism!

I.

The first part of the Apostles’ Creed says, “I believe in God the Father Almighty,
Maker of Heaven and Earth, and in Jesus Christ His only Son, Our Lord. Who was
conceived by the Power of the Holy Spirit.”

II.

I Believe! I Faith God! What does that mean? What is conviction? We live our lives
by what we believe, not simply by what we say we believe. “What we truly believe is
exhibited in how we live.”305For example, if I believe I am going to heaven when I
die, then I should live my life preparing for heaven? Right? Does my life reflect that?
Am I living life in a way that when I meet Jesus face to face, it will be a simple
exchange.

III.

When we read the first part of the Apostles' Creed, we are reminded of the God of
Genesis, who created from nothing! Genesis 1:1 “In the beginning God created the
heavens and the earth.”

IV.

Scripture Reading: John 1:1-5
“In the beginning, was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word
was God. He was in the beginning with God. All things were made through Him,
and without Him, nothing was made that was made. In Him was life, and the life
was the light of men. And the light shines in the darkness, and the darkness did
not comprehend it.”

V.

What does it mean that Jesus preexisted with the Father?
Jesus is Divine. It means that he is eternal. Jesus was with God and is God. He is in
an intimate relationship with the Father. Looking at the Gospels, it is evident that
Jesus was with God from the beginning, but He came in the flesh.
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VI.

Look up the following Scripture passages and read what each says about Jesus’
preexistence with the Father.
Isaiah 7:14, 9:2-7, 11:1-5, Daniel 3:8-25 the story of Shadrach, Meshach, & AbedNego, Matthew 1:18-25 the lineage & birth, Luke 1:26-38, the announcement by
Gabriel, John 1:1-18.
In each of these passages, there is evidence that Jesus preexisted with the Father
before the creation of the world. He was always with the Father. In Daniel, in the
fiery furnace, it is believed that Jesus was with Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego.

VII.

Read Philippians 2:5-6. What does this passage say about Jesus? Paul recognized
Jesus as God that Jesus was and always has been God.

VIII.

Read John 8:56-58. In the passage of Scripture, Jesus has been in discussion with the
Jewish leaders about who He is. When there is time, read chapters eight and nine. At
the culmination of the debate, the Jews say to Jesus that He is not yet fifty years old.
His answer is perfect. He says, "Truly, truly, I say to you, before Abraham was born,
I am."306 Jesus described Himself with the same name God gave Moses at the burning
bush in Exodus 3:14, YHWH. He claimed Himself that He was God. So, the creator of
the world became a man and dwelt among us. He can relate to us in every way.

IX.

A final thought on the Trinity from Hippolytus (A D 170-235): “The Father decrees,
the Word executes the decree, and the Son is manifested by the Spirit, through whom
we come to believe in the Father. The dispensation of harmony leads straight back to
one God, for God is one. It is the Father who commands, the Son who obeys and the
Holy Spirit who gives understanding. The Father is above all, the Son is through all,
and the Holy Spirit is in all. We cannot think of God in any other way than as Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit.”307
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Seven Observations About the Gospel
1. Paul says the Gospel I Gospeled! It was preached to them, they received it and they were
saved by it!
2. The Traditional Gospel! This word was tradition, believed by the church! Paul did not
make it up, the early church, Apostles did! He is saying, “The gospel he gospeled is the
authentic, reliable gospel of the Apostles he both received and passed it on!
3. The Gospel here concerns Four events, 1. That Christ Died, 2. That Christ was buried, 3.
That Christ was raised, 4. That Christ Appeared!
4. The gospel Story of Jesus Christ resolves or brings to completion the Story of Israel as
found in the Scriptures!!! He says it “according to Scriptures” Those Scriptures are the
Old Testament.
5. Salvation Flows from the Gospel! Salvation is the intended results of the gospel story
about Jesus Christ that completes the Story of Israel in the Old Testament.
6. The Gospel of the Apostle Paul was about the whole of Jesus’ life. It’s not just a Good
Friday Story! It’s a Jesus Story.
7. The gospel Story of Jesus Christ is a story about Jesus as Messiah, Jesus as Lord, Jesus as
Savior, and Jesus as Son. Messiah means anointed King! Jesus is King!!!308
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The Apostles’ Creed Gospel Study
The Gospel Study 3
The Incarnation Jesus Died for Our Sins According to the Scriptures
The Apostles’ Creed
"I believe in God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, and in Jesus Christ,
His only Son, our Lord. Who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the Virgin Mary,
suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, dead, and buried. He descended to the
dead. On the third day, He rose from the dead. He ascended into heaven and is seated at
the right hand of God the Father, Almighty. From this He will come to judge the quick
and the dead. I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy catholic*309 church, the communion of
saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting.
Amen."310
Worthy Quote: “When Craig Keener was an atheist, he said one of his nonscientific
reasons for not following Jesus was that 80 percent of the people in his country claimed
to be Jesus’ followers, yet most of them apparently lived as if it made no difference for
their lives.”311
Recap:
1. What is the gospel? The Gospel is: “The story of Israel coming to its resolution in the
Story of Jesus and our letting that story become our story.”312
2. According to Paul and early church teaching in 1 Corinthians 15, there are four parts of
the gospel. Christ died, Christ was buried, Christ was raised, and Christ was Seen! All of these
things happened according to the Scriptures, the Old Testament!
3. The Apostles’ Creed dates to 200A.D. and was and is a confession of faith. It states
eight elements of the gospel. It was initially called the Symbolum Apostolorom or The Old
Roman Creed. The Rule of Faith or Regula fidei. “The rule of faith is the narrative generated by
the Jewish Scriptures and the Christian Scriptures. It is the story of creation, Jesus’ birth, His life,
His death and resurrection, the ascension, the beginnings of the church, and the
consummation.”313
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I.

Jesus Is Lord! The Lord Jesus Christ! We must talk about Jesus as Lord before we
can move on.
In the first century, to proclaim Jesus as Lord was radical. You could be put to death
for that. “In the Roman world of the first century, Caesar was venerated as ‘Lord’
over the realms he ruled, not just politically but religiously too.”314 Bird goes on to
say, “Visualize yourself standing on a street in downtown Rome, announcing that a
Jewish man from a far province, who was put to death by a Roman governor, had
been installed as King of kings, and Lord of lords!”315 You would be put to death!
Confessing Jesus as Lord was critical to the early church. Bird states that the most
basic definition of a Christian is one who confesses Jesus as Lord. It is by such a
confession that a person is saved. Romans 10:9-10.

II.

The Incarnation. The historical Jesus was 100 percent God, and He was 100 percent,
man. That is a basic understanding of the word Incarnation. In Isaiah 11:1-5 and
Micah 5:1-5. "The Old Testament looks forward to a coming son of David who shall
lead God's people out of exile and into a new day of deliverance."316

III.

Matthew 1:1-2:12. The birth of Jesus is a beautiful place to start. Matthew gives a list
of genealogy of Jesus and goes through the virgin birth of Jesus and the visit of the
Magi. This remarkable story shows how God came as a man through a humble birth.
Look at verses 1:18-19. What does that mean for Christians?

IV.

Luke 1:26-38, 2:1-20. Luke tells a slightly different story in the details he gives.
Again, what a fantastic story, but in both stories, it is visible that the writers want it
seen that Jesus had an unusual and extraordinary birth. He was conceived by the Holy
Spirit and born of a woman. Luke 1:34-35, state that Jesus will be the Son of God. So,
He was both God and man.

V.

The Incarnation is vital for us to understand. Read Philippians 2:5-8. What is Paul
saying about Jesus in this passage? I think you can tell that I like these verses. Paul
quotes from this early "Christ Hymn" that Jesus is God and was with God and took on
human flesh. As John McArthur reminds us, He was still God.
John 1:1-5 also reaches back to Genesis 1 and also shows that Jesus was and is God!

VI.

Jesus suffered under Pontius Pilate.
Pontius Pilate is probably mentioned for one reason and that’s not because he was a
nice person. Pilate was the prefect of Judea from A.D. 26-36 and was appointed by
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Emperor Tiberius. Pilate was a despicable man. He was worse than Vladimir Putin.
Michael Bird quotes Philo. "Naturally inflexible, a blend of self-will and
relentlessness known for the briberies, the insults, the robberies, the outrages, and
wanton injuries, the executions without trial constantly repeated, the ceaseless and
supremely grievous cruelty."317 Pilate was a thug. He is mentioned to point out the
historical setting related to Jesus' death around A.D. 30. A reminder that these events
are not only Biblical but historical.
VII.

Crucified, dead, and buried.
To understand the penalty for sin, we must look at the Torah or law. God takes sin
very seriously. Sin is not a joke or laughing matter. The payment for sin was a life.
Something had to die! Let’s look at the sacrificial system. Everything had a special
sacrifice. Look at Leviticus 1:1-11. This is where the sacrifices are to come from.
Unblemished animals, livestock. Leviticus 6:24-26 speaks of the sin offering. Finally,
looking at Leviticus 16 tells the requirements for Yom Kippur, the Day of
Atonement. The blood is significant because life is in the blood.

VIII.

The story goes that the blood ran ankle-deep in the temple. The sacrifices were
unblemished sheep, goats, ox, bull, calf, or turtledove.
On the Day of Atonement, once a year, there were two goats. One goat was
slaughtered, and the other goat was the scapegoat. The priest took the blood of the
one goat and would go into the Holy of Holies. He would sprinkle the blood on the
mercy seat. This was for the forgiveness of everyone’s sins in Israel. The payment for
sin was blood. The life was in the blood. The other goat was the scapegoat. The priest
would lay his hands on the goat and confess the sins of the nation. Then the goat
would be led out into the wilderness symbolically carrying away the sins of the
nation.

IX.

The crucifixion! R.C. Sproul says this, “Once we grasp the gravity of sin and its
destructive power, we may gain better insight into the grace of God as He operates in
history. Without an understanding of sin and the holiness of God, the Old Testament,
as well as the cross, will remain a scandal.”318
Michael Bird addresses what was behind the crucifixion. “It would leave you with
irrepressible memories of naked half-dead men dying a protracted death for days on
end, covered in blood and flies, their flesh gnawed by rats, their members ripped at by
wild dogs, their faces pecked at by crows, the victims continually mocked and jeered
by the torturers who enjoyed their craft, perhaps even with relatives nearby weeping
uncontrollably yet entirely helpless to do anything for them.”319 “Cicero called
crucifixion the most cruel and terrifying penalty.”320
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One final point about the crucifixion was an "attempt to manufacture a temporary hell
on earth."321
X.

Philippians 2:5-8. The key here is that Jesus humbled Himself. In the days of Rome,
people did not humble themselves; Rome humbled them. Whenever the Roman army
captured an enemy, it was said that they humbled them, humiliated them. They
forcibly took everything away, and thus one was humbled.

XI.

All four Gospels give a narrative on the arrest, trial, and crucifixion of Jesus.
Matthew 26:47-27:56, Mark 14:43-15:41, Luke 22:47-23:49, John 18:1-19:37.
All these writers give testimony to this horrific event. Read each of these passages
and write what they describe.
After being Scourged, Jesus was made to carry His cross to be crucified. Crucifixion
was unspeakably cruel. It was used to terrify and keep people in submission. There
was nothing glamorous about it. Think about the fact that Jesus was crucified with
criminals. He was considered a criminal.

XII.

In 1555, the Bible was divided into chapters and verses. Before this time there were
no chapters or verses. In the Old Testament, when one was addressing a passage of
Scripture, he would recite the first line of that chapter. When Jesus was on the cross,
He said, “My God, My God, why have you forsaken Me?” Was He was pointing to
Psalm 22?

XIII.

Read Psalm 22:1-31. What does the passage of Scripture talk about? Who does the
Psalmist speak of? The Psalmist described what would happen to Jesus hundreds of
years before. That should speak to every Christians' heart. To know what Jesus was
experiencing, one only needs to read Psalm 22.
N.T. Wright says this regarding Psalm 22, “Here the whole sequence is laid out. The
sufferer goes all the way down to death, and somehow, he is rescued, not only for his
own sake, but also so that YHWH’s kingdom, that is, his sovereignty over the
nations, might become a reality.”322
So, Jesus came as a man and took away His glory to become a baby, grow up in the
home of a carpenter, have a three-year ministry, show His disciples, and anyone who
would listen, who God is, and then He was falsely accused, horrifically beaten and
then crucified. He could have said enough at any time, but He did not. He kept going
because He loved His creation.
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The Apostles’ Creed Gospel Study
The Gospel Study 4
Jesus was crucified, dead, and buried. He descended to the dead.
The Apostles’ Creed
"I believe in God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, and in Jesus Christ, His only
Son, our Lord. Who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under
Pontius Pilate, was crucified, dead, and buried. He descended to the dead. On the third day, He
rose from the dead. He ascended into heaven and is seated at the right hand of God the Father,
Almighty. From this He will come to judge the quick and the dead. I believe in the Holy Spirit,
the holy catholic*323 church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of
the body, and the life everlasting. Amen."324
Worthy Quote: “If we embrace Jesus, we embrace the Jesus of the Cross. To embrace the Jesus
of the Cross is to die through repenting.”325
Recap:
1. What is the gospel? The Gospel is: “The story of Israel coming to its resolution in the Story of
Jesus and our letting that story become our story.”326
2. According to Paul and early church teaching in 1 Corinthians 15, there are four parts of the
gospel. Christ died, Christ was buried, Christ was raised, and Christ was Seen! All of these
things happened according to the Scriptures, the Old Testament!
3. Jesus is Lord! 1 Corinthians 12:3, “Therefore I am informing you that no one speaking by
the Spirit of God says, “Jesus is cursed,” and no one can say, “Jesus is Lord,” except by the
Holy Spirit.” Also. Romans 10: 9-10.
4. The Incarnation. The historical Jesus was 100 percent God, and He was 100 percent man.
Jesus was conceived by the Holy Spirit and born of Mary.
5. Jesus Suffered under Pontius Pilate. Pilate was a thug. He was a despicable man! This
reminds me that this was not only a theological event but a historical event.
6. The sacrifices! God takes sin seriously! The payment for sin in the Old Testament was a life
of an unblemished animal. Blood was spilled! The Day of Atonement was the day when the
323
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priest would go into the Holy of Holies, behind the veil, and sprinkle the blood of a goat on the
mercy seat for the forgiveness of the sins of the nation. The other goat was the scapegoat.
XIV. The Crucifixion! R.C. Sproul says, "Once we grasp the gravity of sin and its
destructive power, we may gain better insight into the grace of God as He operates in
history. Without an understanding of sin and the holiness of God, the Old Testament,
as well as the cross, will remain a scandal.”327
Michael Bird addresses what was behind the crucifixion. “It would leave you with
irrepressible memories of naked half-dead men dying a protracted death for days on
end, covered in blood and flies, their flesh gnawed by rats, their members ripped at by
wild dogs, their faces pecked at by crows, the victims continually mocked and jeered
by the torturers who enjoyed their craft, perhaps even with relatives nearby weeping
uncontrollably yet entirely helpless to do anything for them.”328 “Cicero called
crucifixion the most cruel and terrifying penalty.”329
One final point about the crucifixion was that it was an "attempt to manufacture a
temporary hell on earth."330
XV.

Philippians 2:5-8. The key here is that Jesus humbled Himself. In the days of Rome,
people did not humble themselves; Rome humbled them. Whenever the Roman army
captured an enemy, it was said that they humbled them and humiliated them. They
forcibly took everything away, and thus one was humbled.

XVI. All four Gospels give a narrative of the arrest, trial, and crucifixion of Jesus.
Matthew 26:47-27:56, Mark 14:43-15:41, Luke 22:47-23:49, John 18:1-19:37.
All these writers give testimony to this horrific event. Please read each of these
passages and write what they describe.
After being Scourged, Jesus was made to carry His cross to be crucified. Crucifixion
was unspeakably cruel. It was used to terrify and keep people in submission. There
was nothing glamorous about it. Think about the fact that Jesus was crucified with
criminals. He was considered a criminal.
XVII. In 1555, the Bible was divided into chapters and verses. Before this time, there were
no chapters or verses. In the Old Testament, when one was addressing a passage of
Scripture, he would recite the first line of that chapter. When Jesus was on the cross,
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He said, "My God, My God, why have you forsaken Me?" Was He was pointing to
Psalm 22? I believe He was!
XVIII. Read Psalm 22:1-31. What does the passage of Scripture talk about? Who does the
Psalmist speak of? The Psalmist described what would happen to Jesus hundreds of
years before. That should speak to every Christians' heart. To know what Jesus was
experiencing, one only needs to read Psalm 22.
N.T. Wright says this regarding Psalm 22, “Here the whole sequence is laid out. The
sufferer goes all the way down to death, and somehow, he is rescued, not only for his
own sake, but also so that YHWH’s kingdom, that is, his sovereignty over the
nations, might become a reality.”331
So, Jesus came as a man and took away His glory to become a baby, grow up in the
home of a carpenter, have a three-year ministry, show His disciples, and anyone who
would listen, who God is, and then He was falsely accused, horrifically beaten and
then crucified. He could have said enough at any time, but He did not. He kept going
because He loved His creation.
XIX. He descended to the dead.
Again, there is evidence that Jesus died and was buried. All four of the Gospel writers
give a narrative that He was buried. There are details of where He was buried and
even the preparation of His body. The significance of His death is that He did not stay
dead. Each of the New Testament writers makes that point. He was crucified and died
and was buried.
There is much debate about this statement in the creed, and it was added later, so it
was not original. Some think it is a simple reminder that Jesus was buried, an
emphasis on His being dead, dead. John Calvin said no because that created a
tautology. Saying Jesus was dead and buried is enough. Adding He descended to the
dead is making a different point.
One of the least talked about parts of His death and burial is the Apostles' Creed
statement that says He descended to Hades. Paul mentions this fact in Ephesians 4:910.

There is also the account in 1 Peter 3:18-20. Both versions refer to Jesus going to the
place of the dead, Hades. Peter states that He preached to the spirits in prison from the
days of Noah. The significance is that the early church believed Jesus went to Hades.
Hades is different than Hell and should not be confused.
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Michael Bird says, “Hades is not a purgatorial rehab clinic where sins can be worked
off, nor is it a literal subterranean cavern somewhere in the earth’s mantle. Hades
means the abode of the dead, wherever that location happens to be. So hades is not
what Catholics call purgatory.332 So Jesus went to the place of the dead and, as He
referred to it as, the sign of Jonah in Matthew 12:40. “For as Jonah was three days
and three nights in the belly of the great fish, so will the Son of Man be three
days and three nights in the heart of the earth.”
XX.

There are several beliefs as to what this statement means. The first and most obvious
is that Jesus endured the sufferings of hell while He was on the cross. That is already
an understood fact, so it does not make sense to place it here.

XXI. Another thought is based on the Catholic and Lutheran theologians. Their view is that
"the descent of Christ into hell as a mission of victory and liberation. The preaching
to the 'spirits in prison is regarded as an allusion to an alleged ministry that took place
between the hour of Christ's death and the moment of His resurrection." Based on 1
Peter 3:18-20.333 The problem is Jesus’ statement on the cross to the thief and Luke
23:46. “Father, into Thy hands I commit My Spirit.”
XXII. Another belief about this statement is that His descent to hades is the liberation of His
people. The belief is that this was part of His journey to paradise. Remember the story
from The Chronicles of Narnia, after Aslan is revived from death, he visits the home
of the white witch and breathes new life into the creatures she had turned to stone.
“On this purpose of Christ’s descent to hell is seen as the joyful announcement of His
victory to the saints of the Old Testament times, a victory in which they were to
share.”334 This possibly agrees with Matthew 27:51-52.
XXIII. A quote from Irenaeus! (130-202 AD) Was last known connection to the Apostles.
“The Lord descended into the regions beneath the earth, preaching his advent there
also, and declaring the remission of sins received by those who believe in Him. Now
all those who believed in him who had hope towards him, that is, those who
proclaimed his advent, and submitted to his dispensations, the righteous men, the
prophets, and the patriarchs, to whom he remitted sins in the same way as he did to
us.”335
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J.I. Packer makes a valid point and agrees with Irenaeus. “He suggests that Christ’s
presence turned hades into paradise for all who had earlier died in faith, and that he
perfected the spirits of departed believers, bringing them out of the gloom of Sheol
into the experience of paradise.”336
Packer bases his claims on Psalm 88:3-6 and 10-12. Also, Hebrews 11:39-40 and
12:23 allegedly teach that souls of the just Old Testament times were not made
perfect until the New Testament age. "Hebrews 11:39-40 asserts that Old Testament
believers ‘did not receive the promise, God having provided something better for us,
that they should not be made perfect apart from us.' Hebrews 12:23 then speaks of the
spirits of just men made perfect.'"337
Finally, Michael Bird makes three important statements about the descent. All three
are found in the Scripture reading.
a. Jesus preached the good news to the wicked in Hades. 1 Peter 3:19.
b. Jesus set the saints of old free from Hades and took them to heaven. Psalm 68:18.
c. Jesus achieved victory over death and Hades itself. Acts 2:27, 31.
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The Apostles Creed Gospel Study
The Gospel Study 5
The Apostles’ Creed
"I believe in God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, and in Jesus Christ, His only
Son, our Lord. Who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under
Pontius Pilate, was crucified, dead, and buried. He descended to the dead. On the third day, He
rose from the dead. He ascended into heaven and is seated at the right hand of God the
Father, Almighty. From this He will come to judge the quick and the dead. I believe in the Holy
Spirit, the holy universal (catholic) church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the
resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting. Amen."338
Worthy Quote: “God has raised this Jesus to life, and we are all witnesses to it.”339
Recap:
1. What is the gospel? The Gospel is: “The story of Israel coming to its resolution in the Story
of Jesus and our letting that story become our story.”340
2. Four parts of the gospel. According to Paul and early church teaching in 1 Corinthians 15,
there are four parts of the gospel. Christ died, Christ was buried, Christ was raised, and Christ
was Seen! All of these things happened according to the Scriptures, the Old Testament!
3. Jesus is Lord! Romans 10: 9-10. You would die, in the first century, if you confessed
someone else as Lord besides Caesar.
4. The Incarnation. The historical Jesus was 100 percent God, and He was 100 percent man.
Jesus was conceived by the Holy Spirit and born of Mary.
5. Jesus Suffered under Pontius Pilate. Pilate was a thug. He was a despicable man! This
reminds us that this was not only a theological event but also a historical event.
6. The sacrifices! God takes sin seriously! The payment for sin in the Old Testament was a life
of an unblemished animal. Blood was spilled!
7. The Crucifixion! Michael Bird, addresses what was behind the crucifixion. "It would leave
you with irrepressible memories of naked half-dead men dying a protracted death for days on
end, covered in blood and flies, their flesh gnawed by rats, their members ripped at by wild dogs,
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their faces pecked at by crows, the victims continually mocked and jeered by the torturers who
enjoyed their craft, perhaps even with relatives nearby weeping uncontrollably yet entirely
helpless to do anything for them.”341 “Cicero called crucifixion the most cruel and terrifying
penalty.”342
8. He descended to the dead. Look at 1 Samuel 28: 7-19.
J.I. Packer makes a valid point and agrees with Irenaeus on Jesus’ descending to the dead.
“He suggests that Christ’s presence turned hades into paradise for all who had earlier died in
faith, and that he perfected the spirits of departed believers, bringing them out of the gloom of
Sheol into the experience of paradise.”343 Also, remember what C.S. Lewis said in the Chronicles
of Narnia. When Aslan goes the lair of the White Witch and breathes life back into all, she had
turned to stone. This is a good illustration.
I.

The Resurrection!!!! The resurrection is a huge deal. We would not be here today if
it were not for the resurrection. The resurrection was God the Father’s stamp of
approval on Jesus as His Son and the completion of His work! Michael Bird goes on
to tell us that “The resurrection is the divine sign that Jesus was given all authority in
heaven and on earth, vindicated from false accusations.”344

II.

“As long as the existence of God is even possible, it’s possible that he acted in history
by raising Jesus from the dead.”345 Lee Strobel, The Case for Christ.

III.

All four Gospel writers testify to the resurrection story. Each writer gives a little bit
different account, with added details. The significance is that they all testify to the
fact that Jesus did rise from the dead.

IV.

Scripture Reading: Daniel 12:2 Matthew 28:1-10, Mark 16:1-13, Luke 24:1-27, John
20:1-18,

V.

Colossians 3:1, Mark 16:9-14, Luke 24:13-49, John 20:19-31, and 21:1-23.

VI.

What do these verses say about the resurrection? Listen to what Dr. David Jeremiah
has to say.
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VII.

Michael Bird Gives several reasons why the resurrection matters!
1. “The resurrection is the concrete proof that Jesus really, really was the
Messiah.”346
2. “The resurrection means the new age has already begun.” What most Jews hoped
that God would do for Israel at the end of history, God had done for Jesus in the
middle of history, namely, raise Him from the dead.”
3. “The resurrection is the vehicle for our salvation.” WooHoo!!! Bird says, “We are
saved in, by, and through the resurrection of Jesus Christ." Please do not miss
this!! That statement puts it all in perspective. Michael Bird makes a serious
accusation here. He says, "It would be no exaggeration to say that most Christians
think that salvation is what takes place on the cross, and the resurrection is simply
God raising big neon lights above it, saying in effect, 'Get salvation here.'" Look
at what Paul says in Romans 4:25. “He was delivered over to death for our sins
and was raised to life for our justification," and "if Christ has not been raised, then
your faith is futile; you are still in your sins." 1 Corinthians 15:17. This is really
good stuff!! “Paul is saying that we could not be justified or forgiven if it were not
for the resurrection.”347 One final word here, “All of this is to say that God’s
justice, forgiveness, new birth, and life are given to us in the crucified and risen
Jesus.
A dead Jesus can be a teacher and a martyr, but He cannot be our Savior.”348
4. The resurrection is an integral feature of discipleship. The resurrection forces us
to adopt a new way of being human, a kingdom perspective. Look at Colossians
3:1-17. “All of Colossians 3 works out what it means in practice to be raised up
with Christ.”349
The Biblical evidence is clear, Jesus was seen by many. Looking at each of the stories
of the resurrection, Jesus revealed Himself first to the women, then to the two on the
road to Emmaus. It is evident by all four gospel writers and in Acts that Jesus
revealed Himself to many.
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In First Corinthians 15:1-2,
"Moreover, brethren, I declare to you the gospel which I preached to you, which also
you received and in which you stand, by which also you are saved, if you hold fast that
word which I preached to you-unless you believed in vain."
3-8 “For I delivered to you first of all that which I also received: that Christ died for
our sins according to the Scriptures, and that He was buried, and that He rose again
the third day according to the Scriptures, and that He was seen by Cephas, then by the
twelve. After that He was seen by over five-hundred brethren at once, of whom the
greater part remain to the present, but some have fallen asleep. After that He was seen
by James, then by all the Apostles. Then last of all He was seem by me also, as one
born out of due time.”
According to Dr. Gary Habermas, in Lee Strobel’s book, this early creed dates back
possibly to around AD 32-38. James D.G. Dunn said, “This tradition, we can be
entirely confident, was formulated as tradition within months of Jesus’ death.”350 That
is a significant statement to the reliability of what was seen and believed. This is
strong evidence that Jesus is alive!!!
Later on, in this same text, we read that Paul probably received this early creed about
three years after his conversion. I don’t know about you, but that’s exciting!!

R.C. Sproul says, “The Bible testifies that the early church immediately owned a fully
developed and cogent kerygma, the essential proclamation of the gospel. In other
words, When the apostles went out to preach, they used words and spoke in
meaningful sentences that can be analyzed by rules of grammar. Without question,
thousands and thousands became convinced of the truth of their statements.”351
Acts 2:22-24 was the first public proclamation of the resurrection.
“Men of Israel, hear these words: Jesus of Nazareth, a Man attested by God to you
by miracles, wonder, and signs which God did through Him in your midst, as you
yourselves also know-Him, being delivered by the determined purpose and
foreknowledge of God, you have taken by lawless hands, have crucified, and put to
death; whom God raised up, having loosed the pains of death, because it was not
possible that He should be held by it.”
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Sproul also says, “’God has raised Him from the dead’ was an astounding statement
that lies at the heart of the New Testament kerygma. In the resurrection, God
vindicates Jesus.”352
VIII.

Scripture Reading: Luke 22:69, Acts 7:54-60, Ephesians 1:20, Colossians 3:1 Acts
10:42, 17:31, 2Timothy 4:1, 1Peter 4:5, Revelation 19:11-21.

IX.

What do these passages say about the Ascension?

X.

Again, Sproul points out an important aspect of the ascension. “The ascension is not
only the culmination of New Testament history, but also the focal point of much Old
Testament prophecy.”353

XI.

One of the great stories in the New Testament is the story of Stephen. The topic is
about Jesus being seated at the right hand of God. In this story, Jesus is standing.
Why do you think Jesus is standing? He is standing possibly to honor Stephen for his
testimony for Jesus. Also, remember that Paul was a witness to Stephen's death. That
had to have had an impact on Paul.
Another great passage, written by Paul, is Colossians 3:1. What do you think Paul
meant in this passage?
It is essential to recognize that Jesus will come again as Judge. When He first came as
a baby in a manger, He came to show man who God is. The nation of Israel had so
misrepresented God to the world. The Jewish leaders in Jesus' day had portrayed God
as narrow-minded, mean, and strict. Because of the treatment of the Samaritans, He
was viewed as One who only liked the Jews.
Michael Bird says, “Jesus returns to save His people, to rule in righteousness, and to
usher in a new heaven and a new earth. Jesus is Lord, and at his return He will make
His lordship fully known. He will be by might What He is by right: the King of
heaven and earth.”354 That should get every Christian excited.
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The Apostles’ Creed Gospel Study
The Gospel Study 6
The Apostles’ Creed
"I believe in God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, and in Jesus Christ, His only
Son, our Lord. Who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under
Pontius Pilate, was crucified, dead, and buried. He descended to the dead. On the third day, He
rose from the dead. He ascended into heaven and is seated at the right hand of God the
Father, Almighty. From this He will come to judge the quick and the dead. I believe in the Holy
Spirit, the holy universal (catholic) church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the
resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting. Amen."355
Worthy Quote: “As Stephen is condemned by the ruling council of Israel, he has a vision of
Jesus, standing at the right hand of God. To be seated at the right hand is to be in the position of
judge. The defense attorney stands in the courtroom, not the judge. As the Sanhedrin condemns
Stephen to death, the ascended Christ rises to defend him. Thus, in ascension we receive not only
an exalted King, but also One who is our ultimate Mediator.”356
Recap:
1. What is the gospel? The Gospel is: “The story of Israel coming to its resolution in the Story
of Jesus and our letting that story become our story.”357
2. Four parts of the gospel. According to Paul and early church teaching in 1 Corinthians 15,
there are four parts of the gospel. Christ died, Christ was buried, Christ was raised, and Christ
was Seen! All of these things happened according to the Scriptures, the Old Testament!
3. What is the purpose of the church? The ekklesia means an assembly or a religious
congregation or assembly also to call or called out ones. The purpose of the church is the
fellowship of believers. Look at the early church! They did some amazing stuff! You find in Acts
the purpose of the church! They prayed, they ate, and they shared, they taught, they learned, and
they loved. They had the Lord's Supper. Look at Acts 2:40-47, 4:32-37, Acts 6:1-7, and Acts
12:5.
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David Jeremiah says the purpose of the church is “to continue the work of Christ on earth until
He returns. The church is to be the hands and heart and eyes of Jesus on earth while He is in
heaven.”358
4. The Apostles’ Creed or the Symbolum Apostolorum is the Latin for what the creed was
initially called. It was also called the Old Roman Creed. The Apostles did not write it, but it
dates to around the year 200 A.D. Earlier statements from the creed can be traced back to the
first century. After a believer had gone through a year of catechism, they would be baptized, and
as they were about to be immersed, they would quote the creed as a confession of their faith. The
early church believed this to be the gospel in a concise form.
5. Jesus is Lord! Romans 10: 9-10. Is Jesus Lord of Your Life? In the first century, you
would die if you confessed someone else as Lord besides Caesar.
6. The Incarnation. The historical Jesus was 100 percent God, and He was 100 percent man.
Jesus was conceived by the Holy Spirit and born of Mary.
7. Jesus Suffered under Pontius Pilate. Pilate was a thug. He was a despicable man! This
reminds us that this was not only a theological event but also a historical event.
8. The sacrifices! God takes sin seriously! The payment for sin in the Old Testament was a life
of an unblemished animal. Blood was spilled! On the Day of Atonement, two unblemished goats
were sacrificed. One goat was slain, and its blood was sprinkled on the mercy seat for the
forgiveness of sins. This took place in the Holy of Holies, behind the veil. The other goat was the
scapegoat. The priest would confess the sins of the nation over the goat, and he was led out into
the wilderness, symbolically carrying away the sins of the nation. This goat would be led to the
brow of a cliff and pushed off. They did not want him to bring those sins back symbolically!
9. The Crucifixion! Michael Bird addresses what was behind the crucifixion. "It would leave
you with irrepressible memories of naked half-dead men dying a protracted death for days on
end, covered in blood and flies, their flesh gnawed by rats, their members ripped at by wild dogs,
their faces pecked at by crows, the victims continually mocked and jeered by the torturers who
enjoyed their craft, perhaps even with relatives nearby weeping uncontrollably yet entirely
helpless to do anything for them."359 “Cicero called crucifixion the most cruel and terrifying
penalty.”360
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10. He descended to the dead. Look at 1 Samuel 28: 7-19.
J.I. Packer makes a valid point and agrees with Irenaeus on Jesus’ descending to the dead.
“He suggests that Christ’s presence turned hades into paradise for all who had earlier died in
faith, and that he perfected the spirits of departed believers, bringing them out of the gloom of
Sheol into the experience of paradise.”361 Also, remember what C.S. Lewis said in the Chronicles
of Narnia. When Aslan goes to the lair of the White Witch and breathes life back into all, she has
turned to stone. This is a good illustration.
11. The Resurrection!!!! The resurrection is a huge deal. We would not be here today if it were
not for the resurrection. The resurrection was God the Father’s stamp of approval on Jesus as His
Son and the completion of His work! Michael Bird goes on to tell us that “The resurrection is the
divine sign that Jesus was given all authority in heaven and on earth, vindicated from false
accusations.”362

I.

The Ascension! He is seated at the Right Hand of God the Father Almighty!

II.

Scripture Reading: Acts 1: 4-11, Luke 22:69, Acts 7:54-60, Ephesians 1:20,
Colossians 3:1 Acts 10:42, 17:31, 2Timothy 4:1, 1Peter 4:5, Revelation 19:11-21.
Luke 22:69. “Here after the Son of Man will sit on the right hand of the power of
God.”
Acts 10:41. “And He commanded us to preach to people, and to testify that it is He
who was ordained by God to be judge of the living and the dead.”
2 Timothy 4:1 “I charge you therefore before God and the Lord Jesus Christ, who will
judge the living and the dead at His appearing and His kingdom:”

III.

Again, R.C. Sproul points out an important aspect of the ascension. “The ascension is
not only the culmination of New Testament history, but also the focal point of much
Old Testament prophecy.”363

IV.

What do these passages say about the Ascension? Jesus is seated in the place of
highest honor. He is in the place of power. He is in the place of judgment.

V.

One of the great stories in the New Testament is the story of Stephen. The topic is
about Jesus being seated at the right hand of God. In this story, Jesus is standing.
Why do you think Jesus is standing? He is standing possibly to honor Stephen for his
testimony for Jesus. Also, remember that Paul was a witness to Stephen's death. That
had to have had an impact on Paul.
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Another great passage written by Paul is Colossians 3:1. What do you think Paul
meant in this passage?
It is essential to recognize that Jesus will come again as Judge. When He first came as
a baby in a manger, He came to show man who God is. The nation of Israel had so
misrepresented God to the world. The Jewish leaders in Jesus' day had portrayed God
as narrow-minded, mean, and strict. Because of the treatment of the Samaritans, He
was viewed as One who only liked the Jews.
Michael Bird says, “Jesus returns to save His people, to rule in righteousness, and to
usher in a new heaven and a new earth. Jesus is Lord, and at his return He will make
His lordship fully known. He will be by might What He is by right: the King of
heaven and earth.”364 That should get every Christian excited!
VI.

The Holy Spirit. Ezekiel 36:26-27 says, “I will give you a new heart and put a new
spirit within you; I will take the heart of stone out of your flesh and give you a
heart of flesh. I will put My Spirit within you and cause you to walk in My
statutes, and you will keep My judgments and do them.”
The Holy Spirit is the Spirit of Jesus! In the Old Testament, He came upon
someone for a particular act and never indwelled anyone. In the New Testament, that
is different. After Jesus died and was resurrected, He sent the Holy Spirit to indwell
us.
Michael Bird said, "The Spirit is the One who gives life principally by uniting us with
Christ. Our first experience of the Spirit’s life-giving power is regeneration or new
birth.”365
Daniel Migliore says, “The Spirit is the power of transformation from non-being to
being, from the old to the new, from enslavement to the powers of sin and death to a
new life in communion with God and others.”366
“The main thing is that the Spirit is God, as fully God as the father and the Son. The
Apostles’ Creed echoes the trinitarian character of the Christian faith.”367
In the Old Testament, “The effects of the Spirit manifested in the Old Testament are
often extraordinary and violent, indicating awesome power.”368
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“The Holy Spirit enters the lives of the spiritually dead with a transforming power
that brings new life.”369

One of the things I misunderstood when I got saved was the work of the Holy Spirit.
When I rededicated my life, I realized who He was and where He was in me!
One final quote from Dr. Sproul. He says, “Jesus sets for the necessary condition for new
birth into His kingdom. It is a radical experience. One must be born of water and of the
Spirit.”370
VII.

Where do we go from here? How do we share the gospel? What does the gospel mean
for and to us?
I love what Scot McKnight says:
1. “Talk to God constantly by worshiping God and by seeking God’s will and by
interceding for others.”
2. “Listen to God constantly. Jesus, and all His followers, have learned to listen to
and for God’s voice in these two ways: by reading the Bible-and by that I mean cover
to cover and not just in snippets of verses-and listening to what God says to us as we
read the Bible. Furthermore, in prayer sometimes God speaks to us-what my pastor
calls “promptings”-and sometimes we just know that God has spoken and we are to
do something about it.”
3. “Commit to kingdom work locally by asking God’s Spirit to empower you and by
entering into fellowship with others who follow Jesus in that same spirit.”
4. “Keep Jesus’ kingdom vision in front of you every moment, I suggest you recite
daily the Jesus Creed of loving God and loving others and the Lord’s prayer.”371
Recite the Apostles’ Creed daily too.
Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God, the Lord is one.
Love the Lord your God with all your heart
And with all your soul
And with all your mind
And with all your strength.
The second is this:
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Love your neighbor as yourself.
There is no commandment greater than these.

Our Father which art in heaven,
Hallowed be thy name.
Thy Kingdom come.
Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread.
And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors.
And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil:
For Thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, forever.
Amen
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Appendix M
Post-Interview Questions on The Gospel
1. For you, what was the most transformative lesson?
2. How have the lessons changed your view of the gospel?
3. How have the lessons changed how you read the gospel?
4. What lesson do you wish you had heard ten years ago and why?
5. What is the gospel?
6. Where can the gospel be found?
7. What gospel did Jesus preach?
8. What are the results of hearing the gospel?
9. What is salvation?
10. What are the four parts of salvation?
11. What are the results of salvation?
12. Who can be saved?
13. What is the difference between the gospel and salvation?
14. What is discipleship?
15. What is a spiritual discipline?
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16. What spiritual disciplines are you aware of?
17. Do you practice any spiritual disciplines, and if so, which ones?
18. How often do you read your Bible?
19. Do you memorize Scripture?
20. What is your favorite passage of Scripture and why?
21. What is the purpose of prayer?
22. How often do you pray?
23. How much time do you spend praying?
24. Does prayer change anything? If it does, what does it change?
25. Can you share an experience where you know prayer made a difference, or you
experienced answered prayer?
26. How often do you attend church?
27. What do you believe the purpose of the church is?
28. Do you know what the Apostles’ Creed is?
29. What have you learned over the past few weeks about the gospel?
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Appendix N
Post-Training Questionnaire on the Gospel
The purpose of this questionnaire is to understand how the Members of First Baptist Church
understand the gospel of Jesus. Remember, there are no right or wrong answers. Please answer
each question as truthfully as possible.
1. For you, what was the most transformative lesson? Why?
2. How have the lessons changed your view of the gospel?
3. How have the lessons changed how you read the gospel?
4. What lesson do you wish you had heard ten years ago and why?
5. What is the gospel?
6. Where can the gospel be found?
7. What gospel did Jesus preach?
8. What are the results of hearing the gospel?
9. What is salvation?
10. What are the four parts of salvation?
11. What are the results of salvation?
12. Who can be saved?
13. What is the difference between the gospel and salvation?
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14. What is discipleship?
15. What is a spiritual discipline?
16. Would you please list any spiritual disciplines?
17. Do you practice any spiritual disciplines, and if so, which ones?
18. How often do you read your Bible?
19. Do you memorize Scripture?
20. What is your favorite passage of Scripture and why?
21. What is the purpose of prayer?
22. How often do you pray?
23. How much time do you spend praying?
24. Does prayer change anything? If it does, what does it change?
25. Can you share an experience where you know prayer made a difference, or you
experienced answered prayer?
26. What do you believe the purpose of the church is?
27. Do you know what the Apostles’ Creed is?
28. What is your name and age? ____________________________________
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Appendix O
Definitions
Apostles’ Creed. "I believe in God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, and
in Jesus Christ, His only Son, our Lord. Who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the
Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, dead, and buried. He descended to the
dead. On the third day, He rose from the dead. He ascended into heaven and is seated at the right
hand of God the Father, Almighty. From this He will come to judge the living and the dead. I
believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy catholic Church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of
sins, the resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting. Amen."372
Ark of the Covenant. Built by the children of Israel under the instruction and direction of
the Lord and Moses. Inside were Aaron’s rod, a jar of manna, and the tablets with the
commandments. On top was the mercy seat. The Ark was placed in the Holy of Holies of the
Tabernacle and then the Temple. It disappeared around 586 B.C. when the Israelites were
deported to Babylon. Jeremiah is said to have hidden it somewhere and it has never been found.
Didache. Early church catechism. Also known as the Lord’s Teaching Through the
Twelve Apostles to The Nations. Dates back to the first or second century possible AD 80-90.
Discipleship. “Discipleship is the process where a person purposely joins God to
increasingly follow and live like Jesus through the Scriptures, the Holy Spirit, and the input of
others. Discipleship is becoming more and more like Jesus and letting Him live His life more and
more in me."373 Another definition is “the process of spiritual growth and becoming more Christlike.”374
Euangelion. Glad tidings, good news, to announce glad tidings or bring good news. The
gospel is to proclaim or declare good news, bring good news, and good news preached.375
Gospel of Jesus. “The story of Israel coming to its resolution in the Story of Jesus and our
letting that story become our story.”376
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Jesus Creed. You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul, and
with all your mind.’ This is the first and great commandment. And the second is like it: You shall
love your neighbor as yourself.’ Mark 12:37-39.
Mercy Seat or Propitiatory The mercy seat is on top of the ark. The mercy seat is where
the High Priest sprinkled blood once a year on Yom Kippur or the Day of Atonement, for the
forgiveness of sins.
Pentateuch. The first five books of the Bible also known as the five books of Moses.
Same as the Torah, Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy.
Qualitative Research. The current research project is considered a qualitative research
project. Understanding the definition of qualitative research is critical to understanding the
purpose of a work like this. The current project is meant to change a need that is perceived. Tim
Sensing gives several definitions, while the following is sufficient. He states, “Qualitative
research produces culturally specific and contextually rich data critical for the design, evaluation,
and ongoing health of institutions like churches.”377
Reduced Gospel. A reduced gospel is a belief and teaching that the gospel and the plan of
salvation are the same things. “I believe the word gospel has been hijacked by what we believe
about ‘personal salvation’ and the gospel itself has been reshaped to facilitate making
‘decisions.’”378
Regula Fidei. The Rule of Faith. Set of doctrines and beliefs confessed at baptism such as
the Apostles’ Creed. “The rule of faith is the narrative generated by the Jewish Scriptures and the
Christian Scriptures. It is the story of creation, Jesus’ birth, His life, His death and resurrection,
the ascension, the beginnings of the church, and the consummation.”379
Shema. “Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God, the Lord is one! You shall love the Lord your
God with all your heart, with all your soul, and with all your strength. Deuteronomy 6:4-5
Soterian Gospel. Scot McKnight has much to say about the soterian gospel, but the
following definition states that the conversion experience matters more than the message or
effect of the gospel. “The ability to witness personally to the experience of conversion that
matters most. Once one has had this experience, it’s all over until the final party arrives.380
Therefore, it is a gospel of salvation or salvation gospel.
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Spiritual Disciplines of Abstinence. These disciplines appear to be the most challenging
for believers because they deprive a person of the usual comforts of daily life. "In the discipline
of abstinence, we abstain to some degree and for some time from the satisfaction of what we
generally regard as drives or motivations, such as those for food, sleep, bodily activity,
companionship, curiosity, and sex. But our desires for convenience, comfort, material security,
reputation and fame, variety are also considered under this heading."381 Disciplines of abstinence
include solitude, silence, fasting, frugality, chastity, secrecy, and sacrifice.382
Spiritual Disciplines of Engagement. These disciplines require action on the part of the
believer. "The disciplines of abstinence must be counterbalanced and supplemented by
disciplines of engagement. Abstinence and engagement are the outbreathing and the inbreathing
of our spiritual lives, and we require disciplines for both movements. Roughly speaking, the
disciplines of abstinence counteract the tendencies to sins of commission, and the disciplines of
engagement counteract tendencies to sins of omission."383 Disciplines of engagement include
study, worship, celebration, service, prayer, fellowship, confession, and submission.384
Torah. The law of God or the first five books, Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and
Deuteronomy.
Vampire Christians. The term is a pun developed by Dallas Willard regarding Christians’
who have little respect for the sacrifice Jesus made at the cross. Willard refers to shallow
Christians who have only accepted Jesus as Savior and have no concept of Jesus as Lord. He
quotes A.W. Tozer when he says, “that salvation apart from obedience is unknown in the sacred
scriptures.”385 He goes on to describe the heresy of “Vampire Christians,” “One in effect says to
Jesus, “I’d like a little of your blood, please. But I don’t care to be your student or have your
character.”386
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February 2, 2022,
John Herring
Darren Hercyk
Re: IRB Application - IRB-FY21-22-691 Changing the Effects of a Reduced Gospel
Dear John Herring and Darren Hercyk,
The Liberty University Institutional Review Board (IRB) has reviewed your application in
accordance with the Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP) and Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) regulations and finds your study does not classify as human subject’s
research. This means you may begin your project with the data safeguarding methods
mentioned in your IRB application.
Decision: No Human Subjects Research
Explanation: Your study is not considered human subjects research for the following reason:
Your project will consist of quality improvement activities, which are not "designed to
develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge" according to 45 CFR 46. 102(l).
Please note that this decision only applies to your current application, and any modifications
to your protocol must be reported to the Liberty University IRB for verification of continued
non-human subjects research status. You may report these changes by completing a
modification submission through your Cayuse IRB account.
Also, although you are welcome to use our recruitment and consent templates, you are not
required to do so. If you choose to use our documents, please replace the
word research with the word project throughout both documents.
If you have any questions about this determination or need assistance in determining
whether possible modifications to your protocol would change your application's status,
please email us at irb@liberty.edu.
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Sincerely,
G. Michele Baker, MA, CIP
Administrative Chair of Institutional Research
Research Ethics Office

